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Abstract 

Sulfide minerals are of significance in the mineral processing industry as major sources of base 

metals; however, their similar physicochemical properties make them challenging to separate. 

Bioflotation is the process by which microorganisms modify the mineral hydrophobicity, enabling 

selective separation of sulfide minerals. This has several advantages over traditional froth flotation, 

with the microorganisms being environmentally friendly and non-pathogenic. 

To determine if it is the extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), or the combination of EPS and 

microorganisms that alter the hydrophobicity of the gangue mineral pyrite, the microbial strains 

Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans, Leptospirillum ferrooxidans, and Acidianus brierleyi were 

investigated. Cell growth and solution conditions were examined, and propagation of cells on the 

surface of pyrite was investigated. The physical and chemical properties of the mineral surface was 

studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), contact angle, photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM), 

scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM), near edge adsorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 

and time of flight – secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). 

This study found both A. ferrooxidans and L. ferrooxidans displayed attachment at very early stages 

of exposure, with no obvious preference for surface defects. The most significant difference in 

hydrophobicity between pyrite exposed to bacteria and the control occurs at the earliest exposure. L. 

ferrooxidans and A. ferrooxidans showed decreases in contact angle of 36° and 25°, respectively.  

The decrease in hydrophobicity observed in pyrite exposed to mesophiles coincides with the 

presence of polysaccharide and fatty acid-type structures. It is proposed that these compounds assist 

with initial cell adhesion to pyrite, before cells produce hydrophobic proteins as colonies begin to 

spread on the surface.  This study suggests that the nature of bacterial excretions changes over the 

course of exposure, with significant difference in EPS production between strains, which suggests 

the point of cell harvest and EPS extraction may impact mineral separation efficiency.  

It was found that the presence of yeast extract in the growth medium of A. brierleyi made it 

impossible to determine with accuracy the action of EPS on the surface, and potentially impeded 

reactions on the surface. Investigation of the impact of A. brierleyi on pyrite in the absence of yeast 

extract found a decrease in contact angle of 24° compared to the control at 2 h.  
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It was found that A. brierleyi produced significantly less EPS than the other strains investigated, and 

that this strain is unlikely to alter the surface through direct attack, with little to no cell attachment 

observed on the pyrite surface.  

These studies have shown that EPS production by cells at early stages of attachment creates 

significant improvement in the wettability of pyrite, without the need for extensive biofilm 

formation. This has important implications for the depression of pyrite for bioflotation, which 

would benefit from short periods of exposure and low cell density requirements. The analytical 

techniques listed previously were successfully applied to the investigation of physical properties 

and chemical species on the pyrite surface, and enabled to identification of polysaccharide and 

lipid-type compounds as being responsible for the decreased hydrophobicity of the mineral. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Project Context 

Bioflotation is the application of microorganisms and/or their excretions to the separation of 

minerals by the selective alteration of their surface properties [1-5]. Ore containing valuable or 

precious metals is made to repel water and float while the unwanted ore, commonly known as 

gangue, is made to attract water to remain in the waste materials known as tailings [2, 6, 7]. 

Traditional froth flotation uses chemical reagents to selectively alter a minerals propensity for 

repelling or attracting water, however there are major health and environmental issues surrounding 

many of these reagents [6-8]. The use of microorganisms to replace these chemical reagents has 

several significant advantages, however the fundamental understanding of microbial interactions 

with mineral surfaces is still open to debate [4, 9-11]. 

Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), a sulfide mineral, is the world’s primary source of copper [8, 12]. Copper is 

used in plumbing, electronic products, car components and building construction, which makes 

chalcopyrite a desirable commercial mineral [1, 8, 12]. Pyrite (FeS2) is also a sulfide mineral, and 

although it can be used as a source of sulfur, it is generally considered an undesirable gangue 

mineral that is often found in ores along with the copper-containing chalcopyrite [6, 8]. To extract 

the copper from chalcopyrite, these two minerals must be first separated from each other. 

In industry, froth-flotation is a common process for separating the desirable sulfide minerals from 

the gangue sulfide minerals [6, 7]. To achieve this, various chemicals are required to selectively 

alter the mineral surface chemistry so that the required minerals float and the gangue sinks, or vice 

versa [2, 6]. Unfortunately, the chemicals used to bring about these changes in mineral 

hydrophobicity – propensity for repelling water – are often harsh and environmentally hazardous 

[8]. For example, sodium ethyl xanthate, a commonly used collector in the separation of sulfide 

minerals, has caused the residents near a mine in Stawell to complain of “foul odour, headache, 

dizziness and nausea”, and has also caused the evacuation of 100 people from a railway and the 

hospitalization of 6 people in Alice Springs [13]. Another commonly used compound in the 

separation of sulfides – sodium cyanide – has caused several human fatalities through mine tailings 

contaminating water sources [14], as well as a significant amount of wildlife fatalities, with 800 

birds dying in just one accidental release in the Northern Territory in 2002 [15]. 

It has been proposed that microorganisms might be superior over environmentally hazardous and 

corrosive chemicals – which are costly to store and difficult to handle – for modifying mineral 
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hydrophobicity, as they are environmentally friendly and non-pathogenic [1-5]. There have been 

several major obstacles identified by studies that must be overcome for bioflotation to be applied at 

an industrial scale; uncertainty about quantity of microorganisms or their products required for 

flotation, unfamiliarity with applying microorganisms to an industrial scale operation, and the costs 

associated with processes required to operate with microorganisms as flotation agents [16-18].  

To date, the mechanism of cell interaction with minerals has not been fully elucidated, and no 

specific biomolecules have been identified as potential products that may enhance mineral recovery 

or depression in bioflotation [17]. Many microorganisms are natural producers of extracellular 

polymeric substances (EPS), which enable them to adhere to surfaces they contact and form a 

biofilm. Currently, it is not known whether it is EPS or the combination of EPS and microbial cells 

that affects hydrophobicity, and although several mechanisms have been suggested, opinion is 

divided as to whether EPS mediates the process between cell and mineral, or whether it is EPS that 

alters the mineral directly. Current thinking is also divided as to whether contact between either 

EPS or cells and mineral is a prerequisite for any alteration in hydrophobicity [4, 9-11]. 

1.2 Project Aims 

This project aims to identify the mechanism through which several different acidophilic 

microorganisms alter the surface properties of the gangue sulfide mineral pyrite, with specific 

attention to the role played by extracellular polymeric substances (EPS).  

The aims of this thesis are: 

1) To elucidate the mechanism(s) through which three different microorganisms interact with 

the sulfide mineral pyrite, a ubiquitous gangue mineral. As each microorganism utilises 

different nutrient sources – ferrous iron, elemental sulfur, or a combination of both – it is 

possible that each will respond uniquely to the pyrite mineral. 

2) To identify components in the excretions of the microorganisms and their relation to the 

mineral surface properties and solution chemistry, and compare excretions across strains. If 

cells require attachment to the mineral surface, their excretions are likely to exhibit different 

characteristics to planktonic cells that do not attach to the mineral. 

3) To correlate the microbial metabolic products, inorganic surface species, and surface 

morphology produced during the interaction of microorganisms with pyrite with changes in 

the surface hydrophobicity of the mineral surface. This has potentially important 

implications for the field of bioflotation, which would ideally require low cost, high 
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efficiency alternatives to current chemical flotation reagents. This will be dependent on 

time, temperature, pH, cell concentration and growth rate, and is likely to vary across each 

strain. The formation of biofilm across the mineral surface is expected. 

1.3 Structure of Thesis 

This thesis will continue in Chapter 2 with a literature review on the principles behind froth 

flotation and bioflotation, and the current knowledge and use of the microorganisms applied to 

these systems. 

Chapter 3 describes the principles behind the analytical techniques used in this project, along with 

the experimental methods used to grow the microorganisms and the preparation of samples. 

Chapters 4 through 6 show the experimental results and interpretation of each of the 

microorganisms examined over the course of this project, with the intent of determining the effect 

of cells and their excretions on the hydrophobicity of the mineral pyrite, and determining the 

mechanism through which the cells interact with the mineral.  

In Chapter 4, pyrite was exposed to the bacterium Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans, finding 

extracellular polymeric substances mediates attachment of cells to the surface, but that cells are not 

required to colonise the surface for EPS to decrease the hydrophobicity of pyrite in short periods of 

time. Polysaccharide-type compounds were identified as key components responsible for the 

decrease in hydrophobicity. 

The bacterium Leptospirillum ferrooxidans was exposed to pyrite in Chapter 5, with similar results 

observed as the previous chapter. The proportion of EPS on the surface of pyrite exposed to L. 

ferrooxidans was found to be greater, suggesting this strain would be ideal for EPS extraction 

experiments, and that fewer cells are required for better separation.  

Chapter 6 shows the investigation of Acidianus brierleyi and its interaction with pyrite, finding cells 

do not appear to attach to the pyrite surface and do not produce EPS in large enough quantities to 

attach. The lack of attachment may be due to preferential consumption of yeast extract rather than 

the mineral. 

In Chapter 7, a comparison is made to Acidianus brierleyi and its interaction with pyrite without the 

presences of the growth enhancement of yeast extract that is typically included in the growth 

medium. It was found that the removal of yeast extract did not alter cell attachment, however there 
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were significant chemical changes on the surface suggesting some cell products are present on the 

surface over periods when hydrophobicity is decreased. 

Chapter 8 will present a summary of the work and the major conclusions drawn from this project, as 

well as suggestions for potential pathways for future investigations of this system. 
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2 Literature Review 

This review will encompass current industrial practices around the flotation of sulfide ores, the 

physical and structural properties of the minerals of interest, and current studies into the use of 

microorganisms for selective mineral surface modification. The advantages and limitations of 

bioflotation will be explored, as will the mechanisms of microbial-mineral interactions that drive 

mineral surface modification, over which current literature is divided. 

The microorganisms of interest to this study are described, and their previous applications in the 

field of both bioleaching and bioflotation will be reviewed, as will current understanding of 

microbial products and their extraction for mineral modification. The analytical techniques applied 

to the aqueous media solutions and mineral surfaces in previous studies will be explored to 

demonstrate their suitability and limitations to this investigation. 

2.1 Froth Flotation 

Froth flotation is a method of separating valuable minerals from unwanted minerals, referred to as 

gangue. This technique is applied to ores containing coal, precious metals and both sulfidic and 

non-sulfidic ores, and has allowed the mining of low-grade ores to become economically viable [1, 

2]. The process of froth flotation is used to treat complex sulfide mineral ores containing the base 

metals copper, lead, zinc and nickel, as well as valuable metals such as gold and platinum [2]. 

Froth flotation first requires the ore to be reduced to fine particulates, typically 38-75 µm in size, to 

maximise the efficiency with which the particles interact with the air bubbles [3]. It is then placed in 

a vat of water to be constantly agitated whilst air is pumped through via a rotating shaft. In this 

system, hydrophilic particles sink to be washed away, whereas hydrophobic particles attach to the 

air bubbles and float to the surface, where they are either scooped off, or collected through an over-

flow system (see Figure 2.1) [1, 2, 4, 5]. 

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a froth flotation cell adapted from [6]. 

The hydrophobicity of the minerals is determined by the surface chemistry and morphology of the 

particles involved, and is strongly influenced by pH, oxidation-reduction potential (Eh), 
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temperature, surface heterogeneity and oxidation [1, 2, 5, 7]. Where flotation is not naturally 

occurring, or when the minerals in the ore have similar hydrophobicity, chemical regulators called 

flotation reagents are used to alter the surface chemistry of minerals and aid separation in the froth-

flotation system [1, 5].  These flotation reagents shall be discussed in more detail in section 2.1.2. 

Changes in the surface chemistry of the minerals can occur naturally prior to flotation upon 

exposure to air, water and pre-processing solutions in a process called leaching; a series of chemical 

reactions by which valuable metals can be extracted from a mineral by converting the metal to a 

water-soluble form. It is often used both pre- and post-flotation to economically draw greater 

amounts of desired metals such as copper and gold from gangue ore [2, 8]. Tailings – the waste 

slurry from the flotation process – is often pumped into “heaps”, where the natural oxidation of 

sulfide minerals in the presence of water produces sulfuric acid, and oxidants in the form of reduced 

metal ions leached from the mineral that return to react again [9-11]. These reactions are of 

importance for sulfide mineral processing, and are dependent on the individual mineral, as will be 

discussed in the following sections. 

2.1.1 Sulfide Minerals 

2.1.1.1 Pyrite 

Pyrite (FeS2) is the most commonly occurring sulfide mineral in the Earth’s crust, and is often 

associated with high-value metals such as gold, and economically useful copper sulfide ores [12, 

13]. Pyrite is naturally hydrophobic, especially at low pH, due to sulfur-rich species on the mineral 

surface, and as such floats readily in aqueous solutions under a wide range of conditions [14, 15]. 

The efficient separation of pyrite, an undesirable gangue mineral, from valuable metal ore is of high 

industrial importance. 

The pyrite unit cell, shown in Figure 2.2, has a cubic, face-centred crystallographic arrangement. 

The Fe ions occupy the face centre and corner positions on the unit cell at the centre of a distorted 

octahedral arrangement, while the edges and centre of the cube are occupied by S anion pairs [16]. 

This results in the six-fold coordination of Fe ions, with each S coordinated to one S and six Fe in a 

distorted tetrahedral arrangement, with the layers alternating in orientation [16, 17]. The interatomic 

distance between the sulfur-sulfur bonds is 2.14 Å, while the iron-sulfur bonds are 2.27 Å in length 

[18]. The unit cell contains four FeS2 formula units. This arrangement has a density of 

approximately 5.02 g.cm-3. Pyrite is naturally found with a cubic {100} [17] morphology, but can 

also occur in {210} and {111} morphologies that form pyritohedral and octahedral structures, 

respectively [12, 19]. 
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Figure 2.2: Pyrite unit cell diagram [20]. 

The oxidation states of pyrite are considered to be Fe2+(S2)
2-, with the electronic structure consisting 

of covalently bonded overlap of the Fe 3d and S 3p valence electrons [12, 19, 21]. The valence band 

consists primarily of non-bonding Fe 3d t2g states, below which a bonding S 3p – Fe 3d eg occurs, 

with the conduction band consisting of mixed Fe 3d e*g and S 3p states [12]. Pyrite is a 

semiconductor, and is diamagnetic with no magnetic moment at room temperature due to its low-

spin configuration, with a band gap of 0.95 eV. It can vary between p- and n-type depending on the 

Fe: S ratio and amount of trace elements present in the lattice [12, 16, 19, 21, 22]. 

Oxidation can occur on exposure of pyrite to oxygen and water in atmosphere, and the surface 

species that occur when pyrite is oxidised include jarosites, iron oxides, hydroxides and sulfates [4, 

12, 22]. The oxidation reactions postulated by previous leaching studies that produce acid, ferric 

iron and sulfate species are shown in Equations 2.1-2.3 [2, 10-12, 19, 23]. 

4FeS2 + 14O2 + 4H2O → 4Fe2+ + 8SO4
2- + 8H+     (2.1) 

Fe2+ + ¼O2
 + H+ → Fe3+ + ½H2O       (2.2)  

FeS2 + 14Fe3+ + 8H2O → 15Fe2+ + 2SO4
2- + 16H+     (2.3) 

Various sulfoxy intermediates and Fe(III)-oxyhydroxides are also produced during this oxidation 

process, although their formation is affected by temperature and pH [10, 23-25]. These reactions, 

shown in Equations 2.4 and 2.5, occur at the surface of the mineral, altering the surface chemistry 

continuously. The pH must remain low to prevent the formation of unwanted jarosites, which forms 

at 30°C in the pH range of 2.0-2.6, and may form at lower pH when solution has a high redox 

potential [25-27]. 

Iron hydroxide formation:  

Fe3+ + 3H2O → Fe(OH)3 + 3H+       (2.4)  

Jarosite formation:  

3Fe3+ + 2SO4
2- + K+ + 6H2O → KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 + 6H+    (2.5) 
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Because of the ubiquitous nature of pyrite, it is often found as a major part of complex sulfidic ores 

that include copper sulfides such as chalcopyrite, which will be described in the following section 

[12-14, 28, 29]. 

2.1.1.2 Chalcopyrite 

Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) is an important copper-bearing sulfide ore that is abundantly available in the 

Earth’s surface, and is a primary source of copper [8, 30, 31]. It is commonly found in complex 

sulfidic ores, making froth flotation essential for the separation of chalcopyrite from the gangue 

sulfides for the recovery of copper from concentrate [8]. Like pyrite, chalcopyrite is naturally 

floatable over a range of conditions; however, as chalcopyrite provides copper ions to solution, 

undesirable activation of gangue minerals can occur, causing them to be collected and lowering the 

quality of the concentrate [14, 15, 28]. Activation will be briefly discussed in section 2.1.2.3. Due to 

the commercial value of copper, the need for sustainable, low cost, and high efficiency processing 

of chalcopyrite is of great industrial importance as high-grade ore becomes less readily available [8, 

32].  

This mineral has the crystallographic structure of a face centred tetragonal lattice, where copper and 

iron alternate positions on the corners of the cell, the structure shown in Figure 2.3. Each sulfur 

atom is coordinated to two of both copper and iron atoms, each iron and copper atom is coordinated 

to four S [8, 19]. The interatomic distance between the copper-sulfur bonds is 2.30 Å, while the 

iron-sulfur bonds are 2.26 Å in length, and the copper-iron, copper-copper and iron-iron bonds are 

all 3.71 Å [18].  

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 2.3: Chalcopyrite unit cell diagram adapted from [19]. 

The oxidation states of chalcopyrite are considered to be Cu1+Fe3+(S2)
2-, with the electronic 

structure consisting of Fe 3d – S 3p antibonding orbitals at the lowest empty orbitals, with the 

highest empty orbitals consisting of Cu 3d – S 3p orbitals [18, 19, 33, 34]. Fe 3d orbitals are 

observed over a wide energy range mixed into bonding orbitals [18, 34]. Chalcopyrite is a 

semiconductor, is antiferromagnetic at room temperature, and is predominantly n-type although 

there are some naturally occurring p-type chalcopyrite structures, with a band gap of between 0.33-

0.6 V [19, 35].  
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Oxidation of chalcopyrite forms a passivation layer consisting of elemental sulfur, polysulfides and 

iron sulfate precipitates, and it is these sulfur-rich species that provide chalcopyrite with its natural 

hydrophobicity [4, 31, 36]. The proposed reactions by which chalcopyrite oxidises and passivates, 

and the oxidation products and ionic species that form are shown in Equations 2.6-2.10 [2, 8, 32, 

37].  

2CuFeS2 + 8.5O2 + 6H2O + CO2 → 2Fe(OH)3 + 2CuSO4 + 2H2SO4 + H2CO3 (2.6) 

CuFeS2 + 3H2O → Fe(OH)3 + CuS + S0 + 3H+ + 3e-     (2.7) 

CuFeS2 + 4H+ + O2 → Cu2+ + Fe2+ + 2S0 + 2H2O     (2.8) 

2CuFeS2 + 8.5O2 + 2H2O → 2CuSO4 + Fe2O3 + 2H2SO4     (2.9) 

2CuFeS2 + 8.5O2 + 2H2SO4 → 2CuSO4 + Fe2O3 + 4S0 + 2H2O   (2.10) 

The iron ions released as the surface oxidises also promote surface leaching, shown in Equations 

2.11 and 2.12 [8, 32]. 

Fe2+ + ¼O2
 + H+ → Fe3+ + ½H2O       (2.11) 

CuFeS2 + 4Fe3+ → Cu2+ + 5Fe2+ + 2S0       (2.12) 

Under reducing conditions, elemental sulfur can also form on the surface of chalcopyrite, promoting 

the flotation of chalcopyrite via the proposed reactions shown in Equations 2.13-2.15 [32]. This 

process creates hydrogen sulfide gas, which is poisonous, corrosive and flammable. 

CuFeS2 + Fe2+ + Cu2+ + 2H+ → Cu2S + 2Fe3+ + H2S     (2.13) 

Cu2S + 4Fe3+→ 2Cu2+ + 4Fe2+ + S0       (2.14) 

H2S + 2Fe3+ → Fe2+ +3H+ + S0       (2.15) 

Oxidation processes are thought to be catalysed by the presence of microorganisms in leaching, and 

it is these microorganisms that are now being applied to other areas of mineral processing where the 

surface chemistry of the minerals is of paramount importance, including flotation [10, 12, 38-40]. 

The application of microorganisms to flotation will be discussed in section 2.2. 

2.1.2 Flotation Reagents 

Current industrial practices use chemical methods, known in general as flotation regulators, to alter 

the surfaces of chalcopyrite and pyrite to maximise efficiency and recovery using froth flotation. 
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Flotation regulators are classified by function, with each type of regulator performing a specific task 

in the froth-flotation system; collectors aid flotation, depressants hinder flotation, activators 

promote collectors on the mineral surface, and frothers stabilise the air bubbles for more effective 

recovery. The most commonly used regulators for sulfide mineral froth flotation are described 

below. 

2.1.2.1 Collectors 

Xanthates, thionocarbamates and dithiophosphates are commonly used collectors for sulfide 

minerals, the molecules of which adsorb onto the surface of the desired minerals and make them 

hydrophobic, facilitating the attachment of particles to the air bubbles, allowing them to float [2, 

41]. In the case of sulfide minerals, the collectors attach through chemisorption and surface 

chemical interactions with the molecules or ions of the collector [42]. The structures of these 

collectors are shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4: Chemical structures of xanthate collector (A); thionocarbamate collector (B); and dithiophosphate 

collector (C). 

Adsorption reactions between the mineral and collector molecule occur when the ionic polar head 

group of the collector chemisorbs onto ionic surface sites through covalent or coordinate bonds. An 

example of such reactions are the copper xanthate complexes formed during the flotation of 

chalcopyrite through the redox reaction of the xanthate on the mineral surface, which is shown in 

Equation 2.16, where M represents the metal of the sulfide [2, 4, 41, 43].                                      

2MS + 4ROCS2- (xanthate) + 3H2O → 2M(ROCS2)2 + S2O3
2- + 6H+ + 8e-  (2.16) 

Only a monolayer of the collector on the surface is required to facilitate the irreversible attachment 

of the mineral to the air bubbles, as higher concentrations can reduce selectivity of the collector, or 

form multilayers of collector, reducing the water-repelling effect [2]. When the hydrophobic carbon 

chain of the collector attaches to an air bubble, the chemisorbed chalcopyrite rises to the surface of 

the flotation cell with the air bubble [2, 4, 5, 41, 42]. 
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The collectors commonly used for sulfide flotation are variously unstable, toxic, corrosive and/or 

flammable substances, each of which is especially harmful to waterways and aquatic organisms [2, 

44, 45]. The oxidation reactions that cause xanthate to bond with the minerals produces acid (see 

Equation 16), and this can also negatively impact the environment [2].  

2.1.2.2 Depressants 

Inorganic depressants form complexes with metal ions on the mineral surface, blocking collector 

binding sites. They also dissolve some metals into solution, which bind with the collectors to form 

soluble complexes. Both actions prevent the collectors from adsorbing onto the mineral surface, 

which either causes the minerals to become hydrophilic or preserves their hydrophilicity, preventing 

them from rising to the surface with the collectors [2, 5]. The inorganic compound sodium cyanide 

is the most widely used depressant for pyrite, and although low molecular weight polymers such as 

starch, tannin, dextrin and quebracho have been used with some success in other systems, they have 

not yet been effectively applied to pyrite and chalcopyrite [2, 41]. 

Sodium cyanide is selective for pyrite over chalcopyrite, with the reaction forming ferric 

ferrocyanide, shown in Equations 2.17 and 2.18 [2, 4, 5, 41, 46-48].  

NaCN + H2O ↔ HCN + NaOH        (2.17)  

7Fe2+ + 18HCN → Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3 + 18H+ + 4e-      (2.18) 

Cyanide is an extremely toxic substance that starves the body of oxygen by binding to iron-carrying 

enzymes; it is expensive to use and hazardous to the environment, making it a highly undesirable 

chemical to use in industry [2, 46-49]. 

2.1.2.3 Activators 

Soluble salts can be used to aid the attachment of a collector to some mineral surfaces where such 

an interaction might not normally occur, facilitating flotation [41]. Activators such as copper sulfate 

ionise in solution, with those ions forming insoluble metal sulfides on the mineral surface [2, 5].  

This prevents collectors from binding to soluble ions, and instead promotes collector adsorption to 

the mineral, which facilitates flotation [2, 5].  While salts such as copper sulfate are commonly used 

to activate sulfide minerals such as sphalerite (ZnS) and pyrite, they are not often used for 

chalcopyrite, as it already contains copper [2, 4, 5, 50].  

Although not as hazardous as xanthates or cyanide, activators can still cause environmental issues if 

they are released into any waterways. Copper sulfate, as an example, is toxic for marine 

environments with the concentration limit applied to protect aquatic organisms as low as 0.004 
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mg/L, and may persist in the environment upon accidental release [51, 52]. Copper sulfate can also 

negatively impact human health from relatively minor skin irritation, to being fatal upon ingestion 

of as little a teaspoon-full of the solid, with chronic exposure resulting in damage to the human 

reproductive system and to the liver [52]. 

2.1.2.4 Frothers 

These chemicals are used to stabilise the froth that is formed by the air bubbles by adsorbing onto 

the air-water interface and reducing the surface tension [2]. In early froth flotation systems, pine oil 

and cresol were used as frothers, but currently compounds such as methyl isobutyl carbinol (MIBC) 

and polyglycols are commonly used frothers, as are aliphatic alcohols with a chain length of 

between 5-8 carbon atoms [4, 5, 41, 42, 50]. The compounds used as frothers are generally 

flammable materials, and can be considered dangerous for that reason [53]. 

Although effective, all flotation regulators currently used in the flotation of sulfide minerals possess 

undesirable qualities. Each compound has the potential to negatively impact both the environment 

and handlers, as well as increase storage, usage and disposal costs. 

2.1.3 Effects of Eh and pH 

In leachate and in flotation cells, the solution potential and pH are modified to alter recovery of 

sulfide minerals and base metals, as these conditions impact bubble-particle interactions, the 

mineral surface charge, and how collectors and depressants adsorb on the mineral surface [54]. 

Oxidation-reduction (redox) potential, referred to as Eh, is related to the chemical oxidation, 

reduction and adsorption reactions that take place at the interface between the mineral and solution 

[54, 55]. The Eh is a measure of the transfer of electrons between chemical species, and is dictated 

by the Nernst equation for each individual redox reaction and the pH of the solution [19, 55].  

Eh =
Δ𝐺°

𝑛𝐹
 +

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
log10Q −

𝑅𝑇ℎ

𝑛𝐹
pH       (2.19) 

Where ∆G° is the Gibb’s free energy of the reaction, R is the gas constant, F is the Faraday 

constant, Q is the reaction quotient, n is the number of electrons and h is the number of protons. The 

Eh and pH of a solution at any given temperature and pressure will indicate what redox species are 

present in the leachate [19, 55]. The measurement of Eh is made with the assumption that all the 

species involved in redox reactions in the system are at equilibrium, and it is impossible to know 

which species make individual contributions to the Eh of the solution without making assumptions 

as to which species are present [55]. However, the Eh can provide information on the oxidative or 

reductive environment in the system; a higher Eh value indicates more oxidative conditions, while 
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lower Eh values indicate a more reductive environment [54-56]. A specific example of this would 

be higher Eh promoting the formation of ferric iron species, while a lower Eh promotes the 

formation of ferrous iron species, both solid precipitates and ionic species [55]. 

Previous studies have identified the manual modification of Eh by the addition of 

oxidative/reductive agents as an important factor in the collectorless flotation of sulfide minerals 

[54, 56]. In the bioleaching of pyrite and chalcopyrite, high solution potentials were found relate to 

greater leaching of iron from the ore and the promotion of jarosite (KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6) [25, 57]. 

Ionic strength has also been identified as a determining factor in cell adhesion, as altering the ionic 

strength of the solution by the addition of electrolytes changes the electrostatic interactions between 

the cells and the minerals [58]. The Eh is an important indicator of solution conditions, and can be a 

powerful tool in understanding the species present during mineral bioleaching. 

Several studies have investigated the effect of pH in the recovery of sulfide minerals, observing 

elemental sulfur is less stable at neutral to basic pH, the region in which many flotation studies are 

performed [56, 59] The flotation of sphalerite from pyrite by a variety of collectors was most 

effective at neutral to alkaline pH values as it assists the formation of copper-collector complexes 

[59]. The initial pH of solution has been found to impact the bioleaching rate of pyrite, suggesting 

that at low pH the Fe3+ ion concentration is greater and promotes mineral oxidation, and prevents 

jarosite formation [25]. Significant decreases in mineral leachate pH has been related to the growth 

cycle of cells, with greater populations promoting the oxidation of iron in solution, with low pH 

also associated with greater adhesion forces between sulfide minerals and cells [60, 61]. Several 

studies have identified the formation of jarosites and other iron oxides such as ferrihydrite and 

goethite as surface products at pH values over 2 [25, 56, 57]. 

Monitoring both the Eh and the pH of solution is necessary to understand the chemical reactions 

taking place both on the mineral surface and in solution, and the method used to record these values 

will be discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.4.2. These conditions are also important for the 

microorganisms that occur naturally around sulfide mineral deposits and in leaching heaps, and as 

such are factors that must be considered when applying microorganisms to flotation. The 

application of microorganisms to froth flotation systems will be discussed in the following section. 

2.2 Bioflotation 

In bioflotation, microorganisms and their extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) are used instead 

of chemicals to improve the separation of minerals by acting as flotation reagents to alter the 

surface charge, hydrophobicity and surface chemistry of the minerals [62-65]. Microorganisms can 
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selectively interact with the gangue and the desired minerals, and can also be used in conjunction 

with chemical flotation reagents [46, 50]. Common in bioflotation investigations include pre-

concentrating the microorganisms or the addition of synthetic flotation reagents to cultures, which 

has been shown to negatively impact cell activity [48, 49, 66, 67].  

Much research has been done on the flotation of sulfide ores, with emphasis on the removal of 

pyrite and the replacement of chemical reagents with microorganisms [40]. To select appropriate 

microorganisms for bioflotation applications, it is first necessary to understand their structures, 

classifications and requisite nutrient sources and growth conditions. A general overview of 

microorganisms is provided in the following section, followed by details of the individual strains 

used for this study and their previous applications to bioflotation. 

2.2.1 Microorganisms 

Microorganisms are classified by the nature of their molecular and cellular characteristics, such as 

the structure of their cell wall, their nutrient sources and their use of atmospheric oxygen [68]. 

Gram positive cells have multiple layers of peptidoglycan that retain crystal violet dye when 

stained, while gram negative cell have a phospholipid and lipopolysaccharide outer membrane with 

an internal peptidoglycan layer that does not retain crystal violet dye when stained [68]. Both 

bacteria and archaea are prokaryotic cells, meaning they have no membrane-bound nucleus, with 

archaea being distinguishable from bacteria by the fact their cell walls contain no peptidoglycan or 

muramic acid [68-70]. 

The life cycle of bacteria and archaea grown in batch cultures such as the ones used for these 

experiments have four phases; Lag phase, exponential phase, stationary phase and decline phase. 

The lag phase occurs immediately after inoculation, where the initial cell population is stable. This 

is followed by the exponential phase, where the cells divide at a constant rate and the cell 

population increases. When the exponential growth slows due to exhaustion of nutrients, and the 

cell population stabilizes again, it is said to have reached the stationary phase, and it is from this 

phase that inocula are taken to start the next batch culture. The Decline/Death phase follows the 

stationary phase, and occurs when the number of viable cells starts to decrease [71-73]. Microbial 

growth curves are generated by plotting the number of cells per mL over time, encompassing the 

different phases of growth, as shown in Figure 2.5 [71, 72]. 
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Figure 2.5: Typical bacterial growth curve adapted from [71] 

Microorganisms can be further classified by how they obtain their energy. Autotrophic cells make 

their own nutrients from inorganic compounds, heterotrophic bacteria utilize organic compounds as 

food sources [68]. Chemoautotrophs get their energy from the redox reactions of chemicals, 

obtaining the necessary carbon from the atmosphere, and mixotrophs can use a combination of 

energy sources [68]. Microorganisms that require oxygen to grow are called obligate aerobes, those 

that cannot use oxygen are called obligate anaerobes, and cells that can use oxygen when it is 

present but can survive without it are called facultative anaerobes [68]. Due to the challenges that 

surround maintaining anaerobic conditions, all the microorganisms used in this study were grown 

under aerobic conditions. 

Microorganisms may be further described by their ideal growth conditions, including temperature 

and pH required for optimal growth. Mesophilic cells grow best at temperatures between 15°C and 

45°C, while thermophilic cells prefer to grow at elevated temperatures in the range of 40°C to 85°C, 

and their growth will slow or even stop completely at lower temperatures [39]. Acidophilic 

microorganisms are of interest for mineral processing applications, as they grow best under acidic 

pH conditions. Extreme acidophiles prefer to grow at pH<3, while moderate acidophiles grow best 

at pH 3-6 [31, 74].  

Bacteria that have been most commonly and effectively used for bioflotation of sulfide minerals are 

Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans, Leptospirillum ferrooxidans and Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans; they 

can be used in combination or separately in various applications toward sulfide mineral separation. 

These bacteria have been shown to affect the surface chemistry of sulfide minerals and as such are 

excellent reagents for the alteration of the flotation properties of the minerals due to their ability to 

adhere to and/or oxidise mineral surfaces [40, 64]. The mechanism through which this occurs is 

currently unknown, although there are several proposed mechanisms that will be discussed in 

section 2.3. The following sections describe the acidophiles used in this study and how they have 

been previously applied to bioflotation. 
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2.2.2 Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans 

A. ferrooxidans has been explored for its uses in bioleaching, and has also previously been used in 

the bioflotation of sulfide minerals in several studies [46, 48, 49, 66]. It has been used as a 

depressant for pyrite from lead-zinc ore, as it oxidises iron ions and elemental sulfur, decreasing the 

hydrophobicity of the mineral surface while a chemical collector was used to float the desired 

minerals. It was found that the bacteria were equal to the sodium cyanide depressant in its 

efficiency, and even increased the grade of the recovered zinc, however, this paper does not 

investigate the any changes in surface of the minerals due to the bacteria [49]. Another study by the 

same author found A. ferrooxidans confirmed those findings, and models were fitted to the trends 

observed to enable the prediction of the bacterial responses, although this paper does not address the 

nature of the bacterial action on the minerals that causes the separation [46]. This bacterium has 

also successfully decreased the hydrophobicity of pyrite to selectively separate it from both 

chalcopyrite and arsenopyrite in the presence of collector [48]. A. ferrooxidans has also been used 

to depress pyrite, due to it binding well to iron-bearing minerals, and was used with the aim of 

depressing pyrite more effectively than chemical depressants [66]. It was found that this bacterium 

selectively depressed 77-95% of pyrite, while allowing the recovery of 72-100% of the other sulfide 

minerals, including chalcocite, molybdenite, millerite and galena [66]. 

This bacterium is Gram negative, and is able to oxidise ferrous iron to ferric iron and elemental 

sulfur to sulfate to obtain energy [75, 76]. This bacterium is rod-shaped, grows between 1-3 µm 

long, and its surface charge can vary depending on the substrate on which it is grown, due to the 

different proteins the bacteria produce to metabolize different nutrient sources [23, 49]. A. 

ferrooxidans has been extensively applied in sulfide bioleaching due to its high tolerance for metal 

ions, with some studies suggesting preference for iron over sulfur as a nutrient source [75, 77-82].  

Several studies have investigated surface chemicals and properties of A. ferrooxidans cells in 

response to different leaching conditions, reporting proteins, exopolymers that vary from strain to 

strain, as well as gene expression [23, 83-86]. Studies that have investigated the EPS of A. 

ferrooxidans have observed sulfur globules, noting that EPS is essential for adhesion of this bacteria 

to sulfide minerals, and that stripping cells inhibited cell interaction with minerals [61, 76, 84, 87-

90]. Several of these studies have suggested that the attachment to sulfide minerals is site-specific, 

with cells preferring surface defects [84, 85].  

Studies that have investigated A. ferrooxidans as a suitable microorganism for bioflotation found 

the initial hydrophobicity of the mineral is an important factor in attachment of A. ferrooxidans to 

various mineral surfaces [85, 89, 91]. Although previous studies have demonstrated its suitability 
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for bioflotation application, the mechanism through which this bacterium alters the mineral surface, 

and the nature of the cellular products involved is still a matter of divided opinion [40, 46, 48, 49, 

64]. 

2.2.3 Leptospirillum ferrooxidans 

Few studies have applied L. ferrooxidans to the bioflotation of sulfide minerals, and those that have 

report conflicting results. Pecina et al floated sulfide minerals with L. ferrooxidans and synthetic 

collector, finding that recovery of chalcopyrite was improved and pyrrhotite was weakly depressed, 

positing that this was related to the readiness of the mineral to be oxidised and produce elemental 

sulfur on the surface, improving the hydrophobicity [92]. A similar study by Vilinska et al 

contradicts these results, finding that L. ferrooxidans depresses chalcopyrite due to its greater 

affinity for the chalcopyrite surface [93]. They attributed this affinity to greater number of surface 

defects (scratches, voids, etc.), which are suggested to have more readily available nutrients due 

accelerated dissolution of the mineral surface occurring at these sites [93-95]. 

L. ferrooxidans, though able to oxidise iron, has not been as extensively investigated as A. 

ferrooxidans in terms of bioflotation, but is commonly investigated in terms of bioleaching and 

often combined with other strains [25, 96, 97]. Leptospirillum ferrooxidans is a Gram-negative 

bacterium that was first reported by Markosyan in 1972 [98]. This bacterium are curved rods 

between 1-3.3 µm in length, get their nutrients solely from the oxidation of ferrous iron and grow 

ideally in aerobic, mesophilic and acidic conditions [98]. 

Leptospirillum ferrooxidans has previously been applied to bioleaching studies and has the 

advantage of being able to withstand slightly higher temperatures than A. ferrooxidans, although 

still within the mesophilic temperature range of 20-40°C [97, 99]. This strain is comparable in 

growth activity compared to A. ferrooxidans within the mesophilic temperature range, however 

Sand et al has determined that its iron-oxidising activity is not as strong when grown on soluble 

iron(II) [96]. Harneit et al has demonstrated that L. ferrooxidans has an affiliation for pyrite, 

however they noted that there were differences in cell behaviour between strains and that there were 

complications in analysing EPS components due to hydrolysis [84].  

2.2.4 Acidianus brierleyi 

The archaeon A. brierleyi are 1-1.5 µm round, instead of rod-shaped, Gram negative, and able to 

oxidise both iron(II) and sulfur, which indicates the potential to be selective in binding to sulfide 

minerals [100, 101]. This microorganism is less tolerant of high concentrations of iron as A. 

ferrooxidans, however has a higher tolerance of copper of up to 10 g.L-1 [102, 103]. An important 
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factor to note is that A. brierleyi can also make use of organic carbon, which has been noted to 

enhance its growth, and has been used by most of the studies mentioned here [101, 102, 104-115]. 

Segerer et al suggest that the cells are both autotrophic and mixotrophic and might be able to grow 

on yeast extract without the presence of elemental sulfur under aerobic conditions [100]. This 

information is crucial to not only understanding the interactions between A. brierleyi and the 

mineral surface, but also has implications for this strains applicability to bioflotation if the question 

of yeast-extract involvement is not explored. 

A. brierleyi has been used successfully in bioleaching systems where higher temperatures are 

desired, with several studies concluding that this archaeon accelerates copper and iron sulfide 

leaching, although there is no consensus on the mechanism [105, 106, 108-115]. Although leaching 

was effective, little information on the chemistry of the mineral surfaces was given, leaving a gap in 

the knowledge with respect to how A. brierleyi interacts with sulfide minerals [106, 109]. Studies 

have proposed A. brierleyi possesses a higher tolerance to salinity and lower pH, of which 

mesophilic bacteria as less tolerant [78, 116]. These bioleaching studies show that A. brierleyi can 

alter the surfaces of mineral sulfides, strongly suggesting that this archaeon may be successfully 

applied to a bioflotation system, however there is some disagreement in the literature as to the likely 

surface species. Larsson et al has used A. brierleyi to oxidise the surface of pyrite, potentially 

increasing hydrophilic species on the surface [110], while Jordan et al claims that A. brierleyi 

leaches both copper and iron(II), producing elemental sulfur which would increase mineral 

hydrophobicity [117]. The lack of studies applying this microorganism to bioflotation reveal a need 

for further investigation in this area. 

The use of these microorganisms in the field of bioflotation provides potential solutions to a variety 

of problems currently faced by the tradition flotation methods described in section 2.1, however 

bioflotation also has several important limitations. These advantages and disadvantages will be 

discussed in the following sections. 

2.2.5 Advantages of Bioflotation 

Microorganisms are non-toxic, environmentally friendly alternatives to chemical collectors and 

depressants that are just as effective as flotation reagents [47, 48, 63, 64, 118]. Microorganisms are 

economically viable and biodegradable, and biosurfactants have a higher surface activity [47, 48, 

53, 118]. They are also more tolerant to changes in their surrounding conditions such as pH, salinity 

and temperature, as well as providing a higher selectivity for the desired metals [119]. 
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The iron-oxidizing bacterium Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (formerly known as Thiobacillus 

ferrooxidans) has been shown to selectively adsorb onto minerals that contain ferrous iron in a 

previous study, in which the bacterium where exposed to pyrite and chalcopyrite, which contain 

ferrous iron, and quartz and galena (PbS), which do not. Ferrous and ferric ions were also added to 

the bacteria whilst being exposed to the minerals to assess what effect iron in solution on the 

adsorption to the mineral surfaces [120]. It was found that A. ferrooxidans selectively adhered to the 

minerals that contained ferrous iron, and that if ferrous iron was in the solution, it hindered the 

bacteria from adsorbing onto the minerals [120].  As several bacterial strains are known iron-

oxidizers, it is predicted that they too will be selective towards minerals that contain ferrous iron. 

2.2.6 Disadvantages of Bioflotation 

One potential issue with industrial scale bioflotation is the number of cells required (10-100 times 

more) to effect separation in comparison to chemical reagents [121]. This is because the 

microorganisms can be slow growing, and more time is required for them to reproduce to get a high 

enough cell concentration. Other issues include the uncertainty of the industrial applications with 

respect to the culturing conditions and the handling of microorganisms, and the costs surrounding 

materials and operation of bioflotation facilities [64, 121, 122].  

Bioflotation has been explored in many previous studies using a variety of minerals and 

microorganisms, under a multitude of growth and reaction conditions, which often makes it difficult 

to compare the results of one experiment with another. Even the media used to grow the 

microorganisms may vary from group to group, the recipes and concentrations of the nutrients not 

being standardised. This variety makes direct comparison of results difficult, but it also shows that 

bioflotation is an area of expanding interest and the importance of fully elucidating how it works is 

becoming ever more important. 

Although a wide variety of research has been conducted in the field of bioflotation, gaps in the 

current knowledge with respect to the precise nature of the interactions between microorganisms 

and minerals, including the chemistry of how the surfaces of sulfide minerals are altered by the 

bacteria and their EPS. Many papers in this field are driven by the separation efficiency obtainable 

using bacteria, rather than understanding the nature of bacterial-mineral interactions and the 

chemistry of the species involved, which will be explored further in the following section. 
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2.3 Microbial-Mineral Interactions 

The mechanism through which microorganisms interact with minerals in a bioflotation system is an 

area of continuing investigation, and is still a source of uncertainty. There are several competing 

schools of thought when it comes to precisely how microorganisms cause minerals to behave as 

they do in these systems. There are ostensibly three possibilities when it comes to microbial-mineral 

interactions in both bioleaching and bioflotation systems, and each proposed mechanism has its 

followers and critics. Figure 2.6 shows an illustration of each mechanism; the direct contact 

mechanism (a), the indirect mechanism (b), and the indirect contact mechanism (c). 
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Figure 2.6: The three proposed mechanisms for bacterial-mineral interactions; (a) direct contact mechanism, (b) 

indirect mechanism, (c) indirect contact mechanism, adapted from [123]. 

These three mechanisms have also been suggested to work in conjunction with each other, and 

although several studies propose one may dominate over the others, one of the challenges is 

isolating the effect of microorganisms from inorganic redox leaching reactions [10, 31, 81, 109, 

118, 124-128]. Each of the mechanisms and the studies that support them are described in the 

following sections, typically in terms of leaching, however several studies relate these mechanisms 

to the impact of cells on mineral floatability. 

2.3.1 Direct Contact Mechanism 

The direct mechanism, illustrated in Figure 2.6(a) implies that the microbial cells must be touching 

and attached to the mineral surface to affect any physical changes [110]. In the case of bioleaching, 

the cells must have direct physical contact with the mineral to oxidise pyrite and/or chalcopyrite, 

creating the reactions shown in Equations 2.20 and 2.21, respectively [105, 109, 110, 126, 128]: 

4FeS2 + 15O2+ + 2H2O → bacteria → 4Fe3+ + 4H+ + 8SO4
2-   (2.20) 

4CuFeS2 + 17O2 + 2H2SO4 → 4CuSO4 + 2Fe2(SO4)3 +2H2O   (2.21) 

The microorganisms attach to the mineral surface and the adsorbed cells proceed to attack the 

mineral enzymatically via stoichiometric oxidation to either oxidise or cause dissolution [31, 39, 

105, 109]. This proposed mechanism implies the oxidant must be of biological origins and not ferric 

ions or oxygen [31, 123]. 
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The key part of this mechanism is the adhesion of cells to the mineral, and what follows the 

attachment process are further reactions, including oxidation reactions, between the products of 

microbial metabolic processes and the mineral surface [93]. For adhesion of microbial cells to the 

mineral surface to occur in the first place, conditions such as surface charge, hydrophobicity and 

ionic strength must be conducive, as does nutrient availability, although once adhesion has 

occurred, it tends to be very strong, especially to sulfide minerals [47, 48, 129].  

Previous studies have attempted to provide evidence for the direct attachment mechanism through a 

variety of methods. Devasia et al determined A. ferrooxidans cultures grown on ferrous iron were 

not as efficiently leached as sulfur grown culture, indicating the direct mechanism dominates 

leaching, as greater iron concentration does not impact dissolution [130]. This is supported by other 

studies that have found iron concentration alone is not an indication of mineral dissolution, but that 

cell attachment is necessary as the dissolution by cells is an enzymatically driven process [105, 

108]. Larsson et al physically separated cells from pyrite by a membrane, suggesting removing cells 

will impact leaching if the direct mechanism dominant, observing higher pyrite oxidation rates and 

increased cell growth when cells were in contact with the mineral [110]. 

For the purposes of bioflotation, the directly attached cells can make the mineral surface more 

hydrophobic or more hydrophilic [47, 48]. Studies have suggested that the direct action of the cells 

is the most efficient means of iron oxidation, producing oxygenated products which can promote 

hydrophilicity, or that cells themselves are hydrophilic [26, 131]. There is also the suggestion that 

cells adsorbed onto pyrite eliminate sulfur species from the surface, removing hydrophobic species 

and promoting depression [49]. This apparently contradictory evidence is part of the reason there is 

still debate as to whether the direct mechanism or the indirect mechanism is responsible for surface 

changes in the minerals.  

2.3.2 Indirect Mechanism 

The indirect mechanism, illustrated in Figure 2.6(b) is the most widely accepted for describing a 

leaching system, but could arguably be said to occur in a flotation system as well. In this 

mechanism neither microorganism nor EPS come into direct contact with the mineral surface to 

alter its chemistry or cause any reactions. Instead, the cells in solution act as a catalyst for the 

oxidation of ferrous to ferric ions, and it is the latter that oxidise the sulfides, with the production of 

ferric ions by microorganisms shown in Equation 2.22, and the oxidation of pyrite and chalcopyrite 

by ferric ions shown in Equations 2.23 and 2.24, respectively [31, 39, 105, 109, 123, 126, 128]. The 

ferric ions are constantly being regenerated by the microorganisms, and no direct action on the 

sulfide surface is required [110]. 
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2Fe2+ + ½O2 + 2H+ → microorganisms → 2Fe3+ + H2O    (2.22) 

FeS2 + 8H2O + 14Fe3+ → 15Fe2+ + 2SO4
2- + 16H+     (2.23) 

CuFeS2 + 2Fe2(SO4)3 → CuSO4 + 5FeSO4 + 2S0      (2.24) 

As was mentioned previously, oxidation products on the surface alter the mineral behaviour in both 

bioleaching and flotation systems, however opinion is still divided on whether cell attachment plays 

a role [37, 132, 133]. Crundwell et al suggest that cell attachment may accelerate mineral 

dissolution, but maintain that the indirect mechanism is the driver of mineral leaching [123]. 

Another study suggested that cells that oxidise ferrous iron remain in solution, meaning the 

dissolution of chalcopyrite is driven by the indirect mechanism as few cells attach to the surface 

[89]. The indirect mechanism has been posited as the preferred mechanism for thermophiles like A. 

brierleyi, with little attachment claiming to have been observed, or proposed as being necessary for 

leaching to occur [104, 117, 134].  

Few papers have examined the indirect mechanism in respect to mineral bioflotation, with most 

studies working towards metal recovery by mineral bioleaching. Yang et al suggest that the ferric 

iron and protons produced by microorganisms act on sulfide mineral surfaces, promoting iron and 

copper dissolution and making the surface sulfur-rich, and therefore hydrophobic [24]. This 

contradicts the findings of proponents of the direct mechanism, which is why both these 

mechanisms are still accepted explanations for surface alterations. 

2.3.3 Indirect Contact Mechanism 

Figure 2.6(c) illustrates the indirect contact mechanism, which is another possibility in a flotation 

system that is not as well investigated as the other mechanisms.  For this mechanism to work, the 

layer of EPS that surrounds cells adheres to the mineral surface and forms a biofilm, in which 

ferrous ions are oxidized to ferric ions which then bioleach the mineral. The microbial cells do not 

directly take part [31, 123]. If the indirect contact mechanism is correct, then the presence of EPS 

alone should be sufficient to cause mineral dissolution or change is hydrophobicity [135]. 

The reactions in the indirect contact mechanism occur in EPS chains that act to form a complex 

with ferric ions, which then increase the activity of oxidative attack on the sulfide by concentrating 

the ferric ions [31, 135]. The production of EPS is affected by the nature of the mineral surface, by 

the attachment process itself, and by the growth medium and substratum; for example, sulfur-grown 

cells produce EPS, but do not attach so well to pyrite and pyrite-grown cells [135].  
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Several studies have suggested that EPS around cells provide a reaction space for the oxidation of 

ferrous iron to ferric iron, however opinion is divided on whether cells must be in contact with the 

mineral surface. Kinzler et al suggest the EPS matrix allows the iron to interact with the mineral 

through electrostatic forces, while Harneit et al propose it is the ferric iron complexed in EPS that 

allows the cells to attach to the minerals [84, 136].  This contradicts the findings of Gehrke et al that 

suggest that the oxidation of iron that happens in EPS around the cells without need for attachment, 

and as such, the catalytic effect of ferric ions produced by cells is sufficient evidence for the indirect 

mechanism [137]. Mikkelsen et al report that cells must maintain ferric iron concentration for pyrite 

dissolution, whether or not they contact the mineral [138]. 

There is currently no consensus in the literature as to which mechanism is correct, or whether 

multiple mechanistic processes cause the behaviour of the minerals in solution to change. This 

overview of our current understanding of microbial-mineral interactions is general, and may not 

necessarily apply to every strain and every mineral. Separating out the action of cellular products 

from cells requires understanding of the composition of extracellular substances and their 

extraction. The following section details current knowledge and practices around the extraction and 

application of microbial products to bioflotation. 

2.4 Extracellular Polymeric Substances 

Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) are excreted by microorganisms as part of the cycle of 

adhesion and biofilm development on a wide range of surfaces, ranging from medical implants to 

minerals [137, 139]. The extraction and analysis of EPS has been previously investigated in studies 

on a variety of applications including bioleaching [84, 90, 125, 135-137, 140-142], bioflotation [53, 

63, 118, 119, 143-145], biomineralization [146, 147], biofilms [139, 148-151], and cell adhesion 

[87, 89, 152, 153]. Generally, the composition of EPS has been found to consist of varying amounts 

of carbohydrates, proteins, fatty acids, phosphorous, nucleic acids, uronic acids and humic acids 

[136, 154, 155]. 

Work has also gone into determining whether extractions of microorganisms can function as 

flotation reagents. Several studies have reported both improved flotation and depression of a variety 

of sulfide minerals using extracted EPS. It has been reported that EPS enhances the flotation of 

chalcopyrite [63], while another study found rhamnolipids improved iron mineral flotation, but had 

a negative impact on copper and molybdenum recovery [53]. Several studies have demonstrated 

that different growth conditions of microorganism cultures, including but not limited to iron source, 

pH, and added metal ion concentrations impact EPS production by cells, and thus altered the 
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extracted EPS behaviour upon exposure to minerals. One study reported that EPS composition 

depends on nutrient source, altering polysaccharides and protein production, reducing and 

promoting hydrophobicity, respectively [145]. Another study observed adsorption of EPS onto the 

different minerals was altered by pH, with EPS increased the dissolution of the minerals at low pH, 

and consumed metal ions over a pH range of 3-7 [156]. Previous studies have suggested that EPS 

loosely bound to cells is different in composition to EPS tightly bound to the cells [157, 158]. Due 

to different growth conditions and extraction methods, results are difficult to compare across 

studies. 

Bioleaching is another area where EPS research has implications for mineral dissolution and heavy 

metal adsorption. Several studies have reported that the composition of EPS impacts the number of 

binding sites for metal ions, and the ability of EPS to adsorb soluble metal ions, and that this can be 

altered by metal ion concentration, nutrient sources and pH [84, 90, 137, 140, 142, 159-162]. Comte 

et al found decreasing the pH significantly lowered the number of binding sites in EPS, concluding 

metal affinity was potentially dependant on the nature of EPS components, the metal, or a 

combination of both [159]. A study by Anand et al, however, found the ability of EPS to capture 

ions was improved by having cells, rather than as an extracted product [118]. Several studies have 

identified phosphorous and Fe(III) granules in the EPS matrix, and suggest phosphorous binds to 

the iron to reduce intracellular concentrations of iron ions and promote iron oxidation [141, 152, 

153].  

Previous studies have performed a variety of EPS extractions, some isolating one kind of compound 

or comparing total extraction yield, with comparisons of both chemical and physical techniques to 

explore efficacy, and in some cases to investigate whether the techniques are causing chemical or 

intracellular contamination [82, 163-167]. The bodies of work that compared extraction techniques 

report non-uniform qualitative results, with differing yields of organic carbon, protein and 

carbohydrate [155, 166, 168, 169]. These various results indicate that extraction methods change 

the structural conformation of EPS and cause chemical contamination or reactions [155, 157, 158, 

166-169]. Previous attempts made in the literature to monitor intracellular contamination of EPS 

have found that exact measurement is not possible due to the nature of EPS including the 

compounds that typically indicate lysis [170, 171]. Complex media are also likely to interfere with 

quantification and qualification of results [157]. The processes of EPS extraction and analysis have 

implications for the resulting data and usage of any extracted products, and although these products 

have been explored through the comparison of extraction techniques, there are no standard methods 

applied to EPS extraction and analysis, and results reported often do not agree [89, 150, 171]. 
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The importance of EPS to the mechanisms through which microorganisms interact with their 

environment and impact their adhesion and surface effects in relation to substrates is still 

contentious, and EPS analysis and applications will have a significant impact in the field of 

minerals processing [125, 135]. In summary, the aspects of EPS analysis that are important for 

bioflotation: 

• Detection of DNA is not necessarily an indicator of intracellular contamination [170, 171]. 

• EPS extraction methods alter the structure of components being extracted, especially by 

chemical methods, distorting results and making comparison challenging [89, 155, 163, 166, 

172]. 

• Targeting specific types of component do not fully measure all aspects of EPS [169]. 

• The nutrient sources used to grow microorganisms can have a significant impact of the 

quantification and qualification of any EPS extracted or analysed in situ [82, 84, 137, 157]. 

• In situ analysis of EPS in whole biofilm is complex, but may produce a more reliable 

indication of the chemical components involved in biofilm [166, 172]. 

The following section details the work of previous studies that have applied a variety of analytical 

techniques to biomaterial and mineral systems, demonstrating how they may be used to explore 

mineral surfaces, microorganisms and their excretions. 

2.5 Key Surface Analytical Techniques Applied for Mineral-Bacterial Interface 

Studies 

The analytical techniques in this section have previously been applied to systems comparable to 

those investigated in this work. Those studies are outlined in the following sections to demonstrate 

the suitability of these analytical instruments for application to this investigation, and to highlight 

important findings that impact the methods and analysis performed in this body of work. The theory 

behind each method mentioned here, and the sample preparation techniques employed, are 

explained in Chapter 3. 

2.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), the theory 

of which is detailed in Chapter 3, section 3.9, have previously been applied to obtain images of the 

mineral surfaces under investigation. Several studies have effectively applied SEM to the 

visualisation of pyrite and other sulfide minerals, using it to identify secondary mineral precipitates, 

observe the texture and homogeneity of mixed mineral systems and to observe the degradation of 
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the mineral surface [25, 26, 75, 80, 138, 173-176]. Images of various microorganisms have also 

been presented in the literature, with the intention of proving cell attachment to surfaces or 

investigating cell morphology [39, 47, 61, 89, 177]. Many of these studies used EDX to provide the 

elemental composition of the minerals and to identify organic matter on the surface of samples [39, 

174, 178]. 

Often, the SEM images presented in the literature are obtained from mineral samples in bioleaching 

studies without preservation of the cells on the surface, as such no bacteria are visible due to cell 

lysis [25, 26, 105, 176, 179-181]. This may also cause abiotic samples to contain greater 

proportions of oxidation products due to the air-drying process [25, 26, 180, 181].  Previous studies 

have different sample preparation methods, making direct comparison between studies challenging, 

and very few present abiotic control samples that enable effective comparison of chemical leaching 

and bioleaching [47, 60, 62, 74, 75, 80, 85, 113, 138, 140]. Some investigations provide no direct 

quantification of the cells attached to the surface, or quantify the size of mineral precipitates and/or 

etch pits observed on the minerals [75, 140, 182].  

SEM is an effective means of presenting high-resolution images of minerals and cells, and although 

attachment has been demonstrated by some microorganisms in previous studies [39, 47, 61, 89, 

177], the question remains as to how attachment of cells may be related to the flotation or 

depression of pyrite. To relate cell attachment to the bioflotation of pyrite, SEM and EDX are 

essential tools for identifying the cell population on the pyrite as it develops over time and 

distinguishing cells from mineral precipitates by the elemental composition. 

2.5.2 Atomic Force Microscopy   

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a technique that has been used to characterise a wide variety of 

organic and inorganic surfaces, including mapping the morphology of polymer films exposed to 

proteins [183-185], as a method of inferring the wettability of heterogeneous surfaces in 

conjunction with other surface techniques [186], as a means of investigating cells on a surface [84, 

125, 129, 135, 136, 187-191], and adhesion forces involved in cell attachment to surfaces [61, 89, 

192]. The theory behind AFM and how the technique measures surface morphology and topography 

is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, section 3.10. 

Very few studies have used AFM to measure mineral roughness in relation to exposure to sulfur 

and/or iron oxidising microorganisms. Lara et al used roughness values to define insoluble sulfur 

species on the surface, suggesting that bacteria made pre-treated pyrite smoother by consuming 

elemental sulfur species which made the abiotic surfaces rougher in comparison [190]. AFM has 
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been applied to cells dried and in liquid on a variety of surfaces in previous studies, usually with the 

aim of measuring cell morphology or distribution across a surface [84, 125, 129, 135, 136, 187-

191]. AFM has also been used to measure the forces involved in cell adhesion with previous work 

suggesting the process is governed mostly by hydrophobic interactions, with electrostatic 

interactions having smaller effect [61, 89, 192]. Cell distribution across a surface has also been 

previously investigated using AFM, typically in conjunction with epifluorescence microscopy [84, 

188-191].  

Studies that have used AFM to image cell morphology in liquid AFM mode have noted that cell 

adhesion to the cantilever in this mode of operation can severely reduce image quality, although 

cells do lose height when dehydrated [129, 187, 188]. Chau et al observed that roughness of a 

surface impacts the hydrophobicity, and the topography influences how a solution will interact, 

observing that the rougher the surface, the more hydrophobic in nature it may be expected to be 

[193]. Roughness can also impact contact angle hysteresis, causing the difference in advancing and 

receding contact angles to increase and become difficult to replicate, and as such must be 

considered when measuring the contact angle of mineral surfaces [194]. A rougher surface may also 

impact microorganism attachment behaviour, with several studies observing cell preference for 

surface defects rather than smoother regions of a surface [84, 85]. This behaviour may also impact 

biofilm formation. 

Changes in roughness on the surface can also enable the quantification of leaching occurring on the 

mineral surface. AFM is an important tool not just as a visualisation technique, but as a method of 

quantifying the roughness of the mineral exposed to microorganisms under leaching and flotation 

conditions [190, 193, 195]. This will enable the separation of physical properties from the chemical 

properties of the minerals exposed to microorganisms. 

2.5.3 Contact Angle Measurements  

Contact angle measurements are used to quantify how well a surface attracts or repels a solvent, 

with the quality of water repulsion known as wettability. The theory behind contact angle 

measurements collected by the sessile drop and captive bubble methods are detailed in Chapter 3, 

sections 3.15 and 3.16, respectively. Contact angle measurements have been applied to a variety of 

surfaces as a method of measuring the physical property of wettability, and there is a variety of 

techniques that have been applied to relate the physical and chemical properties of the surface to 

contact angle [193, 196, 197]. 
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The basis for separation by traditional froth flotation and bioflotation is the hydrophobicity of 

different mineral surfaces, and therefore the accurate measurement of hydrophobicity is of high 

importance [5, 193]. Methods for measuring surface hydrophobicity have been developed for use on 

contact lenses, reverse osmosis membranes, and polymer surfaces [196, 198-201]. Several studies 

have performed contact angle measurements on mineral and/or cell surfaces to relate chemical 

species on the surface; explain the propensity of cells to adhere to mineral surfaces; or measure the 

impact of cells on mineral hydrophobicity. Studies that have analysed the contact angle of cells use 

one of two methods to measure cell hydrophobicity; performing sessile drop measurements on air-

dried cell lawn after culture filtration [58, 61, 89, 117, 120, 202, 203], and by mixing an aliquot 

containing a known number of cells with an organic solvent and measuring the optical density of 

the aqueous phase using UV-visible spectrophotometry to determine phase preference, and hence 

hydrophobicity [62, 117, 120, 130, 158]. Sharma et al suggested that the growth conditions of the 

cells have a strong impact on cell surface properties such as hydrophobicity, an idea also suggested 

by Vilinska et al [58, 203].  Studies that report the impact of microorganisms on contact angle often 

provide variable results for the same strain of microorganism, depending on the mineral substrate. 

Chen et al observed that chalcopyrite became increasingly hydrophobic upon exposure to A. 

ferrooxidans, suggesting this may be caused by formation of elemental sulfur on the surface 

through direct attack [124]. In contrast, Liu et al observed that pyrite became increasingly 

hydrophilic due to A. ferrooxidans by adhering to the surface [26].  

Chau et al studied the effects of roughness, particle size and the kinetics and thermodynamics (see 

Section 3.15) of contact angle measurements and the implications for flotation practices, and 

suggest not enough study is being done to relate surface characteristics to contact angle in a reliable 

way [193]. Many studies have related the flotation recovery of mineral particles, rather than solid 

surfaces, with contact angle. The relation of contact angle to recovery in froth flotation is heavily 

dependent on particle size, with a minimum contact angle required for a given particle size, with 

larger particles (≥37 μm) floating more readily than fine (≤37 μm) particles [204, 205]. This is due 

to small particles having lower collisions with bubbles in the flotation cell, and being unable to 

displace the water layer to come into three-phase contact with the bubbles [205]. As such, minerals 

ground to smaller particle sizes will tend to be less hydrophobic, and altering contact angle as well 

as bubble size can improve recovery [206]. A study by Chipfunhu et al investigated the flotation of 

single size fraction of quartz particles with hydrophobicity controlled by selective methylation, the 

results of which agree with previous studies that conclude a minimum critical contact angle exists 

for any given particle size [205]. This study also suggests that, for a mineral of given particle size, a 
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difference in contact angle of just 3° can alter mineral recovery by up to 18%, demonstrating even 

small changes in mineral hydrophobicity can alter flotation recovery significantly [205].  

Many previous investigations on the effects of bacterial exposure to sulfide minerals do not report 

contact angles on pure mineral, but instead report flotation recovery [50, 53, 62, 64, 66, 93], with 

many using collector to aid separation rather than microorganisms or their excretions alone [46-49, 

63, 92, 156, 202, 207, 208]. There is a lack of uniformity in approach to contact angle measurement 

of minerals for bioflotation purposes, with many papers not displaying the error associated with 

their data, or reporting changes to the contact angle of the mineral surface after exposure to cells 

[58, 89, 120, 130]. The measurement of mineral wettability has many challenges, including the 

small sample area, the variation in roughness of the surface, the concentration of flotation reagents 

as well as the exposure time to those reagents [5, 193]. 

Contact angle measurements on solid mineral surfaces will enable the direct comparison between 

the distribution of cells on the surface, surface roughness and the chemical species on the surface 

with mineral wettability. This will enable the identification of microorganisms and their excretions 

that have the potential to act as efficient reagents for bioflotation. 

2.5.4 Near Edge X-ray Adsorption Fine Structure  

Near edge X-ray fine structure (NEXAFS), also known as X-ray absorption near edge structure 

(XANES), occurs over the photon energies close to the absorption edge of an atom, and depends on 

the electronic structure and chemical environment of the atom, which dictate the final valence state 

of photoexcited core electrons [209-211]. The details behind the NEXAFS technique are discussed 

in Chapter 3, section 3.11. 

Previous studies have applied NEXAFS to a wide range of materials, providing surface chemistry 

and electronic structure information on carbon [212] and titania [213] nanotubes, graphite [212, 

214, 215], and polymers [216]. NEXAFS has been used to investigate a range of minerals, for the 

purposes of elucidating oxidation states, identifying mineral phases in heterogeneous ores, and to 

explore the effects of a range of reaction conditions on mineral surfaces [24, 33, 217-223]. Other 

studies have used NEXAFS to identify formal valence states of chemical structures [33, 220-222]. 

Colliex et al and Wu et al related well-characterised structures to the signals observed in the 

NEXAFS spectra, and linked spectral features to atomic arrangement and electronic structure [221, 

222].  However, Goh et al suggest that no method of NEXAFS collection was able to reliably 

indicate formal oxidation state [220]. 
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NEXAFS has also been used to study various kinds of biomineralization [146, 147, 178, 224] and 

organic matter in soil [225, 226], and has been used extensively to collected information on a wide 

variety of soft matter and biomaterials, as the chemical bonds and molecular orbitals of 

hydrocarbons can allow a fingerprint analysis of their associated spectra [209]. Several studies have 

used NEXAFS to investigate protein adsorption onto polymer substrates [148, 183-185, 227-232]. 

Studies have utilised low molecular weight elements NEXAFS such as N, C, O and Ca K-edge to 

map proteins and extracellular polymers on a variety of substrates [150, 160, 165, 233-239].  

Several difficulties surround the use and interpretation of NEXAFS spectra, including the 

occurrence of radiation damage [216], and the non-uniform calibration of the absorption edge 

throughout the literature [240]. Plekan et al also found NEXAFS alone is insufficient to tell the 

difference between where a protein is chemisorbed or physisorbed onto pyrite surfaces [234]. 

NEXAFS spectra are obtained by spectromicroscopic techniques such as photoelectron emission 

microscopy, and microspectroscopic techniques such as scanning transmission electron microscopy, 

which will be discussed in the following sections. As this technique can provide chemical bonding 

information, it can provide atom-specific information about the electronic and chemical structure of 

microbial products and the mineral surface, as features of the spectra are related to oxidation state, 

chemical bonds or molecular orbitals [209-211].  This will enable the identification of oxidation 

products, and major EPS components that contribute to the hydrophobicity of the mineral surface, 

and contribute to the elucidation of the mechanism through which microorganisms interact with the 

mineral. 

2.5.5 Photoemission Electron Microscopy  

Photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) is a synchrotron-based spectromicroscopic technique 

that has previously been applied to a range of soft-matter and thin films where surface sensitivity 

and spatial elemental mapping is desirable for analysis [241]. The PEEM station collects secondary 

electrons emitted from the sample upon photon irradiation, and uses an all-electrostatic column to 

magnify the field of view defined by the objective lens [242]. The theory and operation of PEEM, 

and its advantages compared to other X-ray analysis techniques, will be discussed in Chapter 3, 

section 3.12. 

Previous studies have used PEEM to analyse mineral surfaces under different oxidation conditions. 

Acres et al used PEEM for the analysis of freshly polished and oxidised pentlandite, pyrrhotite and 

chalcopyrite, and were able to map mineral domains, from which NEXAFS spectra were extracted 

to identify oxidation products and intergrown mineral [217]. Smith et al explored the difficulties of 
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mineral analysis overcome by micro-area-selectable analysis using PEEM, including improved 

spatial clarity and comparable spectral quality to other X-ray absorption techniques [223].  

Applications of PEEM to mineral systems have so far been limited, however the technique has been 

extensively applied to a variety of biomaterials and soft matter, with protein absorption and polymer 

films being of great interest to a variety of medical applications [148, 185, 227, 231]. 

There are several limitations that must be considered when using PEEM. Importantly, samples must 

have smooth to be suitable for PEEM, as field emissions occur from high-points or edges and must 

be removed by polishing samples flat [217, 223]. Mineral surfaces can also have charging issues 

that can prevent the collection of quality images, leading to some samples requiring conductive 

coatings [223]. A further limitation to the technique is the difficulty associated with quantifying 

signal intensities, meaning it is not possible to determine the concentration of species on the sample 

surface [231].  

These studies demonstrate PEEM as being highly valuable for studying the effect of 

microorganisms on mineral surfaces, with its advantages of surface-sensitivity, high spatial 

resolution and ability to obtain elemental and chemical state images to powerfully complement 

spectra obtained with NEXAFS [227, 229, 241-243]. This will enable the identification of microbial 

and EPS components on the surface of minerals that may be suitable for bioflotation.  

2.5.6 Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy  

Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM) is a microspectroscopic technique that has 

previously been applied to a range of soft materials and biomaterials that would not retain their 

chemical and/or physical characteristics under more typical synchrotron analysis techniques, 

enabling chemical and elemental mapping of biological samples [148, 244]. The theory and benefits 

of STXM will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3, section 3.13. Many studies have used STXM to 

characterise polymer systems and protein adsorption to polymer phases, with STXM allowing the 

analysis of hydrated samples, which is not possible with ultrahigh vacuum surface analysis 

methods, and eliminating the need for fluorescent probes [148, 150, 185, 228, 230, 231, 244, 245].  

Mitsunobu et al presented carbon and iron STXM images of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans, 

successfully identifying proteins and polysaccharides as present in the cells and at the cell/pyrite 

interface [140]. Very few studies have been applied to sulfide minerals for surface modification by 

microorganisms, however similar systems have been reported in the literature, often in combination 

with NEXAFS spectra. Several studies on biomineralization have utilised STXM [131, 146, 160, 

224, 237, 246], while biofilms and their components have been studied extensively by STXM in 
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previous investigations [148, 150, 151, 165, 178, 232, 233, 238, 247, 248].  Previous work has 

mapped biofilm components, including protein, lipids and polysaccharides, as well as the 

distribution of metals such as iron and nickel in the biofilm matrix [148, 150, 165, 232, 233, 247]. 

Stewart-Ornstein et al and Boese et al investigated proteins and peptides in isolation as compounds 

that contribute to a variety of biological environments [238, 248].  

As a relatively new analysis technique, there are several limitations to the use of STXM for the 

visualisation of biofilm components. These include a dependence on the quality of reference 

spectra, the high statistical quality of images required for analysis, and the possibility of absorption 

saturation on thick samples (≥200 nm for dry samples) [150]. The overlapping of spectral features is 

also a possibility when attempting to map biofilm components, and the silicon nitride window 

required for STXM samples adds an optical element to the laser light path, limiting the working 

distance of the lenses in the instrument [150].  

The STXM technique is a valuable tool for exploring micro and nanoscale regions of minerals 

exposed to cells, providing the advantage of a smaller radiation dose and the ability to analyse wet 

cells that may be used to provide insight into the mechanisms of bacterial-mineral interactions. The 

ability to map EPS components and their distribution around mineral particles can be used to assess 

the suitability of microorganisms and their excretions for application in bioflotation. 

2.5.7 Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy  

Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) is a surface sensitive technique 

that can provide qualitative and semi-quantitative information on the chemistry of the outer-most 

atomic layers of a sample, making it ideal for application to mineral processing where the outermost 

layer dictates floatability. The theory behind ToF-SIMS is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, section 

3.14. 

Several studies have applied ToF-SIMS to the study of flotation of sulfide minerals, relating 

measured surface fragments and elements to the hydrophobicity, variously reporting that the 

secondary ions Mg+, Al+, Si+, K+, Ca+, Fe+, Cu+, FeOH+, Oˉ, Sˉ, OC2H5ˉ, SO3ˉ, SO4ˉ, S2ˉ, and S3ˉ 

could be used to classify minerals and predict floatability [208, 217, 219, 249-251]. Studies by Brito 

e Abreu et al found that they could predict the contact angle of untreated chalcopyrite based on the 

secondary ions detected on the surface, even though the areas of analysis are very different between 

these techniques [208, 249]. ToF-SIMS has also been applied extensively to the analysis of 

carbonaceous material ranging from polymers to complex tissue samples [252-254]. This technique 

offers a method of relating chemical composition of biomaterials and cell surfaces and components 
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to wettability, reporting oxygenated hydrocarbons produced less hydrophobic surfaces, while 

proteins provide more hydrophobic character [255-257]. These studies not only suggest that ToF-

SIMS is a valuable technique for the analysis of the outermost layers of a surface that determine 

hydrophobicity, but that it can also be used to fingerprint mixtures of large, complex biomolecules 

[166, 253, 258, 259]. 

The ToF-SIMS analysis of biological samples has several limitations that must be considered when 

performing surface analysis. The intensity of a fragment depends on the surrounding environment, 

known as matrix effects, make the intensity of a fragment unable to be directly related to 

concentration on the surface [252]. Poly dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) contamination has been 

described by Brouwer et al as a serious contamination issue that reduces signal strength from 

biological samples [166]. Breitenstein et al acknowledge that structure of cellular material may be 

preserved by fixative, but that chemical alterations are taking place, indicating that sample 

preparation is crucial to the accurate reporting of cellular material [172]. To date, many studies 

focus on specific chemical structures and method development for biological studies, rather than 

examining the whole EPS matrix, as the analysis of complex biological samples is convoluted and 

requires multivariate statistical analysis to elucidate patterns in fragmentation and identification of 

common structures [172, 187, 259-263]. 

The use of ToF-SIMS to identify fragments related to the hydrophobicity of sulfide minerals, and to 

fingerprint large biomolecules, make it an ideal technique to relate the surface chemistry of 

minerals and microorganisms to bioflotation. This technique will enable the comparison of EPS 

profiles of different microorganisms, the identification of EPS components, and the changes in the 

surface chemistry of the mineral over the course of exposure. Combined with the microscopic 

techniques discussed earlier, ToF-SIMS can provide comprehensive surface analysis to assess the 

suitability of microorganisms and their EPS as flotation reagents for sulfide minerals. 

2.6 Summary of Literature Review 

The scope of the literature review presented here has covered the major aspects of sulfide mineral 

bioflotation. This included an overview of the froth flotation process, the solution and surface 

chemistry involved, the minerals of significance and their physical and chemical properties. Several 

microorganisms of interest to this investigation have been described with their previous applications 

in the field of mineral processing, and current investigations of EPS extraction and analysis have 

been reviewed. The three previously proposed mechanisms – direct contact, indirect contact, and 

indirect – through which cells interact with mineral surfaces have been explored. The current debate 
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as to which mechanism most accurately describes the interaction, with emphasis on the necessity of 

attachment and the role of EPS, has been highlighted. 

This literature review has highlighted the need for multiple analytical techniques in a fundamental 

study on microbial action on sulfide minerals to elucidate the role of attachment and EPS in surface 

modification. It has been demonstrated that cell attachment and excretions and their impact on the 

surface of pyrite requires in-depth chemical and physical analysis to assess the suitability of 

microorganisms as bioflotation reagents. A multifaceted approach to the analysis of the mineral 

surface and solution conditions is required to elucidate the physical and chemical changes that are 

likely to be beneficial for the bioflotation process. 
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3 Materials, Methods and Techniques 

To investigate the interaction of the microorganisms with mineral surfaces, a variety of analytical 

techniques were employed. This chapter details the methods of bacterial culture growth and 

monitoring, the solution reduction potential (Eh) and pH, and, with attention given to sample 

preparation, surface analysis techniques employed and the data analyses performed on the results 

collected from each technique.  

3.1 Materials 

Table 3.1 shows the compounds used over the duration of this project, the chemical formulas, the 

commercial source and the purity of each chemical involved. 

Table 3.1: Chemical compounds used for this study. 

Chemical Formula Supplier and Purity 

1,10-phenanthroline (Ferroin) C12H8N2 Scharlau, 0.025 M 

Ammonium sulfate (NH4)2SO4 Chem-Supply, AR 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) - Sigma Aldritch, LR 

Calcium chloride dihydrate CaCl2.2H2O Merck, AR 

Calcium nitrate tetrahydrate Ca(NO3)2.4H2O Chem-Supply, AR 

Cerium sulfate Ce(SO4)2 Fluka, 0.05 M 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) from salmon 

testes 
- Sigma Aldritch 

D-glucose anhydrous C6H12O6 Chem-Supply, AR 

D-glucuronic acid C6H10O7 Sigma Aldritch, LR 

Ethanol C2H5OH 
Chem-Supply, AR 

VMR, AR 

Ethylenediaminetetra acetic acid (EDTA) C10H162N2O8 Chem-Supply, AR 

Ferrous sulfate heptahydrate FeSO4.7H2O Chem-Supply, LR 

Glutaraldehyde 25% CH2(CH2CHO)2 ProSciTech, 25%, EM 

Glycerol C3H8O3 Merck, AR 

Hexamethyl-disilazane (HMDS) [(CH3)3Si]2NH ProSciTech, 100% 

Humic acid - Sigma Aldritch, Tech 

Magnesium chloride hexahydrate MgCl2.6H2O Merck, AR 

Magnesium sulfate heptahydrate MgSO4.7H2O Chem-Supply, AR 
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Osmium Tetroxide OsO4 ProSciTech, 2% 

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) - ProSciTech 

Potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate KH2PO4 Merck, AR 

Potassium phosphate dibasic K2HPO4 Chem-Supply, AR 

Potassium chloride KCl Chem-Supply, AR 

Sodium Alginate [C6H8O6]n Chem-Supply, LR 

Sodium chloride NaCl Chem-Supply, AR 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH Chem-Supply, AR 

Sulfur flowers S Scharlau, extra pure 

Sulfuric acid H2SO4 Optigen Scientific, LR 

Yeast extract - 
Chem-Supply, 

Microbiology grade 

All water used in this study was purified by a Millipore Milli-Q Advantage A10 water purification 

system, with a typical resistivity of 18.2 MΩ/cm at 25°C. 

Yeast extract is the water-soluble extract of autolysed S. cerevislae yeast, and contains a range of 

peptides, amino acids, nucleobases, trace elements and B complex vitamins. The vitamin contents 

of the yeast extract are shown in Table 3.2, as provided by Scharlau Microbiology (non-exhaustive). 

Table 3.2: Vitamin content of yeast extract, as provided by Scharlau Microbiology 

Chemical Name Vitamin Descriptor Concentration (ppm) 

Thiamine B1 85 

Riboflavin B2 105 

Pantothenic acid B5 300 

Pyridoxine B6 65 

Biotin B8 7 

Folic acid B9 40 

Cyanocobalamin B12 10 mcg/kg 

Niacin B3 (PP Factor) 800 

Yeast extract also contains varying amounts of amino acids, with the percentage of free amino acids 

shown in Figure 3.7, as provided by the manufacturer. 
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Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 3.7: Yeast extract amino acid content ((Free/Total) x100), provided by Scharlau Microbiology. 

3.2 Minerals 

The two major sources of cubic pyrite used to produce tiles for expose to bacterial cultures were 

obtained from Navajun, La Rioja, Spain and sourced from Peru, respectively. These pyrite cubes 

(A: Fe1.00S1.88, B: Fe1.00S2.13) were found to be high purity by microprobe, with the trace 

components listed in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3: Microprobe results of cubic pyrite from Spain (A), and from Peru (B). 

Cubic Pyrite A Cubic Pyrite B 

Element Atomic % Element Atomic % 

S 65.15 S 67.94 

Fe 34.73 Fe 31.88 

Ni 0.035 Ni 0.07 

As 0.023 Co 0.08 

Zn, Co, Cd, Se, Mn, 

Ag, In, Cu 
< 0.012 

Pb, Cd, Se, Cu, 

Mn, Ag, Zn, Sb, Cr <0.01 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed and showed cubic pyrite A to be majority pyrite with little 

trace mineral, and cubic pyrite B to be majority pyrite with calcite, muscovite and kaolinite 

inclusions. These inclusions were visibly different to the pyrite and were avoided during surface 

analysis. The preparation of the cubic pyrite for exposure experiments is described in section 3.4. 

Bulk pyrite for culture feedstock was sourced from Peru through GEOdiscoveries. The pyrite was 

ground using a rubber lined Galigher mill in deionized water, with steel rods as the grinding media, 

and wet-sieved to a size fraction of +38, -75 µm particle size, d80 = 50 μm, by Amdel Mineral 

Laboratories.  This ground pyrite was also found to be high purity using microprobe, with the trace 

components listed in Table 3.4.  

Table 3.4: Elemental analysis of ground pyrite by microprobe, presented as atomic percent (%). 
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Ground Pyrite 

Element Atomic % 

S 68.216 

Fe 31.514 

Cu 0.147 

Co 0.036 

Zn 0.055 

Se, Cd, Ag, Mn, Ni, Cr, Sb, Pb, As < 0.01 

The use of ground mineral as nutrient source for bacterial and archaeon cultures is described in the 

following section. 

3.3 Microorganism Cultures 

Two strains of mesophiles and one strain of extreme thermophile were used in this study. The 

growth conditions are outlined below, with more details on the individual strain morphologies, cell 

growth cycles and descriptions of cell classifications can be found in Chapter 2, section 2.2.1. 

3.3.1 Mesophiles  

The mesophilic bacterial strains Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (DSM 14887) and Leptospirillum 

ferrooxidans (DSM 2705) were purchased as live cultures from DSMZ (Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-

Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganism und Zellkulturen). The A. ferrooxidans and L. 

ferrooxidans were grown on the recommended HH medium, DSMZ Medium 882. The medium 

consists of two solutions, made separately and combined after autoclaving. Solution A consists of 

0.132 g (NH4)2SO4, 0.053 g MgCl2.6H2O, 0.027 g KH2PO4, CaCl2.2H2O in 950 mL Milli-Q (18.2 

MΩ/cm at 25°C) water adjusted to pH 1.8 with H2SO4. Solution B consists of 20 g FeSO4.7H2O in 

50 mL 0.25N H2SO4. Cultures were grown autoclave-sterilized conical flasks in an orbital mixer 

shaken at 155 rpm and 30°C. These cultures were continuously subcultured once they had reached 

the stationary phase into fresh HH medium at 5% inoculum (150 mL total volume) as stock culture. 

Once the growth on HH medium with ferrous sulfate as the soluble Fe2+ source was determined to 

be well established by both cell counting and iron consumption, cultures were adjusted to use pyrite 

as their iron source. Cultures were determined established after several growth cycles occur over the 

same time frame under the same conditions. Ground pyrite of the size fraction +35 μm < -75 μm 
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was UV sterilised and added to the amount of 20 g per flask with each inoculation (10% inoculum 

in 300 mL total volume). Solution B was omitted from the medium preparation and the other 

recommended ingredients were prepared in 1L of Milli-Q (18.2 MΩ/cm at 25°C) water adjusted to 

pH 1.8 with H2SO4 to maintain identical component concentrations. This medium will be referred to 

as HH medium unless otherwise specified. The mineral-based stock cultures were grown in 

autoclave-sterilized conical flasks in an orbital mixer shaken at 155 rpm and 30°C. These cultures 

were continuously subcultured once they had reached the stationary phase into fresh HH medium 

with new mineral at 10% inoculum. 

3.3.2 Thermophile  

The thermophilic archaeon Acidianus brierleyi (DSM 1651) was purchased as a live culture from 

DSMZ (Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganism und Zellkulturen) and 

grown in the recommended medium, DSM 150 medium. This medium consists of 3.00 g 

(NH4)2SO4, 0.38 g K2HPO4, 0.50 g MgSO4.7H2O, 0.10 g KCl, 0.14 g Ca(NO3)2 and 0.2 g yeast 

extract in 1L Milli-Q (18.2 MΩ/cm at 25°C) water adjusted to pH 1.5-2.5. Sulfur flowers were 

sterilised by a combination of steaming for 3 h in a water bath on 3 successive days and UV light, 

with 10 g added to the culture per litre of medium made. The cultures grown on sulfur were 

recultured every 3 weeks at 10% inoculum (300 mL total volume) in autoclave-sterilized conical 

flasks in an orbital mixer shaken at 155 rpm and 60°C. The A. brierleyi took much longer to adapt 

to growth on pyrite, as elemental sulfur was required for effective cell growth, and as such was 

recultured every 3 months. Like the other strains, the A. brierleyi was subcultured for experiments 

at the stationary phase. 

3.4 Sample Preparation 

3.4.1 Cutting and Polishing 

The cube of pyrite, approximately 4 cm3, was cut into pieces of approximately 1-2 mm thickness 

and 5 mm2 in area using a slow diamond saw. The pyrite tiles were sanded to produce two flat faces 

as parallel as possible of a thickness between 2-4 mm using 180 grit Trojan wet/dry silicon carbide 

sandpaper and ultrapure Milli-Q water as lubricant. Each piece was engraved on the back face with 

a diamond tip engraving tool to mark the opposite from the working face. 

Each piece had the working face sanded using 400 grit Trojan wet/dry silicon carbide sandpaper 

and ultrapure Milli-Q water as lubricant. The pieces were polished by working in a tight 2-4 cm 

figure-eight pattern that reduces any scratches left by the sanding process. The sanding process is 
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then repeated using 800 grit and 1200 grit Trojan wet/dry silicon carbide sandpaper, respectively, 

rinsing with water between each grade sandpaper. 

The final stage of polishing is completed by placing a small amount of 1 µm Struers diamond paste 

onto a Buehler TriDent polishing pad. The working face is then pressed over the diamond paste and 

worked in a tight 1.5-3 cm figure-eight pattern. The piece is then moved to a clean section of the 

polishing pad and worked in the same figure-eight pattern to remove excess diamond paste and 

washed in ultrapure water, wiping dry with Kimtech particle-free cellulose wipes. 

To minimise oxidation of samples, the final wet/dry sandpaper polish and diamond paste polish was 

conducted immediately prior to sonication. Tiles were placed in Milli-Q water to be cleaned of 

residue using a Soniclean benchtop sonicator. Tiles were sonicated working face up for 4 minutes at 

43-45 kHz and power level of 70W to remove any diamond paste residue. The process was then 

repeated working face down. Samples were then blotted dry using Kimtech particle-free cellulose 

wipes and transferred to a clean watch glass, where they were placed working face down in the 

laminar flow hood and sterilised for 15 minutes under UV light. The samples were then turned 

working face up and sterilised under UV light for another 15 minutes. 

3.4.2 Attachment Experiments 

Immediately after the polishing, cleaning and sterilization processes described in the previous 

section were completed, the polished pyrite pieces were placed working face up into a conical flask 

using long, sterile forceps. The tiles were then covered carefully with the appropriate amount of the 

required medium to prevent samples turning working face down during experiments. To monitor 

the Eh and pH of the media over the course of exposure experiments, aliquots were taken using 

sterile 5 mL pipette and filtered through 0.22 μm syringe filter to remove cells and particles. 

Measurements were performed in triplicate using an Orion Star A211 Benchtop pH Meter (Thermo 

Scientific) and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode stored in 3M KCl. 

The sample flasks were inoculated from pyrite-adjusted culture (10% inoculum) into Solution A of 

HH medium with no additional iron source in the case of A. ferrooxidans and L. ferrooxidans, or 

DSM 150 medium, either with or without yeast, in the case of A. brierleyi. Samples were removed 

by long, sterile forceps in the laminar flow hood at 2, 6, 12, 24, 72 and 168 h. If the samples were 

not for immediate analysis and storage was required, samples were snap-frozen in a small volume 

of fresh sterile media in v-bottomed tubes using liquid nitrogen and stored long term in a -80 °C 

freezer. 
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3.5 Ultra Violet-Visible Spectrophotometry 

Ultra Violet-Visible (UV-Vis) Spectrophotometry is a commonly used technique to monitor cell 

growth by measuring the absorbance of culture in the 500-600 nm region of the light spectrum, 

which can be directly related to cell population. As the population of cells in the culture increase, so 

does the absorbance of culture solution. 

UV-Vis Spectrophotometry measures light absorption by solutions at a specific wavelength (λ) in 

the Ultra Violet and visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. This absorbance (A) is 

governed by the Bouguer-Lambert-Beer law (shortened to Beer’s Law), shown in Equation 3.25. 

log10 (
I0

I
)

λ
= Aλ = ελc𝑙        (3.25) 

Where the absorbance is determined by the logarithm of intensity of light of a specific wavelength 

entering the sample (I0), and the intensity of the light emerging from the sample (I). Absorbance can 

be determined from the Beer’s Law equation where ε is the molar absorption coefficient or molar 

absorptivity (Lmol-1cm-1), c is the concentration of the substance being measured (molL-1), and l is 

the pathlength of the sample (cm). The molar absorptivity is dependent on the substance being 

measured and the wavelength λ (nm) while the pathlength of the sample is determined by the width 

of the cuvette, which in this case is 1 cm. 

To account for light being reflected by the cuvette, a reference measurement must be made with a 

control solution, such as water. In microbiology, optical density (OD) is often used when 

monitoring the growth of cultures, making use of the fact that as the number of cells in a culture 

increases, the greater the amount of light they will scatter or absorb in the spectrophotometer. The 

OD is dependent on the thickness of the sample, and applies Beer’s law in Equation 3.26, when the 

path length is 1 cm 

ODλ  =
Aλ

l
          (3.26) 

OD was not accurate for cultures containing mineral particles or sulfur flower, as the particulates 

distort the absorbance values measured by giving artificially higher absorbance values. 

3.5.1 Sample Preparation 

Minimal sample preparation is required for OD measurements using UV-Vis Spectroscopy.  2.5 mL 

of culture was pipetted directly into a 1 cm plastic cuvette at desired time intervals and taken 

immediately to the instrument for measurement. Samples were agitated by shaking immediately 
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before measuring to ensure homogeneity of solution. Controls were performed with ferrous sulfate 

solution to determine the optimal wavelength for monitoring cell growth and eliminate any 

absorption by the medium itself, and it was ascertained that blank measurements could be taken 

using media solution.  

3.5.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

Spectra were obtained in triplicate using a Varian Cary 50 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer in dual beam 

mode with baseline correction over a wavelength range of 200-800 nm with a scan rate of 24000.00 

nm/min with 5.00 nm data interval and collection time of 0.0125 seconds, software version 4.10 

(464).  

The wavelengths used to track bacterial growth were 500, 600 and 660 nm. This is the common 

spectral region, as it is the scattering of light rather than absorbance being measured and at these 

wavelengths there is little interference from the media and a reduction in the risk of UV cell 

mutation [1-6].  

3.6 Cerium(IV) Sulfate Titration 

Both mesophilic strains of bacteria oxidise Fe2+ to Fe3+, and this consumption can be measured 

using colorimetric redox titration of the filtered culture against cerium(IV) sulfate with 1,10-

phenanthroline, also known as Ferroin, as an indicator. The balanced chemical equation is shown in 

Equation 3.27, and the half-cell equations for this titration are shown in Equations 3.28 and 3.29 [7, 

8]: 

2Ce(SO4)2 + 2 FeSO4 → Ce2(SO4)3 + Fe2(SO4)3     (3.27) 

Fe2+
(aq) → Fe3+

(aq) + e-         (3.28) 

Ce4+
(aq) + e- → Ce3+

(aq)        (3.29) 

The Ferroin forms a complex with the Fe(II) ions, with three Ferroin molecules for every iron(II) 

ion, making a red coloured solution. This becomes pale blue in colour when the indicator 

complexes with Fe(III) instead.  

3.6.1 Sample Preparation 

An aliquot of 5 mL was taken from each culture and was filtered into a conical flask (100 mL) 

through a 0.22 µm syringe filter to remove the bacterial cells and mineral particles. 1-3 drops of 

Ferroin was added to the flask. Titrations of the filtered culture against the 0.05 molL-1 cerium(IV) 
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sulfate solution were performed in triplicate on samples taken at regular intervals to plot the growth 

cycle of the cells. 

3.6.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

The concentration of iron(II) sulfate in the solution was calculated using the molar solution equation 

once the average titre volume of cerium sulfate was known. The calculated iron concentration at the 

desired time intervals over the growth cycle of the bacteria gave an indication of the rate at which 

the iron sulfate was consumed. The formula required for the concentration calculation is shown in 

Equation 3.30, where n is the number of moles, C is the concentration of the solution (molL-1), and 

V is the volume of the solution (L). 

𝑛 = 𝐶𝑉          (3.30) 

3.7 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy 

Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is an analytical technique 

used for the detection of trace elements in solution, and can be used to obtain iron and soluble sulfur 

concentrations in culture solutions. It utilizes argon gas, which travels through a quartz torch, at the 

end of which is are induction coils of a radio frequency generator (RF) that create an 

electromagnetic field. The electromagnetic field ionises the argon gas, causing the argon atom to 

lose electrons, which are caught and accelerated by the magnetic field. These electrons collide with 

more argon atoms, creating a chain reaction that turns the gas into a plasma consisting of atoms, 

electrons and ions. This argon plasma is sustained by the RF providing energy through the coil; this 

process is the inductive coupling process [9]. A schematic of the ICP torch is shown in Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 3.8: Cross section of an ICP torch and load coil adapted from [9]. 

The sample solution is nebulised into aerosol, where it is carried along by the argon gas to the 

centre of the plasma, which desolvates, vaporises and atomises the aerosol. The atoms then go 

through the excitation and ionization process, where a core electron in the ground state is excited to 

a higher state, relaxing to release a photon of specific energy, the emission wavelength being 

specific to the atom. The intensity of the emission at these specific wavelengths is measured to 

determine the concentration of the desired element [9]. 
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3.7.1 Sample Preparation 

A minimum of 5 mL of mineral culture solution is syringe filtered through a 0.2 μm microfilter into 

a sterile centrifuge tube. Each sample was diluted to a 1 in 10 final volume and acidified to 2% with 

nitric acid prior to analysis. 

3.7.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

Detection limits vary from element to element; 10 mg/L for iron, 100 mg/L for sulfur, 0.3 mg/L for 

copper, 8 mg/L for potassium. The instrument error of 10% must be considered for final detected 

concentrations of elements. It is also important to note that in this case ICP-OES is unable to 

distinguish between valency or chemical state. For example, the sulfur concentration as determined 

by ICP-OES describes all soluble sulfur species, including sulfates, sulfites and sulfides.  

3.8 Cell Counting 

Growth of all cultures was monitored solely by counting the cells in 2.5x10-7 mL using a 

haemocytometer with a grid area of 0.0025 mm. Equation 3.31 is used to determine the number of 

cells in the culture, where n is the average number of cells and V is the volume of the chamber. 

Cell Conc. (cells. mL) = (
n

V(mL)
)       (3.31) 

3.8.1 Sample Preparation 

The haemocytometer was prepared by placing the glass cover slip firmly over the grids. A 10 µL 

sample of culture was pipetted directly on the slide at the edge of the coverslip, allowing capillary 

action to draw the solution over the haemocytometer grid. 

3.8.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

The cells in the haemocytometer were counted using an Olympus BH-2 optical microscope, with 

the number of cells in five randomly selected 2.5 um2 squares counted. The number of cells per mL 

was calculated from the average cell count value of 5 grid squares that were 2.5x10-7 mL in volume, 

as per Equation 31. Each 5-square count was performed in triplicate per sample with a total of 15 

squares counted. 
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3.9 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis 

Scanning electron microscopy is a technique that uses electrons to generate an image of a sample. 

When a beam of high energy electrons is scanned over a solid sample, the interactions of the 

electrons with the sample produces secondary electrons (SE), backscattered electrons (BSE) and 

characteristic X-rays [10, 11]. The amount of SE, BSE and X-rays produced by the electron beam 

depends on the energy of the incident beam and the density of the sample, as shown in Figure 3.9. 

In SEM it is the secondary electrons that are detected to produce the image, with the brightness in 

the image being proportional to the amount of electrons produced from the sample [11]. Secondary 

electrons are produced when the incident electrons displace electrons from the atoms in the sample, 

and these electrons escape the surface from a depth of up to 10-15 nm of an energy range between 

2-50 eV, and are detected [11]. The images collected by the detection of secondary electrons supply 

information such as morphology and topography of the sample [10].  

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 3.9: Interaction volumes of secondary electrons, backscattered electrons and X-rays, adapted from [11]  

An Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) Analyser is often used in conjunction with SEM to perform 

elemental characterisation of the sample. Characteristic X-rays are caused by incoming electrons 

“knocking out” an electron from the inner orbital shell of an atom, causing a hole in the orbital 

which an electron of higher energy from an outer shell fills, as is shown in Figure 3.10. When the 

atom relaxes and an electron from the outer shell fills the hole in the inner shell, the excess energy 

is manifested in the form of an X-ray with an energy that is characteristic of the parent element and 

the specific electron shells involved.  
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of secondary electron and X-ray generation, adapted from [12] 

The information provided by the EDX, however, can come from a depth of up to 2 µm, and 

therefore much of the signal will come from the bulk of the sample, rather than the outermost 
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surface. Although the EDX can be used for elemental identification, it is not as surface-sensitive or 

chemically specific as some other techniques that will be discussed later in this chapter. 

3.9.1 Sample Preparation 

Pyrite samples were removed from the cultures and placed in 3% glutaraldehyde in phosphate 

buffered saline solution, pH = 7.4, and kept in the fridge at 4 °C for a minimum of 12 h, before 

dehydration and sputter coating.  

Samples were rinsed by immersion in phosphate buffered saline solution for 10 min and post-fixed 

by immersion in 1% osmium tetroxide for 30 min. The samples were then dehydrated by immersion 

in increasingly concentrated ethanol solutions for 10 minutes per rinse starting at 1 × 70% v/v, and 

followed by 1 × 90% v/v, 1 × 95% v/v and 2 × 100% v/v, with a final rinse in hexamethyl-

disilazane (HMDS) for 30 min [13, 14]. Samples were then air dried and mounted to SEM stubs 

using carbon tape, and sputter coated with 3 nm of platinum using a Cressington 208 High 

Resolution Sputter Coater. 

3.9.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

Samples were analysed on either a Philips XL30 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope 

(FESEM) or an Inspect FEI F50 Scanning Electron Microscope with a field emission electron 

emitter and EDX, backscatter, and secondary electron (SE) detectors. The primary electron beam 

accelerating voltage of 10 kV was used with spot size 3 when in Secondary Electron (SE) mode and 

spot size 6 when in EDX mode. Spot size refers collectively to the diameter of the probe, probe 

current and probe convergence in arbitrary units, with smaller numbers providing improved spatial 

resolution but less electrons generated, and vice versa [15].  A smaller spot size provides a spot 

diameter approaching 10 nm, while larger spot sizes provides a probe diameter approaching 100 nm 

[16]. Elemental quantification data obtained using EDX was processed using TEAM EDX software 

version 4.1 to apply an eZAF matrix calculation to quantify elements detected [17]. The eZAF 

applies matrix corrections to the measurements based on mean atomic number, absorption of X-rays 

and secondary X-rays or X-ray fluorescence to calculate the elemental composition of the sample 

[11].  

The software ImageJ was used to count the number of cells on the surface of the mineral, with an 

average of 6 images covering an area of 4.8x10-3 ± 3.9x10-5 mm2. The percentage coverage of cells 

on the surface was calculated by measuring the average cell size, and multiplying by the number of 

cells per unit area. Pits and scratches on the surface were also measured using ImageJ. 
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3.10 Atomic Force Microscopy 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), which is type of scanning probe microscopy, has three different 

modes of operation; contact mode; non-contact mode; and tapping mode. Regardless of the mode, 

the AFM operates by measuring the forces between the tip of the cantilever (shown in Figure 3.11) 

and the surface of the sample. The presence of either attractive or repulsive forces will result in a 

flexing of the cantilever, and the deflection is detected by a laser. The laser is reflected from the 

back of the cantilever and detected by a position-sensitive detector, thus giving topographical 

information about the sample surface. The peizocrystal scanner moves in the x and y direction as 

required when voltage or pressure is applied, and the detector supplies information in the z 

direction. This results in topographical information about the sample surface down to the molecular 

level [18]. 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of tip-sample interactions for an Atomic Force Microscope [18]. 

Data was collected in Tapping Mode to reduce both damage to the sample and the likelihood of tip 

contamination. In this mode, the cantilever oscillates at a constant amplitude. When forces between 

the tip and sample cause this amplitude to change, the scanner changes height to compensate, and 

this change in the z direction is measured and recorded as an image. This mode also gives 

information about surface adhesion and other mechanical properties by mapping the phase of the 

cantilever oscillation. The tip and the surface are constantly interacting in this mode. 

3.10.1 Sample Preparation 

Samples intended for AFM were removed from culture at selected time periods and snap frozen in 

fresh medium appropriate to the strain and were stored at -80°C to preserve the sample until ready 

for analysis. Samples to be analysed were removed from the freezer and defrosted to ambient 

conditions immediately before being mounted on the sample holders with carbon tape.  

3.10.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

AFM measurements were carried out using a Multimode Nanoscope V in tapping mode over a 10 

µm spot size with a minimum of 5 spots per sample. The collected images were analysed for 

surface roughness using the NanoScope Analysis software, version 1.40. Images were flattened in 
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the software, and only the most necessary image processing to remove scan lines was done to 

maintain the integrity of the data. Surface roughness can be calculated in two different ways: Ra and 

Rq. Ra is the mean surface roughness, which is the mean value of the surface relative to the centre 

plane for which the dimensions above and below are equal. Ra is calculated by Equation 3.32, 

where N is the number of data points for the given area and Zj is the surface relative to the centre 

plane [19]. 

R𝑎 =
1

𝑁
∑ |𝑍𝑗|𝑁

𝑗=1          (3.32) 

Rq is the root mean square of the height (Z) data, and represents the standard deviation of the Z 

values within a given area. Rq is calculated by Equation 3.33, where Zi is the current value and N is 

the number of data points all for the given area [19]. 

𝑅𝑞 = √
∑(𝑍𝑖)2

𝑁
          (3.33) 

Roughness values are dependent on not only sample preparation but also on the dimensions of the 

tip being used to scan the surface, so while they can be compared for similar samples, the calculated 

roughness values are not absolute. 

3.11 Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 

Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) occurs at photon energies close to the 

element-specific X-ray absorption edge, an example of which can be found in Figure 3.12. 

NEXAFS is used to probe element-specific intra-molecular bonding and molecular orbitals 

involved in bonding, as well as providing information on electronic configuration and chemicals 

states [20, 21]. Spectra can be obtained by different detection methods. For PEEM, the total 

electron yield (TEY) is used, which will be discussed in section 3.12. For STXM, the transmission 

method is used, and will be discussed in section 3.13. 
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of an X-ray absorption spectra [22]. 

NEXAFS spectra are produced by the interaction of a tuneable photon energy source that has been 

monochromatised with electrons in the atoms of the sample, a schematic of which is shown in 
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Figure 3.13. Atoms of the target element absorb incident X-rays and a core electron is ejected to 

unoccupied states or a partially filled orbital (eP), creating a core hole [20, 21, 23]. This core hole 

then decays as a higher energy electron fills the hole, releasing energy either by the emission of 

Auger electrons (eA), or by the production of photons. NEXAFS spectra collected by the 

measurement of total electron yield are more surface sensitive (top 10 nm of the surface or better), 

as fluorescent X-rays escape from deeper in the bulk sample (up to 200 nm) [20, 21, 23]. The 

energy absorption of each transition depends on the chemical and electronic properties of the atom. 
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of the incident photon exciting a core level electron to produce either a fluorescent 

photon or an Auger electron [24]. 

Table 3.5 shows the transitions observed in Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra from previous studies of 

similar samples for the evaluation and identification of Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra collected 

during this study. 

Table 3.5: Energies and assignments of spectral features of Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite and related 

oxidation products 

Absorption 

Energy (eV) 
Assignment References 

707-707.6 Transitions to the Fe 3d (eg) [25-28] 

707.8-710.5 

Fe 2p to Fe 3d states hybridized with O 2p states 

of iron oxidation products hematite, magnetite, 

goethite and wüstite 

[27, 29, 30] 

707.9-708.8 Fe 3d states hybridized with S 3p states [25-28] 

712-715 S 3p states hybridized with Fe 4s and 4p states [25, 26] 

719.7-721.1 Fe L2  [25, 26] 

The Fe L3 peak of pyrite appears as two overlapping peaks with a difference in energy equal to or 

just over 1 eV, that does not appear to be necessarily indicative of Fe(II) and Fe(III) respectively, 

but rather is intrinsic to pyrite, with multiple transitions of Fe 3d electrons overlapping in the same 

region, including those of potential oxidation products [25, 27, 28].   
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Table 3.6, shown, was constructed for the evaluation and identification of carbon K-edge NEXAFS 

spectra by compiling previously identified features of similar samples and carbon compounds. Any 

of these peaks can be expected in microbial samples, with differences observed in peak intensity 

and energy depending on the composition of the EPS matrix. 

Table 3.6: Summary of C K-edge NEXAFS signal energies and their associated transitions as found in literature. 

Absorption Energy 

(eV) 
Assignment References 

283.7-284.3 C 1s (C=O) → π*C=O (Quinonic) [31, 32] 

284.9-285.7 C 1s (C=C) → π*C=C (Aromatic) [32-38] 

285-285.3 C 1s (C-H) → π*C-H [31] 

286.3-286.8 C 1s (C-R) → π*C-R (Aromatic) [31] 

286.7 C 1s (C=O) → π*C=O (Ketone) [32, 39] 

286-287 C 1s (C=C) → π*C=C [37, 38] 

287-287.5 C 1s (C=N) → π*C=N (Amide) [32, 35, 37] 

287.1-287.9 C 1s (C-H) → σ*C-H (Aliphatic) [32, 37, 40] 

288.2-288.4 C 1s (C=O) → π*C=O (Protein) [32, 33, 37-39, 41-45] 

288.4-288.8 C 1s (C=O) → π*C=O (Carboxyl) [31, 33, 35-37, 39, 40] 

288.8-289.2 C 1s (C-H) → σ*C-H [44] 

289.3-289.8 C 1s (C=N) → π*C=N (Amide) [37, 38] 

289.6-289.8 C 1s (C-O) → σ*C-O [37] 

289-290 C 1s (C=O) → π*C=O (Carbonyl) [34, 35] 

290.2-290.5 C 1s (C=O) → π*C=O (Carbonate) [32, 39, 43] 

291-294.4 C 1s (C-C) → π*C-C, σ*C-C [38, 40] 

297 K L3 [32, 42] 

298-300 C 1s (C=C) → π*C=C [38] 

300 K L2 [32, 42] 

302-305 
C 1s (C=C) → π*C=C 

C 1s (C=O) → σ*C=O 
[38, 40] 

The techniques mentioned previously in this section that are used to produce NEXAFS spectra will 

be discussed in the following sections. 
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3.12 Photoelectron Emission Microscopy  

Photoelectron Emission Microscopy (PEEM) is a spectromicroscopy technique which combines 

high lateral resolution parallel imaging with Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) 

spectroscopy for the chemical composition of surfaces.  PEEM utilises synchrotron light sources, 

with tuneable soft X-rays used to map specific chemical and elemental species on a surface. Images 

can be collected at discrete energies for a selected element, and processed to remove topography by 

background subtraction of an image collected at an energy prior to the absorption edge of interest. 

Bright regions on the image are areas rich in that element or chemical environment. The excitation 

energy can also be varied across a range to encompass an absorption edge, generating a “3D” image 

where each pixel in the image represents a full NEXAFS spectrum over the selected energy range. 

This allows the production of spectra from regions of interest (ROIs) on the surface of the sample 

for selected elements. 

In PEEM, monochromatized X-rays are directed at the sample surface, where they are absorbed by 

causing an electron in the inner orbital to be ejected, creating a core hole [46]. The Auger and 

inelastically scattered electrons emitted by this excitation and relaxation process cause a cascade of 

secondary electrons, and those electrons with energy greater than the workfunction of the surface 

escape into the vacuum [46]. These electrons are accelerated by a strong electric field and 

magnified by the series of lenses shown in Figure 3.14, before being detected using a CCD 

(Charged Coupled Device) detector coupled with a phosphor screen.  
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Figure 3.14: PEEM optics of beamline BL05B2, NSRRC, Taiwan [47]. 

Photoelectron Emission Microscopy (PEEM) offers several advantages over other surface analysis 

techniques in the information it supplies. Soft X-rays not penetrate as deeply into the sample, as 

electrons that are not close to the surface are more likely to be unable to overcome the work 

function of the sample and be reabsorbed rather than escape the surface [48]. For metals and semi-

conductors such as pyrite, this depth is approximately within 5 nm of the surface, although it is 

dependent on the sample matrix and the energy of the element of interest [48]. This makes PEEM 

much more surface-sensitive, and has ability to map where chemical environments for specific 

elements appear and what they are associated with [20, 46]. Combining the images collected using 
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PEEM with NEXAFS provides chemical bonding information and element oxidation state 

information of the elements on the surface. By taking images of the same area at different energies 

at different edges, information about phases, oxidation and chemical associations can be deduced 

[20]. 

3.12.1 Sample Preparation 

Samples intended for PEEM analysis were snap frozen in fresh HH medium and stored in a freezer 

at -80°C. Samples were transported frozen on dry ice, and kept frozen until ready for analysis.  

3.12.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

X-PEEM measurements were carried out on beamline BL05B2 at the National Synchrotron 

Radiation Research Centre (NSRRC) in Hsinchu, Taiwan [49]. The beamline uses an elliptically 

polarized undulator (EPU5) and a spherical-grating monochromator, yielding very high photon flux 

of between 1011 and 1013 photons s1 200mÅ-1 over 60-1400 eV. The real-time, sample surface 

images were acquired by a CCD detector behind a phosphor screen in 54 total electron yield (TEY) 

mode. The analysis chamber vacuum was held at ultrahigh vacuum (1x10-9 Torr). Movie stacks of 

images were acquired while scanning the desired photon energy ranges across the C K-edge (280-

300 eV) and Fe L-edge (699-730 eV), so that each pixel in the stacked image contained a complete 

NEXAFS spectrum. 

All images were background-corrected using “XSM reader” software provided by the NSRRC 

PEEM [50]. The images ranged between 37 to 450 μm in size, with 8.1x105 pixels per image. For 

the 450 μm images each pixel is 0.45 µm, while for the 37 µm images, each pixel is 0.04 µm. 

Topographical effects were removed from the images by dividing by an image collected from 

background region prior to the edge to remove background energy signals. 

The Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra were calibrated using standards of iron at 706.8 eV [27]. The C K-

edge NEXAFS spectra were calibrated to the π* C=C eV peak of graphite at 285.4 eV [51] and to 

the π* C=O peak of bovine serum albumin (BSA) at 288.2 eV [52, 53], respectively. All spectra 

were pre-edge and post-edge corrected by linear pre- and post-edge fit using Athena software [54]. 

All spectra were normalised to the corrected pre- and post-edge regions to arbitrary intensities of 0 

and 1, respectively.   
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3.13 Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy 

A sample is analysed in STXM by having monochromatic X-rays (generated by a synchrotron X-

ray source) focussed on the sample by a Fresnel zone plate, with the transmitted X-rays detected as 

the sample is scanned at the focal point of the X-rays. STXM can be combined with NEXAFS as a 

spectrum of the sample can be produced by scanning across the desired range of photon energy 

when focussed on a spot on the sample [55]. A simplified schematic of the STXM is shown in 

Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of the STXM technique (a) and Photograph of the major components of the PolLux 

STXM (b), provided by the Paul Scherrer Institut [56]. 

STXM has three major advantages over electron microscopy: A comparatively smaller radiation 

dose, making them ideal for radiation sensitive samples; no need for ultrahigh vacuum, meaning a 

reduced loss of volatile species which is especially important when analysing organic compounds; 

and the ability to analyse in liquid [57]. The major disadvantage of STXM is the limitation of 

sample preparation. Samples thicker than 1-2 µm may not allow the X-rays to transmit, preventing 

the collection of any spectra from those regions [55, 57]. 

3.13.1 Sample Preparation 

Sterile tubes containing live 2-week-old cultures of L. ferrooxidans grown on both pyrite and 

chalcopyrite were transported to the Swiss Light Source (SLS) by courier. 5 mL aliquots of culture 

were inoculated at 10% inoculum in fresh medium with -38 µm size fraction pyrite on site at the 

Swiss Light Source (SLS), with samples taken at 2 and 24 h. The cultures as transported at 2 weeks 

old were also sampled for analysis. See section 3.3 of this chapter for more general information on 

bacterial growth, and Chapter 5, section 5.3.1 for further detail on the growth of L. ferrooxidans on 

pyrite and chalcopyrite.  

Culture samples were agitated and larger particles allowed to settle slightly so that the finer 

particles (< 5 µm) remained in the supernatant. A syringe was used to withdraw 1 mL of culture, 

and 1 drop was applied to a 0.5 or 1 mm silicon nitride window. Drops were reapplied as the 

previous drop dried until to build a sparse layer of mineral particles over the surface.  
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Standard solutions of bovine serum albumin (BSA), deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), sodium alginate 

and glucuronic acid were made by weighing out 0.05 g of each and adding to a volumetric flask (5 

mL) and making up to the line for 1% w/v solutions. A drop of solution was applied using a syringe 

to a 0.5 or 1 mm silicon nitride window and allowed to dry. The windows were checked to make 

sure the samples were not too thick, to be sure the window remained unbroken under an optical 

microscope. 

3.13.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

STXM analysis was performed at the PolLux beamline at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) Swiss 

Light Source (SLS). Images were collected over an area of 20 µm under Helium atmosphere with a 

dwell time of 5-40 µs and a focal length of 1057-4148 µm depending on the element being 

investigated. Image stacks were collected by scanning energy the range of 280-320 eV for the C K-

edge, so that each pixel of the image contained a complete Near-edge X-ray Absorption Fine 

Structure (NEXAFS) spectrum taken at 0.1 eV increments. Images stacks were converted from 

transmission to optical density (OD) and aligned using the aXis2000 software (version 11 May 

2016) [58]. The alignment process ensures the x, y limits are the same for each image in the stack 

using a polynomial 2-d transformation to align successive images to 4 fiducial points on the first 

image. After alignment is performed, the spectra of regions of interest (ROIs) were exported. 

Conversion to OD was performed by dividing the image or spectrum by a spectrum collected on a 

blank window. NEXAFS spectra around the Cu and Fe L-edge within the energy ranges of 928-955 

eV and 700-732 eV, respectively, were collected by line scan, and images were collected at specific 

energies within these ranges. Line scans are performed by scanning the sample along a single line 

drawn along the sample in an area of interest over the energy range of interest. Images were 

converted to OD and background corrected using the aXis2000 software (version 11 May 2016) 

[58]. All NEXAFS spectra collected were pre- and post- edge corrected and normalised using the 

Athena software [54] after energy calibration to the DNA carbon standard at 285.1 eV [37, 38], the 

Fe(II) L3 peak of pyrite 708.3 eV [25, 27], and the Cu(I) L3 peak of chalcopyrite at 932.6 eV [27, 

59]. 

3.14 Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 

Time of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS), is a highly sensitive technique for 

surface analysis, which enables the investigation of the composition of the outermost atomic layers 

of a surface [59-62]. Ions from a primary ion source bombard the surface and collide with the atoms 

of the sample, which in turn can collide with each other, causing a cascade of atoms in motion. 
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Typically, the primary ion source is an inert gas such as helium or argon, or a liquid metal source 

such as gallium or gold. Only atoms and molecular fragments in the first 1-3 monolayers leave the 

surface; the process is illustrated in Figure 3.16 [59-62]. 

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 3.16: An illustration of the SIMS process, adapted from [62] 

The fragments that leave the surface and enter the flight tube, where a fixed potential accelerates 

them based on their charge (either positive or negative). The fragments are separated by the amount 

of time it takes them to travel to the detector. As the kinetic energy of an object is directly 

proportional to its mass and the square of its velocity, separation of fragments occurs by the 

equation shown in Equation 3.34 [62].  

𝑡 = 𝐿 (
𝑚

2𝑧𝑉
)

1/2

          (3.34)  

Where the time of flight (t) is dictated by the length of the flight path (L), the mass (m) and the 

charge (z) of the fragment and the fixed potential (V) that accelerates the fragment along the flight 

path. This fragment separation generates a spectrum based on the mass-to-charge ratio m/z as the 

time of flight for each particle is detected and related to mass. By this equation, a fragment of 

greater mass will travel more slowly along the flight path [61, 62]. 

As the intensity of peaks in ToF-SIMS vary depending on the matrix of the surface, this technique 

cannot be considered quantitative, and the relative intensities of the peaks must be used for 

qualitative analysis [62]. 

3.14.1 Sample Preparation 

Samples intended for ToF-SIMS analysis were placed in V-bottomed tubes containing fresh 

medium and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The tubes were then stored in a freezer at -80°C until 

analysis. All samples were transported on ice and kept frozen until placed directly onto the sample 

stage while still cold.   

3.14.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

ToF-SIMS experiments were performed using a Physical Electronics Inc. PHI TRIFT V nanoTOF 

instrument equipped with a pulsed liquid metal 79+Au primary ion gun (LMIG), operating at 30 kV 
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energy. “Unbunched” beam settings were used to optimise spatial resolution. A cold stage was 

employed to prevent the loss of volatile species to the vacuum. A minimum temperature of -70 °C 

was reached and maintained for the duration of analysis. This step was added after comparison to 

samples analysed at room temperature, which displayed less fragmentation and less higher 

molecular weight fragments than the sample collected at the sub-zero temperatures. The mass 

spectra and images obtained by ToF-SIMS was analysed using WinCadenceN software version 

1.8.1.3.  

The mass spectra were calibrated to the CH3
+, C2H5

+ and C3H7
+ peaks for positive ion mass spectra, 

and CH-, C2H
- and Cl- peaks in the negative ion mass spectra. Both positive and negative spectra 

were collected over an area of 100 μm2, with a minimum of 5 areas collected per sample [63, 64]. 

The intensities of the secondary ions in each spectrum were normalised to the total ion yield, with a 

statistical analysis of the mean carried out using a Student t-distribution with 95% probability, with 

results plotted using 95% confidence intervals [59, 63, 64]. 

To remove topography, called a topographical strip, from the fragment images, the collected images 

were loaded and the appropriate functions were performed in the WinCadenceN software per 

Equation 3.35, where 𝐼𝑓 is the fragment image and 𝐼𝑇 is the total ion image. Scalars are applied to 

account for the large number of counts in the total ion image compared to the fragment image. 

𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝 =
(𝐼𝑓−1)(

𝐼𝑇
𝐼𝑓

)100

(𝐼𝑇−𝐼𝑓)+1
      (3.35) 

To represent the hydrocarbons, carbohydrates and proteins present on the surface, positive 

fragments with little ambiguity as to their identity were selected to provide total proportion on the 

surface. For hydrocarbons, the fragments CH3
+, C2H3

+, C2H5
+, C3H3

+, C3H5
+, C3H7

+, C4H5
+, C4H7

+, 

C4H9
+, C5H3

+, C5H5
+, C5H7+, C6H7

+, and C6H9
+ are presented. For polysaccharides, the fragments 

CH3O
+, C2H5O

+, C3H7O
+, C2H5O2

+, C4H5O
+, C4H7O

+, C4H9O
+, and C3H5O3

+ are presented. For 

proteins, the fragments CHN+, CH4N
+, C3H6N

+, C3H5N2
+, C4H8N

+, C5H10N
+, and C5H12N

+ are 

presented. 

As the S2ˉ and SO2ˉ fragments mass-to-charge ratios are so close (m/z 63.941 and 63.962, 

respectively), the mass resolution is insufficient to separate them. This is also true for the SO4ˉ and 

HPO4ˉ fragments (m/z 95.956 and 95.961, respectively). As such, the S2ˉ and SO2ˉ fragments and 

the SO4ˉ and HPO4ˉ fragments are presented as combined species. It should be noted that although 

other phosphorous fragments have been detected, they occur with low frequency, and as such it is 

reasonable to assume that most of the SO4ˉ/HPO4ˉ signal is due to the sulfate fragment.   
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3.15 Sessile Drop Contact Angle 

Sessile drop is a technique that is used to determine the contact angle using drop shape analysis. 

This can thereby determine the wettability of a surface, and in this case, whether a surface could be 

hydrophobic or hydrophilic. The Young equation, shown in Equation 3.36, is one of the possible 

equation used to describe this system. It takes into consideration the surface tension between the 

three phases (solid, liquid and gas) involved when the droplet is at thermodynamic equilibrium [65]. 

γLVcosθ = γSV – γSL         (3.36) 

The equation relates to the interfacial tensions between the solid and the liquid (γSL), the solid and 

the vapour (γSV), the liquid and the vapour (γLV), and the angle created by these three phases is the 

contact angle (θ), as shown in Figure 3.17 [65]. 

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 3.17: Cross section of interfacial tensions and contact angle of a drop on a solid substrate adapted from 

[65] 

To measure the contact angle, a 1 μL drop of liquid is placed on the sample surface. The angle 

between the substrate and the edge of the drop is then measured, with an angle above 90° indicating 

an increasingly hydrophobic surface, and an angle below 90° indicating an increasingly hydrophilic 

surface, as is illustrated in Figure 3.18 [65]. 

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 3.18: Diagram of increasing surface hydrophobicity, as measured by contact angle, adapted from [65]. 

Contact angle hysteresis (CAH) in an effect that must be considered when measuring surface 

wettability to obtain the most accurate representation of the hydrophobicity of the sample. CAH is 

defined as the difference between the advancing and receding contact angle. The advancing contact 

angle occurs as a water droplet is first placed on the surface and the volume is increased to the 

largest measured angle. The receding contact angle occurs when the droplet is reduced in volume on 

the surface to the smallest measured angle. The contact hysteresis can provide more information 
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about the sample surface, including factors such as surface homogeneity caused by both chemical 

and physical properties, and roughness [66]. 

3.15.1 Sample Preparation 

Pyrite samples intended for sessile drop contact angle studies were prepared by the method 

described in Section 3.4 of this chapter and into newly inoculated cultures. Samples were removed 

from culture flasks and allowed to air dry for up to 10 minutes before being analysed. Samples were 

placed on the stage and a straight needle used to pump a single droplet onto the surface and adjust 

the volume accordingly. 

3.15.2 Data Analysis 

Sessile drop contact angle experiments were performed using the Sinterface Profile Analysis 

Tensiometer PAT1 Version 8, with the angle cosθ determined using the Sinterface software. Both 

the left and right side of the bubbles were used, and the experiment was conducted in triplicate. 

3.16 Captive Bubble Contact Angle 

An example of a captive bubble contact angle analysis cell is shown in Figure 3.19. Briefly, a “J” 

needle is used to apply a bubble of air directly to the mineral surface. Receding and advancing 

contact angle measurements are collected by increasing and decreasing the volume of the bubble 

respectively, while minimising the distortion of the bubble by the needle.  

 

Figure 3.19: An illustration of the captive bubble method for advancing and receding angle measurement (not to 

scale). 

The captive bubble contact angle technique applies the same principles as sessile drop, and is a 

measurement of the surface tension between the solid, liquid and gas phases, as is shown in Figure 
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3.20 [67, 68]. In the case of captive bubble contact angle, when θ is less than 90°, the surface is 

hydrophobic, and when θ is greater than 90°, the surface is hydrophilic [67]. 

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 3.20: Captive bubble contact angle cross section adapted from [67] 

As is the case in the sessile drop contact angle technique, CAH must be considered by measuring 

both advancing and receding contact angles. The advancing angle is measured as the volume of the 

bubble is decreased and the receding angle is measured as the volume of the bubble is increased. 

These recorded angles are not taken by a single static measurement, but an average of five angles 

taken as the volume of the bubble is decreased and increased, respectively [66, 67, 69, 70]. Figure 

3.21 shows the expanding and contracting bubble as receding and advancing contact angles are 

measured. 

 

Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions 

 

Figure 3.21: Schematic of captive bubble pumping onto a surface for receding contact angle (top), and being 

withdrawn from the surface for advancing contact angle (bottom), adapted from [70]. 

Captive bubble contact angle has several advantages over sessile drop contact angle for the 

purposes of these studies. Firstly, the samples are not dehydrated to take measurements as they can 

be kept in solution and transferred to the analysis cell without drying [67, 68]. This means that 

reactions such as oxidation of the sulfide mineral surface with the air that would occur as the 

samples are dehydrated are prevented, providing a more accurate in situ measurement of sample 

wettability [67]. Secondly, keeping the samples wet prevent any cells adhered to the surface from 

lysing as the sample is dried; this creates a more accurate in situ measurement of the effects of cell 

adhesion and whole biofilm on the mineral surfaces, rather than just adsorbed EPS and lysed cells 

[67, 71]. Finally, on hydrophilic surfaces, such as those that may be expected on oxidised or EPS-

covered mineral surfaces, a drop of liquid on a dry surface has an angle approaching 0°, making the 

contact angle difficult to measure accurately. The captive bubble angle on such a hydrophilic 

surface approaches 180°, making the angles much easier to measure accurately [66]. Several studies 
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compare of methods of contact angle measurements, finding less oscillation in highest contact angle 

values obtained for a surface for captive bubble than sessile drop [66, 67, 72]. 

3.16.1 Sample Preparation 

Samples were removed from experimental culture flasks and placed in the sterile medium 

appropriate to the strain in use, to prevent drying before being loaded directly into the quartz cell for 

analysis. The apparatus consists of a 50 mm3 quartz cell containing the desired solution and sample 

holder.  

The volume of the bubble was increased over a period of approximately 60 s, with an image of the 

bubble captured after every volume increase to capture the receding angles. The process was 

repeated withdrawing volume from the bubble to capture the advancing phase. Based on the captive 

bubble methods found in previous studies [67, 70], the last 5 images taken before the bubble was 

removed from the surface were used for the advancing angle, and the central 5 images from the 

receding phase were used for the receding angle. This is to ensure that the layer of liquid at the 

interface when the bubble is first placed on the surface has drained, ensuring the measurement is of 

the bubble/surface, and to allow the bubble to reach equilibrium at each volume [71]. Both the left 

and right side of the bubbles were used, and the experiment was conducted in triplicate, with a total 

of 30 measurements used to calculate average advancing and receding angles. 

3.16.2 Data Analysis 

Captive bubble experiments were performed using the Sinterface Profile Analysis Tensiometer 

PAT1 Version 8, and the contact angles from the images captured by the Sinterface PAT1 CCD 

camera were analysed using ImageJ imaging analysis software [73].  
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4 Characterisation of Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans and Pyrite: 

Growth Behaviour and Mineral Surface Properties. 

4.1 Introduction 

The bacterial strain A. ferrooxidans has been applied to both leaching and flotation in numerous 

studies due to its ability to oxidise both iron and sulfur, which were detailed in Chapter 2, section 

2.2.2 [1-7]. Many flotation studies using A. ferrooxidans focus on mineral recovery, and as such 

there is a need for greater characterisation to be performed on the mineral surface and the cell 

attachment behaviour to fully understand how mineral recovery is improved by this bacterium [1-3, 

6].  

Previous investigations have successfully applied A. ferrooxidans as a depressant for pyrite from 

more commercially desirable sulfide minerals, attributing this action to cell attachment to the 

surface [1-3]. Other studies have demonstrated the ability of A. ferrooxidans to act as a collector, 

promoting the flotation of sphalerite [8]. Such studies have suggested the ability of microorganisms 

to act as depressants is due to the presence of hydrophilic polysaccharides [9-11], while the 

collector-like ability is caused by higher concentrations of hydrophobic proteins [12] in the 

extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) produced by the cells. The concentration and time at 

which the polysaccharides and proteins are produced during biofilm formation is not well known 

and may impact the use of A. ferrooxidans for bioflotation. 

Many previous studies on the application of A. ferrooxidans to both bioflotation and bioleaching 

involve processing of the cells, including washing and artificially concentrating the cells by 

centrifugation before exposing the cells to the mineral [1, 13-19], which may be altering natural cell 

behaviour and changing the nature of their excretions, in turn altering how the cells respond to the 

mineral surface. Many studies show adsorption of the cells on the surfaces being studied rather than 

direct monitoring of cell populations in solution [3, 6, 8, 13, 20-29]. This makes determining the 

true mechanism through which cells interact with the surface of pyrite – direct contact, indirect 

contact or indirect –  challenging, as the experimental conditions may artificially alter the bacterial 

excretions [30, 31]. 

As the hydrophobicity of a mineral surface is dependent on the surface roughness and chemical 

heterogeneity of the first few atomic layers [32-34], the EPS components on the surface of pyrite 

must be assessed by surface sensitive techniques. The inorganic mineral oxidation products and 

organic species produced by A. ferrooxidans in contact with the pyrite surface over time must be 
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identified. This will enable the correlation with the physical properties of the mineral, most 

importantly the hydrophobicity, with the microbial products produced by A. ferrooxidans over the 

course of initial exposure through to biofilm development.  

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Mineral Preparation 

The bulk pyrite for culture growth is described in in Chapter 3, section 3.2, Table 3.4. The cubic 

pyrite used for this investigation and the preparation of mineral tile samples are described in 

Chapter 3, sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively.  

Tiles were either snap frozen in HH medium for AFM, PEEM and ToF-SIMS analysis or stored in 

fixative for dehydration and sputtering coating for SEM by methods described in Chapter 3, section 

3.9. 

4.2.2 Cell Growth and Monitoring 

Cultures of A. ferrooxidans (DSM 14887) were received live from the DSMZ (Deutsche Sammlung 

von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen) and inoculated into HH medium and continuously 

subcultured as described in Chapter 3, section 3.3.1. Cultures were monitored by cerium(IV) sulfate 

titration and direct counting, as described in Chapter 3, sections 3.6 and 3.8, respectively. 

4.2.3 Surface Characterisation 

Surface analysis of pyrite control and those exposed to A. ferrooxidans were performed using 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Atomic 

Force Microscopy (AFM), sessile drop and captive bubble contact angle, Photoemission Electron 

Microscopy (PEEM) and Near-edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS), and Time of 

Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). Details for these techniques can be found 

in Chapter 3, sections 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Growth of Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans on Pyrite 

4.3.1.1 Cell Growth 

The live culture of A. ferrooxidans was first cultured on HH medium containing ferrous sulfate, 

with growth of this culture monitored by titrating against cerium(IV) sulfate to determine the 
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concentration of Fe(II), from which the bacteria obtain their energy as it oxidises to Fe(III) [8, 35]. 

Different inoculum volumes were trialled to determine growth rate after the initial inoculation of 

received culture into fresh medium. A control solution of HH medium containing ferrous sulfate 

was also monitored over time under the same temperature and mixing conditions to ascertain if any 

abiotic oxidation occurred. Figure 4.22 shows the concentration curves of the different inoculum 

volumes and HH medium control grown with ferrous sulfate. 

 

Figure 4.22: Ferrous iron titration curves of A. ferrooxidans in HH medium containing ferrous sulfate at 3.3%, 

10% and 20% inoculum and HH medium with ferrous sulfate control solution 

A 5% inoculum volume was selected for base culture of A. ferrooxidans grown on ferrous iron, and 

it was from such a base culture that cultures to be adapted to mineral were subcultured. The HH 

medium control containing ferrous sulfate showed no indication of abiotic iron oxidation over the 

course of the growth cycle. A. ferrooxidans was adapted to grow on pyrite by subculturing from 

cultures grown on soluble ferrous sulfate into HH medium with 20 g of UV sterilised pyrite 

replacing the ferrous sulfate, as described in Chapter 3, section 3.3.1. Cultures were inoculated at 

10% with A. ferrooxidans. Growth curves were determined by counting, and a typical growth curve 

is shown in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.23: Typical growth curve of A. ferrooxidans on pyrite (+38, -75 um) at 10% inoculum. 

The variability observed in bacterial culture development using different sources of ferrous iron 

illustrates perfectly how variable the bacterial growth rate can be; When grown on a solution that 

contains soluble ferrous sulfate, A. ferrooxidans typically reach the exponential phase between 20-

40 hours, completing a growth cycle in approximately 96 hours (Figure 4.22). A. ferrooxidans 

grown on pyrite typically reaches the exponential phase between 20-30 days, completing a growth 

cycle in approximately 7 weeks (Figure 4.23).  Final cell concentrations of A. ferrooxidans on pyrite 

were found to be over 7.5x108 cells/mL. 

The results presented here agree with the final cell concentrations previously described growth of A. 

ferrooxidans on both ferrous sulfate and pyrite. Previous studies of A. ferrooxidans on a variety of 

substrates ranges between 107 and 109 cells/mL, with stationary phase reached typically between 4-

16 days on mineral or ore sources and 10-40 hours on a variety of media solutions [1-3, 14, 15, 18, 

19, 28, 35-42]. Inoculum volumes, growth rate and adaptability to various minerals can vary greatly 

over time as the bacteria settle into a regular growth cycle, and individual lab strains might behave 

differently, making direct comparison challenging. 

4.3.1.2 Eh and pH Monitoring 

The changes in Eh and pH of the system is of crucial importance to the inorganic chemical species 

reacting on the pyrite surface, as well as for the maintenance of the culture. Different Eh values 

promote the flotation or depression of minerals, as Eh relates not only to the concentration of ions in 

solution, but to the surface species forming on the mineral surface [43]. Higher Eh indicates more 

oxidizing conditions, which promotes the formation of hydrophilic oxidation products on the 
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surface [43, 44]. The pH relates to Eh, as lower pH solutions are more reductive, with some 

collectors being ineffective at lower pH [43-45]. The Eh and pH curves of the HH medium and A. 

ferrooxidans pyrite leachate is shown in Figure 4.24. The Eh values of A. ferrooxidans exposed to 

pyrite are reported relative to an Ag/AgCl electrode at 1 atm, with an average temperature of 21.4 ± 

1.3 °C, while the average temperature of the pyrite exposed to HH medium was 24.0 ± 0.7 °C. 

 

Figure 4.24: Typical Eh (top) and pH (bottom) curves of A. ferrooxidans on pyrite (+38, -75 um) at 10% 

inoculum (●), and HH medium (∆). 

The pH of the A. ferrooxidans culture grown on pyrite starts at just under 2, dropping to just above 

pH 1 by day 45, where sits between 1 and 1.1 for the remainder of the exposure, while the Eh 

steadily increases from just over 275 mV to just over 340mV. The pH of the HH medium control 

solution starts at just over 1.8, falling to just below 1.6 over 53 days, while the Eh starts at just over 

300 mV, rising to just under 320 mV. 
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Previous studies have measured the Eh and pH of leachate of pyrite using A. ferrooxidans, a 

summary of which can be found in Table 4.7. All potentials reported here have been converted to 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode values where possible. 

Table 4.7: Previous Eh and pH studies of A. ferrooxidans bioleaching pyrite. 

Duration  

(days) 

Eh init.  

(mV) 

Eh fin.
  

(mV) pH init. pH fin. Reference 

18 200 500 2 1.8 [37] 

29 380 610 1.8 0.9 [15] 

29a 380 380 1.8 1.6 [15] 

24 - - 2.05 1.8 [40] 

24a - - 2.05 1.92 [40] 

35 400 700 - - [46] 

10b 380 570 1.7 1.75 [2] 

20a 270 420 1.5 1.65 [38] 

a Abiotic control, b No reference electrode information supplied 

Several of the studies listed in this table performed no control experiments for comparison of their 

bioleaching results [2, 37, 46] while Yu et al performed control experiments at a fraction number of 

time points of their bioleaching experiments [40]. The lack of rigorous control experiments being 

presented in previous studies makes comparison between different experiments difficult. The 

studies on pyrite leaching by Liu et al [15] agrees most strongly with the pH data recorded in this 

study, while the results of Sharma et al [37] agree most strongly with the Eh results recorded here. 

The studies on pyrite leaching by A. ferrooxidans observed a decrease in pH between 2 and 0.9, and 

an increase in Eh between 200 mV and 700 mV which agrees with the range of values observed 

over the leaching of pyrite in this study. The lower initial Eh observed in the biotic solution 

compared to the abiotic control solution was also observed in a study by Xia et al, who found that 

the Eh of a culture of A. manzaensis was lower than the Eh of the abiotic control at identical initial 

iron concentration and pH [38]. 

The surface and solution reactions that previous studies have been proposed to occur in the leaching 

of pyrite produce ions in solution as per Equations 4.37-4.43, and a variety of oxidation products 

such as jarosite per Equation 4.44 (Where M+ = K+, Na+ or H3O
+) [37, 47-55]. These reactions also 

contribute to the pH of solution as leaching of the mineral produces H+ in solution, as per Equations 
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4.37 and 4.38, and to the Eh of the mineral by increasing the concentration of a variety of ions in 

solution with differing oxidative ability [37, 47-55]. 

FeS2 + 14Fe3+ + 8H2O → 15Fe2+ + 2SO4
2- + 16H+

      (4.37) 

2FeS2 + 7O2 + 2H2O → 2FeSO4 + 2H2SO4       (4.38) 

4FeS2 + 3O2 + 6H2SO4 → 2Fe2(SO4)3 + 8S0 +6H2O     (4.39) 

4Fe2+ + O2 + 4H+ → 4Fe3+ + 2H2O       (4.40) 

Fe3+ + 3H2O → Fe(OH)3 + 3H+       (4.41) 

FeS2 + 2Fe3+ → 3Fe2+ + 2S0        (4.42) 

2S0 + 3O2 + 2H2O → 4H+ + 2SO4
2-       (4.43) 

3Fe3+ + 2SO4
2- + M+ + 6H2O → MFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 + 6H+    (4.44) 

The results here show the pH decreases as the pyrite oxidises and produces H+, per Equations 4.37, 

4.38, 4.41 and 4.43.  The pH values measured over the course of these experiments suggests that the 

consumption of sulfuric acid is outweighed by production, with the pH never greater than the initial 

value measured for the medium solution. This promotes the formation of iron hydroxides on the 

mineral surface (Equation 4.41), and soluble sulfates in solution (Equations 4.37, 4.38, 4.43), 

increasing in concentration over time. Lower pH is also less conducive to the formation of jarosite, 

as per Equation 4.44 [56].  These reactions are also dependent on solution temperature and Eh. 

The Eh values increase over time, suggesting oxidative conditions are occurring, promoting the 

formation of hydrophilic iron (hydr)oxides and oxygenated sulfur species on the surface, and the 

oxidation of ferrous iron to ferric iron in solution. The difference between the Eh values of the 

culture and the abiotic control is most pronounced at early exposure stages, suggesting that the 

presence of cells accelerates the oxidation of the pyrite surface. These results would suggest higher 

concentrations of ferric iron and soluble sulfur species may be expected in the solution where A. 

ferrooxidans is in contact with pyrite. A more detailed investigation of the ions contributing to the 

increase in Eh is possible using titration and Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission 

Spectroscopy (ICPOES). 
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4.3.1.3 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy, Cerium(IV) Sulfate 

Titration 

Total iron was measured in solution by ICPOES, and ferrous iron concentration was determined by 

colorimetric titration against cerium(IV) sulfate, with ferric iron calculated by subtracting ferrous 

iron concentration from the total iron concentration. The sulfur concentration represented here 

describes all soluble sulfur species, and is unable to differentiate types of sulfur, i.e. sulfates, 

sulfites, etc. The ferrous iron, ferric iron and soluble sulfur concentrations of the leachate of pyrite 

exposed to HH medium and A. ferrooxidans culture are shown in Figure 4.25. 

 

Figure 4.25: Typical concentration curves of ferric iron (top) of A. ferrooxidans on pyrite (●), and HH medium 

(○). and solubilised sulfur (top) in A. ferrooxidans on pyrite (▲), and HH medium (∆).  Typical concentration 

curves of ferrous iron (bottom) of A. ferrooxidans on pyrite (■), and HH medium (□), 
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The concentration in solution of Fe3+ of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans remains around 1.0x10-2 

mol/L for the first 48 h, then increases to 0.1 mol/L by 250 h, and remains unchanged by 336 h. The 

concentration of Fe2+ increases initially over the first 12 h from 5.784x10-6 mol/L to remain 

consistently around 9.4x10-6 mol/L for 168 h, then increases to a final concentration of 2.6x10-5 

mol/L at 336 h. The concentration of dissolved sulfur in solution follows a similar trend to that of 

Fe3+, remaining around 3.17x10-2 mol/L for the first 48 h, then increasing to a final concentration of 

0.22 mol/L. Unlike the Fe3+ curve, which plateaus after 250 h, the dissolved sulfur concentration 

continues to increase.  

The initial Fe3+ concentration in the HH medium leachate was found to be 1.3x10-3 mol/L, 

increasing in an almost linear fashion to a final concentration of 1.9x10-2 mol/L. The concentration 

of Fe2+ likewise increases in an almost linear fashion from an initial concentration of 1.74x10-6 

mol/L to a final concentration of 2.14x10-5 mol/L after 336 h. The concentration of dissolved sulfur 

in the HH medium also follows a near linear increase from an initial concentration of 1.38x10-2 

mol/L to a final concentration of 4.59x10-2 mol/L after 336 h. 

The ferric iron concentrations in pyrite leaching by A. ferrooxidans previously reported range 

between 0 mol/L and 0.13 mol/L, with the concentrations reported in this study falling within that 

range and agreeing most strongly with the pyrite leaching study by Liu et al [15]. The concentration 

of ferrous iron reported in this study also agree with previous studies, with the final ferrous iron 

concentrations reported ranging between 0 mol/L and 0.69 mol/L [15, 40]. The total sulfur 

concentration reported in this study is lower than the concentrations observed in previous studies, 

with concentrations ranging between 0.46 and 12.7 mol/L, but is greater than the sulfate 

concentrations previously reported by Brunner et al of 2.2x10-2 mol/L [40, 57].   

The trends identified in previous studies of iron concentration in leachate of pyrite under abiotic 

conditions also agree with the results presented here, with both Fe2+ and Fe3+ increasing in 

concentration, but not to the same extent as the samples containing A. ferrooxidans [15, 37, 40].  

Studies by Gleisner et al and Yu et al found that the total sulfur in solution increased over the 

course of leaching of pyrite by A. ferrooxidans, as was also observed in this study, as did the total 

sulfur in the abiotic controls presented to a lesser extent [40, 57].   

Brunner et al proposed that A. ferrooxidans oxidises sulfur initially, then changes preferred energy 

source to ferrous iron at the exponential phase, which frees up ferric iron ions that promote faster 

leaching [14], which explains why here the sulfur and Fe3+ concentration in solution does not 

increase initially, while Fe2+ does, before dipping again as the cells start to use it as a food source. 

This suggests that not only is the concentration of all ions greater in A. ferrooxidans culture 
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solutions, but that all species are leaching from pyrite into solution at a greater rate in the culture 

compared to the HH medium control. This agrees with the Eh results, which increases as the 

concentration of both ferric iron and oxidised sulfur species increase in the culture solution. The 

concentration of these irons, as predicted, show more significant increases in the presence of A. 

ferrooxidans compared to the abiotic HH medium solution. 

Although the exponential phase of A. ferrooxidans does not begin until day 20 of exposure to 

pyrite, the leaching of iron and sulfur-species from the mineral appears immediate, accompanied by 

a decrease in pH and an increase in Eh as sulfuric acid is produced and ferrous iron is oxidised to 

ferric iron and the leaching of the mineral is perpetuated. To relate the solution ion content, Eh and 

pH to the mechanism of A. ferrooxidans interaction with the surface of pyrite, and to identify 

secondary mineral formation and leaching progression, it is necessary to investigate the surface 

using imaging techniques. 

4.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

was employed to look at the distribution of cells on the pyrite surface, to observe the morphology of 

the pyrite surface, and to measure the elemental composition of the mineral and debris on the 

surface. A comparison was made between the abiotic control pyrite surface, which was expected to 

leach due to the acidic medium, and the pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans. The number of cells 

attached to the surface, the regions of the surface they are attaching to as well as the physical 

properties of the surface such as the pitting were investigated. The surface properties will affect the 

hydrophobicity of the surface, impacting how the mineral might respond in a flotation system.  

SEM images of polished pyrite, shown below in Figure 4.26, show the pyrite surface prior to 

exposure to the abiotic medium and to live culture shows a relatively smooth and clean surface with 

some naturally occurring voids and pits. Some scratches from the grinding and polishing process 

remain visible on the surface, and silicate inclusions are visible on the surface at low magnification. 

 

Figure 4.26: Typical SEM images of bare polished pyrite 
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These images agree with those obtained of clean, untreated pyrite surfaces observed in previous 

studies [15, 38], and serve as an initial point of comparison for both biotic and abiotic exposure 

experiments. Typical SEM images obtained for pyrite upon exposure to HH medium control in 

comparison to pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans are shown in Figure 4.27. 

 

Figure 4.27: Pyrite tiles exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2 h (A), 24 h (D), 72 h (G) and 168 h (J), pyrite tiles 

exposed to HH medium for 2 h (B), 24 h (E), 72 h (H) and 168 h (K), close-up of A. ferrooxidans cells, indicated 

by arrows (C), in the process of cell division (F), etch pits (I) leaching rivers (L).  

After 2 h of exposure to A. ferrooxidans, mineral debris was observed on the surface of the pyrite, 

the pitting character seems very similar between sample exposed to culture and the medium control 

sample and the bare polished pyrite shown in Figure 4.26. Cells can already be seen on the surface, 

and at this stage there seems to be no preference for site defects, as cells were found on smooth 
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areas of the surface (see Figure 4.27(C)). If each cell is an average of 0.56 µm2 in area, cell 

coverage at this stage of exposure has been calculated at approximately 0.35 ± 0.08 %. This level of 

coverage of A. ferrooxidans cells agrees with that on chalcopyrite after 1 h as observed by Tan et al 

of less than 1 % [29]. There was some pitting, typically regularly orientated and 0.8-1.8 μm in 

length and 0.2-0.8 μm wide, shown in Figure 4.27(I), with some scratches remaining on the surface 

from the polishing process that appear to be a nexus for the etch pits. After 24 h of exposure to A. 

ferrooxidans, we can now see cells reproducing by cell division on the surface, and cells present on 

the surface in greater numbers, as is shown in Figure 4.27(D). There was still a large amount of 

loose debris on the surface. Cell coverage at this stage of exposure has been was found to have 

increased to 0.68 ± 0.25 %, almost double that found at 2 h. The same size range pitting observed at 

2 h exposure and scratches are observed at this period of exposure. After 72 h of exposure, cells 

appear to be more concentrated surface defects and voids, as well as on the edges of the sample 

where bacterial colonies are starting to grow. Cells appear more concentrated around surface defects 

such as cracks, shelves and voids, however they are not restricted to these areas. This is likely due 

to the sheltering they experience in these voids, coupled with the lack of motility, meaning the cells 

are unable to move themselves in the culture solution and relying on the mixing of the culture flasks 

to bring the cells in contact with the surface. The pyrite surface is showing rivers of cracks and 

appear deeper than the finer cracks observed at 24 h, typical rivers are shown in Figure 4.27(L). 

These surface artefacts have been observed in a previous study by Karavaiko et al, who determined 

that they are not caused by direct bacterial action, but rather abiotic leaching along crystal 

boundaries [58]. Etch pits of the same dimensions as earlier exposures are still visible on the 

surface. Cells cover the surface with an even distribution, with coverage of 1.40 ± 0.23%. The 

extent of cell coverage on the surface at this stage has almost doubled from that observed at 24 h, 

which is an accelerated growth compared to that seen of cells in solution, indicating a potential 

preference of cells to propagate on the mineral surface compared to solution, which may rely on the 

leaching of solution for enough nutrients to start the exponential phase observed through the 

solution counts presented in the previous section. After 168 h of exposure to A. ferrooxidans, very 

advanced pitting can be observed on the surface with more advanced dissolution observed 

compared to 72 h of exposure. This agrees with the study by Liu et al, which also identified that the 

pitting occurred much more so than the control sample [15]. Cells can be observed in greater 

numbers on the surface, with bacterial colonies forming not just in surface defects but on more 

exposed regions of the mineral as well, shown in Figure 4.27(J). Although densely populated cell 

colonies are now observed, they are not distributed evenly across the surface. Regions of high cell 

population were found to have a surface coverage of 4.58 ± 1.86 %. Cells are observed in the 

process of cell division, indicating that the cells are reproducing on the surface after irreversibly 
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attaching rather than having been caught by the motion of mixing, shown in Figure 4.27(F). These 

results suggest cell coverage increases over the course of exposure, with A. ferrooxidans showing 

no obvious preference for surface defects at early stages of attachment, and longer periods of 

exposure (168 h) are required for the formation of biofilm to occur. 

The pyrite exposed to HH medium for 2 h is similar in appearance to the pyrite exposed to culture 

for this period, and indistinguishable from the images taken of the bare polished pyrite shown in 

Figure 4.26. The surface shows some pitting, typically regularly orientated and 0.8-1.8 μm in length 

and 0.2-0.8 μm wide, with some scratches remaining on the surface from the polishing process that 

appear to be a nexus for the etch pits. After 24 h of there is less debris on the surface compared to 

pyrite exposed to culture, and the surface does not appear to be as pitted. After 72 h of exposure, the 

surface shows etch pits that appear of the same dimensions of those observed over earlier periods of 

exposure. After 168 h of exposure, the dissolution is more advanced compared to 72 h of exposure. 

These results suggest that the presence of A. ferrooxidans accelerates the leaching of the surface, 

which correlates with the increase in ferric iron and soluble sulfur in solution and the increasing Eh/ 

decreasing pH observed in the previous section. 

Previous studies who investigated pyrite leaching by A. ferrooxidans observed a variety of mineral 

morphologies. Several studies observed etch pits similar in appearance to those described in Figure 

1, with Gleisner et al quantifying the pits dimensions and finding them to be 0.2-0.3 μm wide, 

which agrees with the etch pit dimensions found here [15, 40, 57]. These etch pits were attributed to 

ferric iron leaching of the surface along crystal faces, rather than direct leaching by A. ferrooxidans 

cells, and the lack of cells around etch pits on pyrite and the presence of etch pits on the control 

pyrite surface agrees with those observations [15, 40]. Abiotic leaching is contradicted by 

Mitsunobu et al, who observe pits that are similar in size to cells, and conclude they are caused by 

cells, which is refuted by the results presented in this work [59]. Xia et al observed a smooth 

mineral surface on pyrite after 20 days of chemical leaching at pH 1.5, as did Mitsunobu et al over 

28 days at pH 3, both of which agrees with the comparatively smooth control surfaces observed in 

this study [38, 59]. 

Very few papers performed control abiotic leaching for comparison to bioleaching for the purposes 

of SEM. Xia et al observed a smooth mineral surface on pyrite after 20 days of chemical leaching 

compared to leaching with A. ferrooxidans at pH 1.5, as did Mitsunobu et al over 28 days at pH 3, 

both of which agrees with the comparatively smooth control surfaces observed in this study [38, 

59]. The lack of control images collected in biotic leaching studies, combined with the lack of 
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consistency in sample preparation and pH of leaching solutions, makes comparing results 

challenging, and isolating bacterial action from chemical leaching more difficult. 

Several studies air-dry their samples, which makes observation of cells on the surface impossible 

[15, 38, 57]. Poor sample preparation may have led to misinterpretation of data, such as suggesting 

cells are not attaching to the surface, when samples have not been appropriately prepared and cells 

are destroyed or removed by the vacuum [38, 59]. Many of these studies investigate leaching, and 

as such are also observing much longer periods (16-70 days) of exposure than is suitable for 

flotation studies [15, 38, 40, 57, 59]. This makes this study important for providing information on 

shorted periods of exposure of minerals to microorganisms. 

EDX analysis was performed on the surface and on the artefacts observed on the surface to enable 

identification of the elements present and their atomic ratios, which can be used to indicate potential 

mineral oxidation products. The EDX analysis of the pyrite surface exposed to A. ferrooxidans are 

shown in Figure 4.28 as average atomic percentage. The elements Mg, Al and Na were detected at 

levels below 2%. 

 

Figure 4.28: Average atomic percentage of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and the 

average atomic percentage of individual A. ferrooxidans cells (striped), as determined by EDX 

The individual cells of A. ferrooxidans present a significant carbon signal when compared with the 

mineral measured, however cells are typically not thick enough to block all signal from the bulk 

mineral beneath, which is why the pyrite signals of Fe and S are still observed. The EDX atomic 

percentages of the pyrite surface exposed to A. ferrooxidans are relatively stable and within 

standard deviation for the first 72 h of exposure. This could be due in part to the fact that EDX 

penetrates the surface up to 5 μm, and presents significant bulk pyrite signal [60].  After 168 h, a 
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significant increase in oxygen and decrease in sulfur is observed, while the remaining atomic 

percentages are relatively stable. This increased oxygen percentage after 168 h suggests that 

oxidation products are a greater presence on the surface. A similar method was used by Watling et 

al to confirm S. acidophilus cells on pyrite and chalcopyrite surfaces by their large carbon 

contribution [61]. 

The atomic percentages of pyrite exposed to HH medium control do not show the same extent of 

oxidation, with atomic percentages across every time of exposure within standard deviation. In 

contrast to the samples exposed to A. ferrooxidans, there was no detected nitrogen signal, with a 

detection limit of 0.1% [60], and the atomic percentage of both carbon and oxygen detected was 

lower. Silicate crystal inclusions were highly visible in the control pyrite samples, and these regions 

were avoided. The EDX analysis of the pyrite surface exposed to HH medium are shown in Figure 

4.29 as average atomic percentage. The elements Al and Si were detected at levels below 2.5%. 

 

Figure 4.29: Average atomic percentage of pyrite exposed to HH medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, as determined 

by EDX 

The atomic percentage results for the pyrite exposed to the HH medium control agree with the 

findings of Mikkelsen et al, who did not find any evidence of leaching residues such as jarosites and 

iron oxy-hydroxides using EDX on their pyrite control samples until after 35 days of exposure [52]. 

Several previous studies have reported iron and sulfur atomic ratios of between 1:1.12 and 1:2 for 

pyrite leached by A. ferrooxidans, suggesting an iron rich surface, and attributed it to sulfur 

dissolving as sulfate, agreeing with their SEM analysis of a surface covered in iron precipitates such 

as jarosite [56, 57]. However, these studies have either air dried their samples, or not disclosed their 

sample preparation, which would potentially artificially introduce more iron oxides to the surface. 
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They have also not provided control experiments [56, 57]. This suggests the control surface is 

sulfur-rich, which agrees with the ICPOES results that show greater concentration of iron leaching 

into solution than sulfur.  

As the sampling depth of EDX is up to 5 μm, other experiments will be needed to investigate the 

outermost atomic layers with minimal bulk pyrite contribution, and to relate physical properties to 

chemical species on the surface [60, 62, 63].  

4.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) allows for a direct measurement of the changes in roughness of 

the surface that was observed using SEM. Roughness of a surface strongly impacts the 

hydrophobicity of a surface, and the topography influences how a solution will interact with the 

surface. Measuring the roughness using AFM allows comparison to be made between the physical 

characteristics of the mineral surface, the chemical changes measured by the qualitative analytical 

techniques described previously and the hydrophobicity of the sample as measured by contact angle 

[64]. Typical AFM images obtained for pyrite after different periods of exposure to A. ferrooxidans 

are shown in Figure 4.30. 

 

Figure 4.30: 10 x 10 μm AFM height images of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2 h (A); 24 h (B); 72 h (C); 

168 h (D). 
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At least four images like those shown in Figure 4.30 were obtained per sample, always over an area 

of 10 µm, to calculate the average roughness of the sample. Minimal image processing was 

performed on the raw data to ensure the roughness values calculated by the NanoScope software 

were as close as possible to the images measured. Two different methods, Ra and Rq, were used to 

calculate the average roughness of the pyrite surface was described in Chapter 3, section 3.10.2, and 

both are displayed in Figure 4.31 with the error bars representing the 95% confidence interval. 

 

Figure 4.31: The roughness of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans as calculated by Ra (●) and Rq (○), and HH 

medium as calculated by Ra (▲) and Rq (∆). 

As can be seen in the plot above, in the presence of the bacteria, both the Ra and Rq of the pyrite 

surface increases linearly, with correlation coefficients of 0.953 and 0.948, respectively. It should 

also be noticed that as the exposure time increases, the standard deviation of the roughness values 

for both methods increases, indicating that there is more variation in roughness across the surface at 

advanced exposure times compared to those of shorter exposures. This is unsurprising, as the 

leaching of the surface is heterogeneous, and may have a significant impact on the contact angle of 

the pyrite surface. The pyrite exposed to the HH medium also showed high correlation coefficients 

in the calculated Ra and Rq values of 0.9318 and 0.9822 respectively. The sample roughness of the 

pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2 to 72 h does not differ significantly from the controls. As the 

SEM images bare polished pyrite (Chapter 4, section 4.3.2, Figure 4.26) are visually identical to 

those exposed to abiotic medium for 2 h, and the difference in roughness for the shortest periods of 

exposure to A. ferrooxidans and abiotic medium are statistically insignificant, it can be assumed that 

the roughness of bare polished pyrite coincides with these values. After 168 h of exposure, this 

difference in roughness is significantly increased between pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans and the 
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control. This agrees with the initial observations of decreasing pH, increasing Eh and increasing 

concentrations of both ferric iron and soluble sulfur species in solution as mineral leaching is 

accelerated by A. ferrooxidans, which correlate with the increasing surface roughness measured 

here and observed using SEM. 

Gehrke et al showed A. ferrooxidans cells prefer cracks and grain boundaries of pyrite using AFM 

and SEM, although our samples show they are also found on smoother regions of the surface [65]. 

Studies by Rohwerder et al and Sand et al investigating cell preference for defect sites on pyrite, 

suggest not only mechanical reasons, such as imperfections in the lattice increasing contact area for 

cell adhesion, as reason for adhesion alone [31, 66]. This agrees with the results observed in this 

study. They suggest low crystallization areas have higher levels of ferrous iron and thiosulfate ions 

going into solutions, which create local anodes and cathodes that attract cells via electrostatic 

interactions [31, 66].  

No previous studies have been found on the bioleaching and bioflotation capabilities of A. 

ferrooxidans that have successfully compared mineral surface roughness in relation to the 

hydrophobicity of the sample and the presence and spread of cells on the surface. The above results 

suggest that the presence of A. ferrooxidans makes the pyrite surface significantly rougher in 

comparison with the HH medium control pyrite surface, and that this increase in roughness is 

proportional to the time spent in live culture. This agrees with previous studies that have observed 

via SEM that the mineral surface does appear to become rougher and covered in more leaching 

residue at longer exposure times [8, 15, 39, 41, 52, 56, 67]. Rohwerder et al specified that areas of 

low crystallization, which also favour dissolution of the mineral, are not limited to defects, but also 

on “clear” areas, which coincides with the formation of etch pits that have been observed with SEM 

in this study [66]. 

These results would suggest that the hydrophobicity of the pyrite exposed to HH medium would be 

similar to pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for short exposure times (less than 24 h), as their 

measured roughness over this period is not significantly different [64].  These observations of the 

nature of the mineral surface must be compared to the measured hydrophobicity of the sample, to 

fully understand how A. ferrooxidans impacts the mineral surface in terms of its ability to depress 

or float pyrite. 

4.3.4 Contact Angle 

As was explored in Chapter 2, section 2.5.3, the hydrophobicity indicates whether a particle will be 

depressed or floated in a flotation cell, and how the presence of bacterial cells impacts the 
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hydrophobicity of a mineral and the time frame over which any changes occur is necessary for 

determining the nature of the interactions of the bacteria with the surface and relating to the 

suitability of their application to flotation. Two different methods of measuring contact angle, 

sessile drop and captive bubble, respectively, were applied to samples exposed to A. ferrooxidans, 

as was described in Chapter 3. 

4.3.4.1 Sessile Drop Contact Angle 

Sessile drop contact angle is commonly used to measure the hydrophobicity of surfaces, and as such 

was the first method explored as a means of measuring this property of pyrite upon exposure to A. 

ferrooxidans. The initial indicative results obtained using sessile drop contact angle, along with 

images of typical drops obtained using this technique, can be found in Figure 4.32, along with the 

hydrophobicity of polished pyrite. 

 

Figure 4.32: Water droplet on pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 6 h (Top left) and 168 h (Bottom left), Sessile 

drop contact angle of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans (), HH medium control (∆), and polished pyrite (♦). 

The sessile drop method gave a clear indication that at the early exposure times (less than 72 h) 

there was likely to be a significant difference in the hydrophobicity of pyrite exposed to A. 

ferrooxidans compared to the pyrite exposed to HH medium, although both showed a major 

decrease of over 15° in hydrophobicity compared to the polished pyrite.  

However, there were found to be severe limitations with the application of sessile drop contact 

angle to this system, the most important of which is that the samples must be dried before being 

measured via this method. By drying the samples out before analysis, measurements are no longer 

representative of how the mineral surface will behave during flotation, where air is interacting with 
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minerals in solution as opposed to water being dropped onto dry mineral [68]. There is also the 

possibility that any bacterial cells or excretions are altered by the drying process, with cells lysing 

upon being dried, which may be resulting in a false positive result in the extension to which the 

hydrophobicity is altered, and confusing whether it is the cells or the cell excretions altering the 

contact angle [69]. To gain a more in situ measurement of how A. ferrooxidans is altering the 

hydrophobicity of the mineral, the captive bubble method of obtaining contact angle data was 

employed. 

4.3.4.2 Captive Bubble Contact Angle 

Captive bubble contact angle is a method by which the hydrophobicity of the mineral surface can be 

measured without drying the samples out between exposure and analysis. This allows any adhered 

cells to remain on the surface without lysing, and for any excretions to maintain their hydrated 

states during measurement. This means that the changes in hydrophobicity measured by this method 

will more closely resemble the behaviour of air bubble interactions with mineral in a flotation cell, 

giving a more realistic impression of the effect microorganisms and their excretions in altering 

mineral surface properties. Figure 4.33 shows the average five advancing and receding contact 

angles each pyrite sample, performed in triplicate, with the error bars representing the standard 

deviation of the samples measured.  

 

Figure 4.33: Advancing captive bubble contact angle of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans (○) and HH medium 

(∆). Receding captive bubble contact angle of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans (●) and HH medium (▲). Error 

bars represent sample standard deviation in the contact angle measurements. 
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Pyrite samples exposed to A. ferrooxidans are less hydrophobic than the HH medium control at 

early stages of exposure, showing the most a significant decrease in hydrophobicity at 2 h of 9° to 

18°. After 12 h, the pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans shows similar receding angle values to the 

HH control, however the advancing angle is over 25° greater. This indicates the pyrite exposed to A. 

ferrooxidans is more homogenous at this period of exposure, as indicated by the decreased 

hysteresis over a period with no significant difference in roughness, as determined by AFM in the 

previous section (section 4.3.3). After 24 h, the contact angles are similar for both biotic and abiotic 

pyrite, with the contact angle appearing to remain stable for 336 h. 

Although the mineral recovery in a flotation system is dependent on particle size, a measured 

difference contact angle of as little as 3° can indicate an increase in recovery of up to 18% [70]. 

These results suggest that an exposure of as little as 2 h could promote the depression of pyrite by 

A. ferrooxidans, while longer periods of exposure showed no significant separation of contact angle 

compared to the control sample. This suggests the hydrophobicity is improved by the chemistry on 

the surface rather than the roughness, which the AFM results suggest is identical between biotic and 

abiotic samples at early exposures. This also suggests the presence of thick biofilm is not necessary 

for significant changes in hydrophobicity of the pyrite, as the SEM showed little cell coverage after 

2 h. This suggests the interaction of A. ferrooxidans may be driven by either the indirect or indirect 

contact mechanisms, or potentially a combination of both, and that the nature of the interaction may 

be changing over the course of exposure. More research in this area is required to determine the 

optimal period of exposure for the highest degree of wettability of the pyrite surface, and to apply 

this optimised exposure period to microflotation studies on pure and more complex ores. 

The literature in this area varies from noting the importance of hydrophobicity to flotation practices, 

and measuring the wettability of cells themselves, with very little presented linking the mineral 

surface properties to the presence of the bacteria. Studies that have analysed cells in isolation have 

used air-dried cells [71-73], or used organic solvents and looked at phase preference, although this 

is not usually accompanied by evidence that the cells survive the process [72, 74, 75].  

Several previous studies have also found A. ferrooxidans reduces the hydrophobicity of pyrite, 

providing evidence as flotation results, or on air-dried samples [4, 15, 71, 75]. While these studies 

agree with the results presented here, none present control experiments or explore the chemical 

properties of the surface or remove the effects of topography or particle size to relate the surface 

chemistry to the wettability. Only Liu et al provide some images of their pyrite, but not of the 

surfaces examined by contact angle; only air-dried powdered samples were examined [15]. 
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No previous studies have been found that comprehensively compares chemical analysis with 

physical properties of pyrite under exposure to A. ferrooxidans, and apply captive bubble to this 

system. For more detailed analysis of the impact of A. ferrooxidans on the hydrophobicity of the 

surface, the surface chemical composition must be investigated. This will enable the determination 

of why the contact angle results do not reflect the surface imaging and topography results obtained 

previously. This chemical analysis will be explored using PEEM and ToF-SIMS in the following 

sections. 

4.3.5 Photoelectron Emission Microscopy 

Photoelectron Emission Microscopy (PEEM) is a surface-sensitive spectromicroscopy technique 

that provides surface topography as well as chemical images taken at specific energies. Combining 

the images collected using PEEM with Near-edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) 

spectra provides qualitative information on chemical bonding and element oxidation sates of the 

elements on the surface by taking images of the same sample at different energies. PEEM allows 

the use of a range of different energy X-rays to collect images of the surface at discrete energies, 

giving this technique a great advantage where one incident X-ray energy value must be set. A 

summary of signal assignment for Fe L-edge and C K-edge NEXAFS can be found in Table 3.5 and 

Table 3.6, respectively, in Chapter 3. 

In the pyrite Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra in Figure 4.34, the Fe L3 peak is the most prominent 

feature, seen as two overlapping peaks due to transitions to the Fe 3d eg at 707.6 eV (A) and to Fe 

3d states hybridized with S 3p at 708.5 eV (B) [76, 77]. Two characteristic peaks at 712-715 eV (C) 

are due to transitions to S 3p states hybridized with Fe 4s and 4p states in pyrite, while the intense 

Fe L2 peak resides at 719.9 eV (D) [76-79]. Iron oxidation products including hematite [80-82], 

magnetite [81], goethite [81, 82], and wüstite [81] result in transitions of Fe 2p to Fe 3d states 

hybridized with O 2p states that overlap the pyrite Fe-S contributions between 707.8-710.5 eV. For 

the pyrite samples exposed to HH medium control shown in Figure 4.34, there is no discernible 

change in the features of the Fe L-edge spectra, from 2 to 168 h.  
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Figure 4.34: Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite exposed to HH medium control solutions (top), and single 

energy PEEM images of pyrite. After 2 h of exposure (A) unaltered pyrite, 707.6 eV; (D) iron (oxy)hydroxides, 

708.5 eV; after 72 h (B) unaltered pyrite; (E) iron (oxy)hydroxides; and after 168 h (C) unaltered pyrite; (F) iron 

(oxy)hydroxides. 

The pyrite surface after exposure to HH medium appears heterogeneous over the course of 

exposure, indicating areas differ in iron concentration. The lighter regions indicate a higher 

concentration of iron species, while the dark regions are iron deficient. These dark regions are likely 

due to the formation of sulfur-rich and oxygen-rich species that form when pyrite is exposed to both 

air and acidic media, obscuring the bulk pyrite iron [83-85]. The 707.6 eV and 708.5 eV images at 

both periods of exposure are identical, indicating no iron oxide or (oxy)hydroxide species have 
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formed on the surface, with both the 707.6 eV and 708.5 eV signals due to pyrite rather than 

secondary mineral formation. There is no indication of increased oxidation of the control over the 

course of exposure, which supports the observations made using the NEXAFS spectra. 

The NEXAFS spectra obtained for pyrite shown in Figure 4.34 agree with those obtained by Goh et 

al [82], and are consistent with previous studies that used synthetic and natural pyrite samples 

displaying unalter pyrite [76, 77]. 

 

Figure 4.35: Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans (top) and the corresponding single 

energy PEEM images of pyrite. After 2 h of exposure (A) unaltered pyrite, 706.5 eV; (B) iron (oxy)hydroxides, 

707.5 eV. After 24 h of exposure (C) unaltered pyrite, 707 eV; (D) iron (oxy)hydroxides, 707.9 eV. 

The pyrite that was exposed to bacteria, shown in Figure 4.35, show changes in spectral features 

between earlier exposure times and 168 h of exposure. The peak at (B) corresponding to the Fe 3d 

states hybridized with S 3p and the overlapping iron oxides and oxyhydroxides previously 
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mentioned, increases over the course of exposure [76-79]. The two peaks at 712-715 eV (C) 

corresponding to bulk pyrite decrease over time, indicating an increase in iron oxidation products 

occurring on the surface [82, 86]. The images shown in Figure 4.35 of pyrite at 2 and 24 h are all 

very dark, indicating that the iron is not a strong presence on the surface, and that both transitions 

appear in the same regions with little noticeable variation at all exposure times.  

Figure 4.36 shows the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite exposed to HH medium for 2, 72 and 

168 h. The peak at 285.1 eV can be attributed to π* C=C and/or π* C-H [87, 88]. The large, broad 

peak at 292 eV can be attributed to π* C-C and σ* C-C, respectively [88]. Peaks at 287.6 eV and 

288.8 are due to σ* C-H [89-91].    

 

Figure 4.36: C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite exposed to HH medium for 2, 72 and 168 h, and the spectrum 

of graphite used for sample calibration. The transitions observed on pyrite exposed to HH medium are from C 1s 

to π* C=C and C-H at 285.1 eV, π* C=N and σ* C-H at 287.6 eV, carbonate 292 eV. 

There are two main reasons why there is little change in the C K-edge spectra over time. Firstly, 

there is a possibility of radiation damage occurring on the surface, which has been documented in 

previous NEXAFS studies as characteristically intense C=C peaks at 285.1 eV, which occur as C-H 

bonds are dehydrogenated [92, 93]. Secondly, the other peaks are all indicative of aliphatic carbon, 
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which is highly likely to be adventitious due to the exposure to the atmosphere prior to loading the 

sample into the vacuum chamber, and is an unavoidable hazard of measuring carbon with this 

technique [94, 95]. 

 

Figure 4.37: C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and the 

spectrum of bovine serum albumin (BSA) used for calibration. The transitions observed on pyrite exposed to A. 

ferrooxidans are from C 1s to π* C=C and C-H at 285 eV, π* C=N and σ* C-H at 286-287.7 eV, π* C=O at 288.2-

288.7 eV, σ* CNH, σ* CH or π* C=N at 289.4 eV and σ* C-C at 292-294 eV. 

Figure 4.37 shows the stacked C NEXAFS spectra of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2, 24, 72 

and 168 h, and the changes in the carbon species occurring over those exposure times. Every C K-

edge NEXAFS spectrum of the pyrite samples exposed to A. ferrooxidans exhibits a peak at 285 eV 

due to C 1s transitions to π* C=C. Peaks between 286 eV and 287.7 eV can be attributed to both the 

C 1s transitions to π* C=N and σ* C-H [87-90, 96-98]. The intensity of the π* C=C peak at 285 eV 

suggests that radiation damage may also be occurring, reducing the signal from C-H and C-C peaks 

between 286-287.7 eV and 292-294 eV [92, 93].  The presence of carbonate signal at 290 eV is also 
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an indicator of possible radiation damage, as carboxyl and carbonyl groups are reduced to form 

carbonate species on the surface, where there is no source of carbonate in the HH medium solution 

[90, 92, 93].  The π* C=O peak after 2 h occurs between 288.4-288.7 eV, suggesting that the peak is 

due to more carboxylic-type character common in lipids and biopolymer, that are likely to decrease 

the hydrophobicity of the surface at this stage [89, 97-100]. The π* C=O peak occurs at 288.2 eV 

after 24 h and remains there for the remainder of exposure, suggesting this is due to the π* C=O 

bonds in amides of protein [88-91, 96, 98, 100]. The protein-type π* C=O peak is commonly 

associated with the signal at 289.4 eV, which can be attributed to C 1s transitions to σ* CNH, σ* 

CH or π* C=N, amide functionality in proteins and nucleic acids [88, 89, 91]. After 168 h of 

exposure to bacteria, the shift in the π* C=O peak at 288.2 eV is also accompanied by an apparent 

increase in intensity in σ* C-C at 292-294 eV. This indicates a further shift towards polymeric 

substances, fatty acids and nucleic acids being more common on the surface as biofilm starts to 

build [88-90]. These components provide a reaction space in which ferrous iron can be oxidised to 

ferric iron without the need for bacterial attachment on the surface, suggesting a combination of the 

indirect and indirect contact mechanisms is likely to govern the interaction of A. ferrooxidans with 

the pyrite surface [30, 48, 101]. 

Several papers have previously studied bioleaching of minerals using A. ferrooxidans, although 

many of them only investigate the mineral surface using NEXAFS, neglecting the carbon of the 

cells themselves [39, 102-104]. Mitsunobu et al collected NEXAFS spectra of A. ferrooxidans cells 

using STXM that agree with the spectra collected in this study, noting that the protein signal at 

288.2 eV was the most intense, with shoulders at approximately 287 eV and 289.4 eV [59]. Other 

studies have used the STXM technique to collect carbon NEXAFS of other types of cells, however 

the spectra indicate different composition to A. ferrooxidans cells, extracellular polymeric 

substances or background carbon, making direct comparison challenging [89, 100, 105]. This study 

shows significant shifts of over 288.4 eV to 288.2 eV in the π* C=O peak in the C K-edge 

NEXAFS of A. ferrooxidans over time, suggesting polysaccharide and fatty acid compounds are 

produced at early exposure stages, with protein and nucleic acid compounds being produced at 

longer exposure times. As biofilm begins to form on the surface, as was observed from the SEM 

images, more polymeric substances and fatty acids were again produced by the cells.  

These changes do not correlate with the AFM results, which suggest that the hydrophobicity of the 

pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans should be greater than the hydrophobicity of the control, as 

correlates with the roughness increasing [64]. This suggests the effects of the chemical species on 

the surface are greater than those of the physical changes to the surface brought about by the 

bacteria. 
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4.3.6 Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 

Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry is semi-quantitative surface analysis that 

provides information of the surface chemistry by ablating atoms and molecular fragments from the 

surface and separating them by mass-to-charge ratio. The frequency with which an ion is detected is 

dependant not only on how much of that species there is on the surface, but also on the ability of the 

ion to leave the surface and the chemical environment of the surface [95]. While it is not possible to 

positively identify individual compounds in this mixture, a “fingerprint” can be obtained for each 

sample, and associations between fragments can be made by analysing the fragment images of the 

surface and assessing associations of the various species being released by the surface [95, 106-

108]. This may lead to the identification of the types of molecules on the surface and relating these 

species to the physical effects on contact angle. The plots shown here are an indication of the 

proportion of each fragment on the mineral surface. As the samples were analysed using the same 

parameters, the intensities of the peaks can be used as a measure of the variation between samples. 

Figure 4.38 shows the positive ions on the surface of bare polished pyrite and pyrite exposed to A. 

ferrooxidans and HH medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h.  
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Figure 4.38: Average normalised peak intensities of positive fragments of pyrite exposed A. ferrooxidans (top) for 

2, 24, 72 and 168 h, pyrite exposed to HH medium (middle) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and bare polished pyrite 

(bottom). 
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The fragment profile of pyrite exposed to HH medium is dominated by Fe+ and short chain CxHy
+ 

(x ≤ 6) fragments over the course of the exposure. The proportion CxHyNz
+ (x ≤ 5, z ≤ 2) fragments 

appears to increase over the course of exposure, but never as great in proportion as the Fe+ and 

CxHy
+ fragments. There is an unexpectedly high proportion of CxHyOz

+ (x ≤ 4, z ≤ 2) fragments 

after 2 h of exposure, which may be due to sample contamination, as the remaining samples are less 

than half as intense, increasingly only slightly over the course of exposure. The bare polished pyrite 

is dominated even more significantly by Fe+, with the carbonaceous fragments consisting of less 

that 20% of the positive ions shown here. This is likely due to adventitious carbon, as the surface is 

exposed to the atmosphere both during the polishing process and prior to analysis. 

The positive ion signals confirm that exposure of pyrite to A. ferrooxidans results in significant 

modification of the surface chemical speciation. The fragments dectected on pyrite exposed to A. 

ferrooxidans for are also dominated by the CxHy
+ and Fe+ fragments. The Fe+ significantly increases 

at 72 h and remains constant at 168 h when exposed to A. ferrooxidans, while the Fe+ is variable for 

the controls. After 2 h, the proportion of CxHy
+ detected was significantly greater than the control at 

2 h. A comparison of samples exposed to A. ferrooxidans over time indicates the formation N-

containing organic species at 168 h. These results suggest the production of proteins in the biofilm 

at this time, and is supported by C K-edge NEXAFS results.  

Because the medium contains the salts ammonium sulfate and potassium dihydrogen phosphate, the 

NH4
+ and K+ fragments can be expected on the surface, as HH medium salt precipitates. This is 

further supported by the very low amount of these species found on the surface of polished pyrite. 

The NH4
+ fragment is therefore not on its own a reliable indicator of whether proteins are present 

on the surface. There is some variation of both the NH4
+ and K+ fragments between over the course 

of exposure, but this is likely due to variation in the amount of ammonium sulfate and potassium 

dihydrogen phosphate medium salts crystallising on the surface. Generally, the overall proportion of 

these fragments on the surface is lower on pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans compared to the 

controls. There are consistently low proportions of both Si+ and FeOH+ on the surface of all 

samples, indicating the presence of some silicate inclusions, and little to no jarosite formation on 

the surface for. This agrees with the SEM micrographs and the XRD data presented in sections 

4.3.2 and 3.2, respectively.  

To get a complete picture of the surface composition, and to complement the chemical species 

analysis that previous techniques were unable to fill, negative ions were also examined for all 

samples. Figure 4.39 shows the complementary negative fragments and elements of interest and 

significance collected by ToF-SIMS on pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans and HH medium for 2, 
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24, 72 and 168 h. The inset plots in Figure 4.39 show the sulfur species on the surface normalised to 

the total Sˉ detected on the surface, showing the proportion due to each sulfur species. 

 

Figure 4.39: Average normalised peak intensities of negative fragments of pyrite exposed A. ferrooxidans (top) 

for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to HH medium (middle) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and bare polished 

pyrite (bottom). 
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The negative ion fragments suggest that there is some oxidation of surface to form S2, S3 and sulfur-

oxy species during exposure to HH medium and A. ferrooxidans. The Sˉ and SHˉ fragments [109] 

occur with high frequency across all samples. Both SO3ˉ and SO2ˉ are known products of the 

oxidation process for sulfur in pyrite [110, 111]. The pyrite exposed to HH medium for 2 h shows 

the greatest proportion of hydrophobic polysulfide fragments, which agrees with the contact angle 

results that show this is the most hydrophobic surface. For longer periods of exposure, the pyrite is 

more sulfur-rich, which explains the slight decrease in contact angle after 24 h, however the high 

proportion of carbon-type fragments on the surface found in the positive spectra, and the decrease in 

proportion of polysulfide species are the reason the surface retains more hydrophilic character. The 

HSO4ˉ and HPO4ˉ / SO4ˉ fragments follow the same trend as the K+ fragment, with some similarity 

to the NH4
+ fragment trend, agreeing with the positive ion results that show some ammonium 

sulfate and potassium dihydrogen phosphate crystals occurring on the surface. The bare polished 

pyrite shows lower proportions of polysulfide fragments and oxidised sulfur fragments that samples 

exposed to either abiotic medium or culture, however the high proportion of Oˉ and OHˉ on the 

surface show the surface is still very reactive in air, oxidising rapidly, as has been observed in 

previous studies [112, 113]. 

The fragments detected on pyrite after exposure to A. ferrooxidans for 2 h have a much higher 

proportion of oxygenated sulfur species, Oˉ and OHˉ on the surface compared to the control, 

agreeing with the contact angle results that suggest a less hydrophobic surface. Over the first 72 h of 

exposure to A. ferrooxidans, the proportion of Sˉ and SHˉ increases. This agrees with the contact 

angle results that show the surface has become slightly more hydrophobic at this period, although 

the proportion of hydrophilic fragments still greatly outweighs the hydrophobic character of the 

surface at this point. It also aligns with the inflection point of the sulfur and ferrous iron 

concentrations in solution beginning to increase and decrease, respectively. This indicates a change 

in cell behaviour is occurring around this time, such as the change in preferred food source from S 

to Fe2+ postulated by Brunner et al [14]. After 168 h of exposure, the proportion of Oˉ and OHˉ on 

the surface is the largest of any previous samples. This agrees with the Fe L-edge NEXAFS results 

that suggest the pyrite is most oxidised at this period of exposure. The lower detection of S species 

at the surface the samples exposed to A. ferrooxidans coupled with the higher CxHy
+ speciation 

indicates the formation of an organic over-layer due to biofilm formation. These results show that 

the Oˉ and OHˉ ions dominate the negative spectra, and overlap strongly with hydrocarbons 

produced by bacteria, in agreement with the findings of Pradier et al [114]. 

Carbon signals of low molecular weight can be expected on the surface as adventitious carbon, and 

there is no way to isolate or remove this contamination from the analysis. This makes low 
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molecular weight fragments difficult to use for analytical purposes, and so the use of the larger 

molecular weight fragments is more diagnostic of bacteria and their excretions on the mineral 

surface. Larger molecular weight fragments could be used as a “fingerprint” region for biomaterials, 

as has been suggested in literature [95, 106-108], although identifying exact molecular structure 

from fragments of this size is not possible when analysing a complex matrix of compounds. Figure 

4.40 shows the large molecular mass positive fragments collected by ToF-SIMS on pyrite exposed 

to A. ferrooxidans and HH medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

 

Figure 4.40: Average normalised peak intensities of large molecular weight positive fragments of pyrite exposed 

A. ferrooxidans (top) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to HH medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 
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As can be seen from this plot, initially, there are multiple large molecular weight fragments on the 

pyrite surface after exposure to A. ferrooxidans for 2 h. The fragment at 332.29 has been observed 

in previous lipid studies but not identified as a lipid fragment [115]. The remaining fragments have 

variously been identified as lipid or carbohydrate fragments by previous studies looking specifically 

at those structures, with many of these fragments identified as major components of several lipid 

and carbohydrate structures [106, 115-119]. The occurrence of these fragments indicates that large 

hydrophilic polysaccharide and lipid fragments are present and being produced very shortly after 

inoculation, which is consistent with both the PEEM and contact angle results presented in previous 

sections [9, 10, 120]. In contrast, the control pyrite shows little to no polysaccharide or lipid 

fragments over the course of the experiments, except for the fragment with a molecular weight of 

332.29, the identity of which it is not possible to ascertain. The fragments at 130.15 and 136.01 

have been identified as amino acid fragments [121-123], and may be adventitious, which is why the 

ion proportions follow the same trend for both biotic and abiotic experiments. This is consistent 

with the PEEM and low molecular weight ToF-SIMS which suggest the presence of some 

contamination after 2 h of exposure. The bare polished pyrite showed negligible larger molecular 

weight fragments, which is agrees with the previous results showing a clean pyrite surface. These 

results suggest the presence of EPS produced by A. ferrooxidans occurring on the pyrite surface 

after 2 h, in agreement with the results presented in the previous sections. This suggests the 

presence of functional groups in components of EPS that complex with ferrous iron, providing a 

reaction space for iron oxidation without the need for bacterial attachment to the surface in early 

stages of exposure [124, 125]. This suggests the indirect contact mechanism is occurring, with EPS 

coating the surface of the mineral prior to cell attachment and biofilm formation. 

Large molecular weight negative fragments are not explored as extensively as positive fragments, 

but the those observed in this study support the conclusions of the positive ion fragments, indicating 

larger molecular weight molecules are present in early stages of attachment in statistically 

significant amounts and decrease as exposure continues. The average normalised peak intensity of 

large molecular weight negative fragments of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans and HH medium for 

2, 24, 72 and 168 h is shown in Figure 4.41. As was the case with the large molecular weight 

positive ion fragments, there were negligible large molecular weight negative ion fragments 

detected on the bare polished pyrite surface. 
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Figure 4.41: Average normalised peak intensities of large molecular weight negative fragments of pyrite exposed 

A. ferrooxidans (top) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to HH medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

As was seen in the positive ion spectra, initially there is a greater proportion of large molecular 

weight fragments after pyrite was exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2 h, the frequency of which 

decreases after 24 h. The fragments with molecular masses 255.23 and 283.25 have both been 

identified as fatty acid or carbohydrate fragments in previous studies [115, 117-119, 126]. As the 

remaining fragments, which have not previously been identified, follow the same trend, it is not 

unreasonable to suggest that these fragments are also due to polysaccharides. The presence of the 

m/z 255.23 and 283.25 fragments on the control at 2 h is consistent with the potential contamination 

identified by the low molecular weight fragments identified in this study. These results concur with 

the positive ion spectra, suggesting a significant EPS presence on the pyrite surface after 2 h. 

The association of the species on the surface is also possible with ToF-SIMS, and can be used to 

identify associations that are not apparent simply by looking at the collected spectra. Figure 4.42 
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shows examples of the positive ion images of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2 h. The ions 

were selected to show association of ions related to pyrite, medium salt precipitates, hydrocarbons 

and potential cell excretions on the pyrite surface. 

 

Figure 4.42: Positive (left column) and negative (right column) ion images of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 

2 h (left), and HH medium for 2 h (right) (scale bar 10 μm). 

The pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 2 h shows two distinct domains on the surface. Though 

both are covered by Oˉ and OHˉ fragments, the first region seems to be slightly richer in the Oˉ 

fragment, and is also covered by Fe+ and Sˉ, with a not insignificant amount of NH4
+. The other 

region is slightly richer in the OHˉ fragment, and contains the most significant proportion of short 

chain carbon fragments, of which the C4H7
+ image is an example. It is also the region that contains 

the highest frequency of large molecular weight fragments, with images of the two most abundant 

fragments from the positive and negative SIMS shown as example.  
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The control pyrite surface shows a mostly uniform covering of each ion, with the suggestion of 

some clustering of NH4
+ fragments, which suggest some of the NH4

+ signal on the pyrite exposed to 

A. ferrooxidans may indeed have an organic source as well as an inorganic source.  

 

Figure 4.43: Positive (left column) and negative (right column) ion images of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 

24 h (left), and HH medium for 24 h (right) (scale bar 10 μm). 

Figure 4.43 shows the positive and negative ion images collected from pyrite exposed to A. 

ferrooxidans and HH medium for 24 h. After 24 h of exposure, both samples remain dominated by 

the Oˉ and OHˉ fragments, but islands of large molecular fragments and hydrocarbons and richer in 

OHˉ appear to have formed on the surface of samples exposed to A. ferrooxidans that are too thick 

for Fe+ and Sˉ to be seen on the surface. In contrast, the control pyrite remains uniform, and the 

carbon signals seem to be coming from surface defects, although not thick enough to obscure the 

Fe+ and Sˉ fragments. Although larger fragments are detected on the surface, they appear much less 

frequently, and appear closely associated with surface defects, indicating contamination that was 
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possibly never eradicated by the initial polishing and cleaning processes detailed in Chapter 3, 

section 3.4.1.  

 

Figure 4.44: Positive (left column) and negative (right column) ion images of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 

72 h (left), and HH medium for 72 h (right) (scale bar 10 μm). 

Figure 4.44 shows the positive and negative ion images collected from pyrite exposed to A. 

ferrooxidans and HH medium for 72 h. After 72 h of exposure pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans, 

the surface is uniformly covered in all ion species except for the large molecular weight fragments, 

with only the most frequently occurring fragment at 194.93 m/z able to be mapped. This fragment is 

notably not related to surface defects. The NH4
+ fragment is also much thicker on the surface of 

pyrite exposed to the bacteria compared to the control at this stage. Apart from these differences, 

the control pyrite surface at this exposure time is also uniformly covered by the same ions. This 

agrees with the contact angle results that suggest there is little difference between pyrite exposed to 

HH medium and A. ferrooxidans at 72 h. 
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Figure 4.45: Positive (left column) and negative (right column) ion images of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans for 

168 h (left), and HH medium for 168 h (right) (scale bar 10 μm). 

Figure 4.45 shows the positive and negative ion images collected from pyrite exposed to A. 

ferrooxidans and HH medium for 168 h. After 168 h of exposure, there is an indication of areas of 

high hydrocarbon concentration on the surface of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans. This coincides 

with regions with the highest Fe+ frequency. Most of the surface is dominated by the Oˉ and OHˉ 

fragments. Again, the OHˉ fragment appears to coincide with areas of high hydrocarbon abundancy, 

while the Oˉ appears uniform across the surface. This agrees with the NEXAFS Fe L-edge spectrum 

for pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans at this period, which shows the oxidation of the iron in pyrite 

after 168 h. As was mentioned earlier, these fragments coincide with a decrease in hydrophobicity 

of the surface. The pyrite exposed to HH medium appears much richer in sulfur, although still 

covered in a significant oxide layer. Like the previous control samples, the ions are seen to 

uniformly cover the surface.  

Previous studies of pyrite surfaces using ToF-SIMS were focused mainly on identifying pyrite 

particles within a mixture of sulfide minerals, and on the ions associated with the pyrite surface and 

ions of interest to flotation. The results presented here for the control pyrite are much in agreement 

with previous studies that have observed, under a wide range of conditions, that the surface of pyrite 
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is iron-rich, which has been found to be unrelated to flotability [84, 85, 127-129].  Several ToF-

SIMS studies have reported that samples richer in sulfur were more hydrophobic, while samples 

richer in Oˉ, OHˉ, Cˉ and CHˉ were likely to be less hydrophobic and remain in tailings [84, 85, 

127-129]. These findings agree with the findings here, with the most sulfur rich sample, pyrite 

exposed to HH medium for 2 h, is also the most hydrophobic sample. The overall hydrophobicity of 

the sample is determined by a balance between surface species. 

Previous studies that have utilised ToF-SIMS for the investigation of various microorganisms and 

their excretions have mainly focussed on the identification of known components such as proteins 

and monosaccharides by principle component analysis, however, it has yet to be successfully 

applied to complex samples [107, 130, 131]. Other studies have looked at specific types of 

compounds such as proteins or peptides on cells, and Dague et al specifically related protein 

fragments to increases in surface hydrophobicity, a contribution which is also observed in the 

results presented in this investigation [12, 132]. The EPS components produced by A. ferrooxidans 

have been observed in previous studies to contain a mixture of proteins, polysaccharides, uronic, 

humic and deoxyribonucleic acids [24, 37, 48, 66, 133], with the source of nutrients having been 

demonstrated to impact the composition and amount of EPS produced by cells [134]. The anionic 

functional groups from proteins and polysaccharides including carboxyl, sulfydryl, glycerae and 

phosphate, bind with metals including iron. This allows for initial oxidation of pyrite to Fe3+-EPS 

complexes without bacterial attachment [124, 125]. The interaction of A. ferrooxidans can, 

therefore, be described as an indirect mechanism whereby EPS interacts with the pyrite surface, 

followed by an indirect contact mechanism as the cells irreversibly attach to the surface and biofilm 

develops [30, 48, 101]. As polysaccharides and fatty acids are produced at early exposure stages, 

cells or EPS harvested at this period of exposure to pyrite are likely to be more beneficial to the 

potential depression of pyrite than the more hydrophobic protein- and nucleic acid-rich EPS 

produced at longer periods of exposure. These findings suggest that biofilm formation is not 

required to significantly decrease the hydrophobicity of pyrite. EPS produced by A. ferrooxidans 

during initial attachment and at low cell coverage of the surface is adequate for surface 

modification.  

4.4 Conclusions 

Attachment of cells during the first hours of exposure was observed using SEM, with no obvious 

preference for surface defects. A biofilm develops after 168 h of exposure. The leaching of the 

pyrite is accelerated by the presence of bacteria, with the roughness of the surface as measured by 

AFM confirming that the mineral surface shows more significant pitting than is caused by acidic 
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medium alone. The difference in hydrophobicity is greatest between bacterial exposure and abiotic 

control after 2 h, which coincides with the presence of polysaccharide and fatty acid-type structures 

measured by PEEM. However, longer periods of exposure lead to inorganic oxidation of the pyrite 

surface, causing little difference in hydrophobicity of the samples until a biofilm begins to form 

after 168 h. These observations suggest that A. ferrooxidans preferentially produces polysaccharide 

and fatty acid compounds to assist with initial adhesion to pyrite, before beginning to produce more 

hydrophobic proteins as colonies begin to develop on the surface. This has important implications 

for the field of bioflotation, which would ideally require short-term exposure for the most efficient 

separation of minerals. This study suggests that the nature of bacterial excretions changes as the 

requirements of the cells change over time, and as such, the time cells are harvested and the length 

of exposure to the mineral is of crucial importance to effective separation of minerals. 
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5 Characterisation of Leptospirillum ferrooxidans and Pyrite: 

Growth Behaviour and Mineral Surface Properties. 

5.1 Introduction 

The bacterial strain Leptospirillum ferrooxidans has been applied in many leaching investigations 

due to its ability to oxidise Fe(II) to Fe(III), as was explored in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3 [1-8]. The 

pure strain of this microorganism is currently not as commonly used for bioflotation, although many 

studies use it as part of mixed cultures, leaving is application as a flotation reagent largely 

unexplored [2-6]. Bioflotation investigations using L. ferrooxidans have focussed mainly on the 

mineral recovery of chalcopyrite, sphalerite, pyrrhotite and pyrite, with no investigation of the cells 

or the sulfide mineral surfaces [9-11]. 

Unlike the bacterium A. ferrooxidans investigated in the previous chapter, L. ferrooxidans is unable 

to use sulfur as a source of nutrients, potentially creating a different chemical environment on the 

surface of sulfide minerals [1, 12, 13]. This bacterial strain is widely recognised as a major producer 

of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), which would suggest it would be ideal for flotation 

studies, where large amounts of biomass are required for industrial applications [1, 3, 14]. It has 

also been identified as a more efficient oxidiser of pyrite than A. ferrooxidans, suggesting any 

surface effects due to oxidation on the surface may be accelerated in comparison [15]. 

The flotation studies conducted using L. ferrooxidans have focussed on chalcopyrite in comparison 

with other sulfide minerals, with inconsistent condition and often contradictory findings making 

comparison challenging [9-11]. These studies perform flotation experiments using chemical 

collector, which has been shown to negatively impact cell activity, and thus is likely to interfere 

with mineral-cell interactions and EPS production [16]. They also involve processing of the cells, 

including washing and artificially concentrating the cells by centrifugation before exposing the cells 

to the mineral which may be altering natural cell behaviour and changing the nature of their 

excretions [9-11]. 

A thorough study of a pure strain of L. ferrooxidans, in the absence of synthetic flotation reagent 

and other forms of pre-processing, for its potential application to bioflotation has yet to be explored.  

In this chapter, pyrite is exposed to L. ferrooxidans and the surface of the mineral will be analysed 

for signs of EPS and bacterial attachment, with special interest taken in the time-frame over which 

attachment occurs and how the chemical species on the surface are changed by the presence of the 

bacteria. No previous study has been found on the bioleaching or bioflotation capabilities of L. 
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ferrooxidans that successfully compares mineral surface roughness in relation to the hydrophobicity 

of the sample and the presence and spread of cells on the surface. 

5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Mineral Preparation 

The bulk pyrite for culture growth is described in in Chapter 3, section 3.2, Table 3.4. The cubic 

pyrite used for this investigation and the preparation of mineral tile samples are described in 

Chapter 3, sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively.  

Tiles were either snap frozen in HH medium for AFM and ToF-SIMS analysis or stored in fixative 

for dehydration and sputtering coating for SEM by methods described in Chapter 3, section 3.9. 

5.2.2 Cell Growth and Monitoring 

Cultures of L. ferrooxidans (DSM 2705) were received live from the DSMZ (Deutsche Sammlung 

von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen) and inoculated into HH medium and continuously 

subcultured as described in Chapter 3, section 3.3.1. Cultures were monitored by direct cell 

counting, as described in Chapter 3, section 3.8. 

5.2.3 Surface Characterisation 

Surface analysis of pyrite control and those exposed to L. ferrooxidans were performed using 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Atomic 

Force Microscopy (AFM), captive bubble contact angle, Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy 

(STXM) and Near-edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS), and Time of Flight – 

Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). Details for these techniques can be found in 

Chapter 3, sections 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.16. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Growth of Leptospirillum ferrooxidans on Pyrite and Chalcopyrite 

5.3.1.1 Cell Growth 

The live culture of L. ferrooxidans was first cultured on HH medium containing ferrous sulfate, 

with growth of this culture monitored by titrating against cerium(IV) sulfate to determine the 

concentration of Fe(II), from which the bacteria obtain their energy as it oxidises to Fe(III) [17, 18].  

Figure 5.46 shows a typical concentration curve of the L. ferrooxidans base culture at 5% inoculum. 
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The control solution of HH medium containing ferrous sulfate is identical to that presented for A. 

ferrooxidans in the previous chapter, section 4.3.1. 

 

Figure 5.46: Ferrous iron titration curves of L. ferrooxidans in HH medium at 5% inoculum. 

The ferrous iron concentration in L. ferrooxidans grown on HH medium containing ferrous sulfate 

reaches exponential phase at the same period as A. ferrooxidans, with cultures at the same inocula 

volumes reaching stationary phase after 72 h. This suggests that when ferrous iron is the sole source 

of nutrients, the two strains show identical cell activity. As such, the 5% inoculum base culture was 

suitable for subculturing for the adaptation to ground pyrite, with comparable conditions to the A. 

ferrooxidans culture in the previous chapter. L. ferrooxidans was adapted to grow on pyrite by 

subculturing from cultures grown on soluble ferrous sulfate into HH medium with 20 g of UV 

sterilised pyrite replacing the ferrous sulfate as described in Chapter 3, section 3.3.1. Cultures were 

inoculated at 10% with L. ferrooxidans. Growth curves on pyrite were determined by counting, and 

a typical growth curve is shown in Figure 5.47. 
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Figure 5.47: Typical growth curve of L. ferrooxidans on pyrite (+38, -75 um) at 10% inoculum. 

When grown on a solution that contains soluble ferrous iron, L. ferrooxidans typically reach the 

exponential phase between 20-40 hours, completing a growth cycle in approximately 96 hours 

(Figure 5.46). When grown on pyrite, the L. ferrooxidans culture typically reaches the exponential 

phase between 11-19 days, completing a growth cycle in approximately 7 weeks (Figure 5.47).  

Final cell concentrations of L. ferrooxidans on pyrite were found to be over 6.5x108 cells/mL. 

The results presented here agree with the final cell concentrations previously described growth of L. 

ferrooxidans on pyrite. Previous studies of L. ferrooxidans on a variety of substrates ranges 

between 107 and 1010 cells/mL, with stationary phase reached typically between 4-16 days on 

mineral or ore sources and 10-40 hours on a variety of media solutions [3, 6-8, 10, 19-21]. As was 

the case for A. ferrooxidans, inocula volume, growth rates and mineral adaptability can vary greatly 

with each new growth cycle, and individual lab strains might behave differently, making direct 

comparison challenging. 

The growth of L. ferrooxidans is not very well characterised in the literature, with most previous 

work being performed on mixed cultures or other sulfidic ores [3, 6-8, 10, 20, 21]. Other studies 

have investigated cell population by counting cell adhesion to mineral [3, 8, 10, 21]. This involves 

pre-concentration of cells to a known number, followed by exposure to ground mineral for a short 

period, after which the decrease in cell population in solution is attributed to cell adhesion to the 

surface [3, 8, 10, 20, 21].   
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5.3.1.2 Eh and pH Monitoring 

The pyrite HH medium control pH and Eh presented here is identical to that shown in Chapter 4, 

section 4.3.1.2. The pH of the L. ferrooxidans culture grown on pyrite starts at 1.8, dropping to pH 

0.9 at its lowest point on day 49, where sits below for the remainder of the exposure. The Eh values 

for L. ferrooxidans exposed to pyrite are reported relative to an Ag/AgCl electrode at 1 atm, with an 

average temperature of 21.6 ± 1.3 °C. The Eh and pH curves of the HH medium and L. 

ferrooxidans pyrite leachate is shown in Figure 5.48. 

 

Figure 5.48: Typical Eh (top) and pH (bottom) curves of L. ferrooxidans on pyrite (+38, -75 um) at 10% 

inoculum (●), and HH medium (∆). 

The pH values measured over the course of these experiments suggests that the consumption of 

sulfuric acid is outweighed by production, with the pH never greater than the initial value measured 

for the medium solution. This suggests the surface of the mineral is leaching at an accelerated rate 
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when exposed to L. ferrooxidans, promoting the production of soluble iron and sulfur species in 

solution, and iron oxidise and elemental sulfur on the surface of the mineral to a greater extent than 

on the control surface (see Equations 4.37-4.43, Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.2) [22-31]. Lower pH is 

also less conducive to the formation of jarosite [32].  The Eh of the L. ferrooxidans culture grown 

on pyrite steadily increases from just over 285 mV to over 349 mV over the course of the natural 

growth cycle. The Eh values in the pyrite mineral culture increases over time, suggesting oxidative 

conditions are occurring, promoting the formation of hydrophilic oxidation species such as sulfates 

and iron hydroxides (Equations 4.37-4.39, 4.41 and 4.43) and on the surface and increasing the 

concentration of ferric iron and soluble sulfur species in solution [22-31].  

Previous studies have measured the Eh and pH of leachate of a variety of substrates using L. 

ferrooxidans, a summary of which can be found in Table 5.8. All potentials reported here have been 

converted to Ag/AgCl reference electrode values where appropriate. 

Table 5.8: Previous Eh and pH studies of L. ferrooxidans bioleaching on a variety of substrates. 

Substrate 
Duration  

(days) 

Eh init.  

(mV) 

Eh fin.
  

(mV) pH init. pH fin. Reference 

Ferrous sulfate 0.02  540-650 - - [33] 

Pyrite a 80 600 750 3 2 [19] 

Pyrite b 20 270 420 1.5 1.7 [34] 

Pyrite b 29 380 380 1.8 1.6 [35] 

Pyrite b 24 - - 2.05 1.92 [36] 

Pyrite and Chalcopyrite a 40 400 700 - - [4] 

Chalcopyrite a 30 375 650 - - [6] 

Chalcopyrite b 30 375 375 - - [6] 

a Mixed culture, b Abiotic control 

The Eh and pH of the pyrite leachate presented in Figure 5.48 agree with the trends observed in the 

literature, however due to the mixture of cultures, pure culture studies like the one presented here 

are necessary to isolate the effects of each individual strain on select minerals [4, 6, 19]. Xia et al 

observed that the starting Eh of the HH medium control was lower than that of pyrite culture Eh, 

but the Eh measured after 20 days was higher in the culture than the control, a result which is 

observed in this study, over a longer time frame [34]. 

The difference between the Eh of the pyrite culture and the abiotic control is most pronounced at 

longer exposure stages, suggesting the pyrite surface becomes more oxidised as cell population 

increases. These results suggest initial contact with the surface may be necessary for L. ferrooxidans 
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to impact the leaching of the mineral surface, indicating either the direct or indirect contact 

mechanisms may govern the interaction. The soluble iron and sulfur species that contribute to Eh in 

the leaching of pyrite are investigated in the following section using titration and Inductively 

Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICPOES). 

5.3.1.3 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy, Cerium(IV) Sulfate 

Titration 

Ferrous iron concentration and ferric iron concentration were determined by colorimetric titration 

against cerium(IV) sulfate and ICPOES, respectively, with the methods described in Chapter 3, 

sections 3.6 and 3.7. The sulfur concentration represented here describes all soluble sulfur species. 

The ferrous iron, ferric iron and soluble sulfur concentrations of the leachate of pyrite exposed to 

HH medium and L. ferrooxidans culture are shown in Figure 5.49. The HH medium iron and sulfur 

concentrations are identical to those discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.3. 
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Figure 5.49: Typical concentration curves of (top) of L. ferrooxidans on pyrite (●), and HH medium (○). and 

solubilised sulfur in L. ferrooxidans on pyrite (▲), and HH medium (∆).  Typical concentration curves of ferrous 

iron (bottom) of L. ferrooxidans on pyrite (■), and HH medium (□).   

The concentration in solution of Fe3+ of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans remains between 1.9x10-2 

and 2.2x10-2 mol/L for the first 72 h, then increases to 0.11 mol/L by 250 h, and remains unchanged 

by 336 h. The concentration of Fe2+ increases from an initial concentration of 7.0x10-6 mol/L to a 

maximum of 1.7x10-5 mol/L over the first 168 h, after which the concentration decreases to 7.9x10-6 

mol/L at 168-250 h, then increases to a final concentration of 1.2x10-5 mol/L at 336 h. The 

concentration of dissolved sulfur in solution follows a similar trend to that of Fe3+, remaining 

between 4.8x10-2-5.5x10-2 mol/L for the first 72 h, then increasing to 0.28 mol/L by 336 h. Unlike 

the Fe3+ curve, which remains the same between 250 and 336 h, the dissolved sulfur concentration 

continues to increase.   
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Any increase in ferric iron concentration could lead to greater ferric iron leaching of the surface, in 

turn producing more Fe2+ ions, while both ferric iron and bacterial leaching may produce soluble 

sulfur species, meaning the concentration of dissolved sulfur is seen to continue to increase [19, 21]. 

The ferrous iron concentration increases initially, suggesting that the acid is being consumed and 

releasing Fe2+ into solution early on in exposure as per Equation 4.40 (Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.2), 

when bacterial numbers are at their lowest. As bacterial numbers start to increase, the Fe2+ in 

solution begins to be oxidised by the cells, causing the concentration in Fe2+ to decrease, coinciding 

with an increase Fe3+ concentration. This corresponds to the beginning of the L. ferrooxidans 

exponential phase [19, 21]. These results agree with the Eh curves, that show ferric iron and soluble 

sulfur concentrations are increasing over the period of exposure as surface oxidation continues, with 

the control Eh and ion concentrations increasing very little. This suggests the surface is likely to be 

rich in iron oxides, elemental sulfur and oxygenated sulfur species [22-31]. 

Few previous studies have analysed the iron concentration leached from pyrite by pure L. 

ferrooxidans cultures, and those that do report the total iron yielded after leaching experiments have 

been conducted [3, 37]. Previous investigations have monitored the iron concentrations on pyrite 

leached by L. ferrooxidans in mixed cultures, however there is no uniform method for reporting 

iron concentrations in solution [19, 21]. No previous sterile control measurements were found in the 

literature for comparison with total dissolved sulfur concentration measured here. As was the case 

in the previous chapter, the lack of abiotic experiments performed in previous studies prevents an 

effective comparison of biotic leaching to abiotic leaching. The studies into solution component 

concentrations show a wide variation in initial and final iron concentrations, making direct 

comparison difficult and highly dependent of culture conditions and nutrient sources. However, the 

values presented here are within the ranges of values found by other investigations, suggesting they 

are not unreasonable, and may provide insight into how L. ferrooxidans interacts with pyrite 

mineral. 

The lack of pure culture and pure mineral investigations in this area, coupled with no uniform 

methods of data reporting has created a gap in understanding how L. ferrooxidans behaves upon 

exposure to pyrite, and shows that more rigorous culture monitoring is needed in leaching 

experiments using this microorganism. Many of these studies are linking the results of solution 

analysis to surface effects on the mineral such as the formation of inhibitory Fe2+ layers [21], cell 

adhesion [19] and oxidation species [4, 20] without presenting surface analysis that can confirm 

these proposed relationships. To relate the solution ion content, Eh and pH to the behaviour of L. 

ferrooxidans on the surface of pyrite, and to identify secondary mineral formation and leaching 

progression, it is necessary to investigate the surface using imaging techniques. 
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5.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 

To relate solution conditions to the mineral leaching and cell interaction with the mineral surface, 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to provide images of the pyrite and L. ferrooxidans. 

Typical SEM images obtained for pyrite upon exposure to HH medium control in comparison to 

pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans are shown in Figure 5.50. 

 

Figure 5.50: Pyrite tiles exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 2 h (A), 24 h (D), 72 h (G) and 168 h (J), pyrite tiles 

exposed to HH medium for 2 h (B), 24 h (E), 72 h (H) and 168 h (K), L. ferrooxidans cells, indicated by arrows 

(C), leaching rivers (F), L. ferrooxidans biofilm (I) etch pits (L). 

The surface of pyrite exposed to HH medium has been described previously in Chapter 4, section 

4.3.2. In summary, for each period of exposure (Figure 5.50(B, E, H, and K)), the pyrite shows 

some pitting, typically regularly orientated and 0.8-1.8 μm in length and 0.2-0.8 μm wide, with 
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some scratches remaining on the surface from the polishing process. Etch pits increase in number 

on the surface after 168 h. The pyrite exposed to the medium for 2 h is all but identical to the bare 

polished pyrite shown in Figure 4.26 in the previous chapter (chapter 4, section 4.3.2). 

After 2 h exposure to pyrite (see Figure 5.50(L)), L. ferrooxidans cells are observed on the surface 

with no apparent preference for surface defects as cells were found on smooth areas of the surface 

(see Figure 5.50(C)). Etch pits on the surface are comparable in size to those observed on the 

control mineral at this period of exposure.  L. ferrooxidans cells were found to be average of 0.76 

µm2 in area, with cell coverage at this stage of exposure calculated at 0.57 ± 0.14 %. This level of 

coverage is similar to that observed for A. ferrooxidans at 2 h of exposure (Chapter 4, section 4.3.2). 

After 24 h of exposure of the pyrite surface to L. ferrooxidans, the cell population has dramatically 

increased. There is still no apparent preference for surface defects of the cells on the surface, and 

the cells appear to be uniformly distributed across the surface with random orientation, shown in 

Figure 5.50(F). There is a greater amount of loose debris on the surface compared with the HH 

medium control (Figure 5.50(D)). The sample exposed to the L. ferrooxidans also appears to have 

fine cracks appearing in the mineral surface, a pattern which was also observed on pyrite exposed to 

A. ferrooxidans at this exposure period (Figure 5.50(F)) The cell coverage at this stage of exposure 

has been calculated at approximately 3.32 ± 0.40 %. After 72 h of exposure to L. ferrooxidans, the 

pyrite is covered in debris in a wide range of shapes and sizes, visible in Figure 5.50(G). The 

surface is showing deeper rivers along crystal boundaries, than the cracks observed at 24 h. These 

rivers have been identified by previous investigation to be caused by ferric iron leaching and not 

direct bacterial action [38]. Cells cover the surface in random orientation, and are also seen adhered 

to the mineral debris, with cell coverage measured at 10.7 ± 3.94 %. This coverage is more than 

double the coverage observed at 24 h, and significantly greater than the coverage measured for A. 

ferrooxidans after the longest period of exposure (Chapter 4, section 4.3.2). After 168 h of exposure 

to L. ferrooxidans, the pyrite sample is heavily leached and covered in cells and biofilm, the extent 

of which is difficult to quantify due to the number of particles coated in cells that have adhered to 

the surface, as are observed in Figure 5.50(I). The surface shows signs of advanced leaching (Figure 

5.50(J)), with some areas of the surface exhibited a great deal of charging due to the thick carbon 

layer due to the biofilm coating the surface, making clear images hard to obtain in these areas. 

Advanced pitting in regularly arranged shapes in sizes ranging from 3-9 μm long and 2.5-3.5 μm 

wide cover the surface, and appear coated in strand-like material, the identity of which was 

investigated using EDX.  

The results found here agree with previous studies, which suggest that this strain has been found to 

adhere more significantly to pyrite than other microorganisms [3], and dominates adhered cell 
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populations over longer periods of exposure [8]. The number of cells on the surface is seen to 

increase, which agrees with many adhesion studies performed on L. ferrooxidans [3, 8, 10]. The 

amount of debris on the surface appears to be increasing at a significantly greater rate and in greater 

size than those observed on pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans, with etching of the surface appearing 

more advanced. These results suggest initial attachment takes place prior to the significant mineral 

leaching observed in the Eh/pH and ICPOES, indicating cell attachment and/or EPS production is 

necessary for L. ferrooxidans to impact the pyrite surface. This further suggests either the direct 

contact mechanism, the indirect contact mechanism, or a combination of both determines the 

interaction of this strain with the pyrite surface. 

Very few papers were identified performed abiotic control leaching experiments for the purposes of 

SEM compare to biotic leaching experiments. Studies by Xia et al and Mitsunobu et al observed a 

smooth mineral surface on pyrite after extended periods of exposure (≥20 days), both of which 

agrees with the comparatively smooth control surfaces observed in this study [34, 39]. Several 

studies air-dry their samples, which makes any comparison to attachment of cells on the surface 

impossible [32, 34]. The lack of control images being collected in biotic leaching studies, combined 

with the lack of consistency in sample preparation and pH of leaching solutions, makes comparing 

results challenging, and isolating bacterial action from chemical leaching more difficult. The 

information on the propagation of this microorganism on mineral surfaces provided by this study 

fills an important gap in the literature, showing an unexpected lack of preference of this strain for 

defect sites, and the much-accelerated biofilm formation compared to other more heavily studied 

strains.  

The elemental composition of surface artefacts, and the identification of cellular material as distinct 

from secondary mineral precipitates was determined using EDX analysis. The EDX analysis of the 

pyrite surface exposed to L. ferrooxidans are shown in Figure 5.51 as average atomic percentage. 

The elements Si, Al and Na were detected at levels below 2%. 
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Figure 5.51: Average atomic percentage of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and the 

average atomic percentage of individual L. ferrooxidans cells (pattern), as determined by EDX 

The individual cells of L. ferrooxidans present a significant carbon signal compared to bare spots 

mineral measured, however cells are typically not thick enough to block all signal from the bulk 

mineral beneath, which is why typical pyrite signals of Fe and S are still observed [40]. The pyrite 

surface exposed to L. ferrooxidans displays significant changes in elemental composition over time. 

Over the course of exposure, the amount of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen detected on the surface 

increases, agreeing with the significant biofilm coverage of L. ferrooxidans on the surface, a 

phenomenon not observed in the A. ferrooxidans culture over this period. 

The EDX analysis of the pyrite surface exposed to HH medium are shown in Figure 5.52 as average 

atomic percentage. The elements Al and Si were detected at levels below 2.5%. These values are 

the same as those described and discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.3.2, shown here for comparison. 

Briefly, these results suggest the control surface is sulfur-rich, which agrees with the Eh results that 

show greater concentration of iron leaching into solution than sulfur, with no change occurring over 

the course of exposure. 
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Figure 5.52: Average atomic percentage of pyrite exposed to HH medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, as determined 

by EDX 

As EDX penetrates the surface up to 5 μm, other experiments will be needed to investigate the 

outermost atomic layers with minimal bulk pyrite contribution, and to relate the physical properties 

to chemical species on the surface [41-43]. 

5.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy 

As the topography of the surface has the potential to impact the wettability of a surface, the effects 

of surface leaching and pitting observed in the SEM images need to be isolated from the chemical 

changes on the mineral surface [44]. To assess the changes in the pyrite surface topography and 

isolate these effects from the chemical alterations brought about by L. ferrooxidans, atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) is used to quantify the physical impact of pyrite leaching. 

Typical AFM images obtained for pyrite after different periods of exposure to L. ferrooxidans are 

shown in Figure 5.53. At least four images like those shown in Figure 5.53 were obtained per 

sample, always over an area of 10 µm, to calculate the average roughness of the sample. 
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Figure 5.53: 10 x 10 μm AFM height images of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 2 h (A); 24 h (B); 72 h (C); 

168 h (D). 

The roughness of the pyrite surface exposed to L. ferrooxidans and HH medium as calculated by Ra 

and Rq are shown in Figure 5.54, with the error bars representing the 95% confidence interval. The 

HH medium control measurements are the same as those described in Chapter 4, section 4.3.3. The 

two different methods used to calculate the average roughness of the pyrite surface was described in 

Chapter 3, section 3.10.2. 
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Figure 5.54: The roughness of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans as calculated by Ra (●) and Rq (○), and HH 

medium as calculated by Ra (▲) and Rq (∆). 

As was also observed in the previous chapter, the Ra and Rq of the pyrite surface increases linearly 

in the presence of bacterial cells, with correlation coefficients of 0.9204 and 0.9081, respectively. 

The increase in the standard deviation of samples over the course of exposure suggests there is more 

variation in roughness across the surface at advanced exposure times compared to those of shorter 

exposures. This agrees with the amount of uneven debris and pitting observed on the surface of the 

pyrite using SEM. The sample roughness of the pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 2 and 24 h 

does not differ significantly from the controls, however after 72 h, the pyrite surface is quantifiably 

rougher after exposure to L. ferrooxidans. After 168 h of exposure, this difference in roughness is 

even more significant, agreeing with the initial observations made using SEM. As was noted in the 

previous chapter (Chapter 4, section 4.3.3), the SEM images of bare polished pyrite (Chapter 4, 

section 4.3.2, Figure 4.26) are visually identical to those exposed to abiotic medium for 2 h. As was 

observed for A. ferrooxidans, the difference in roughness for the shortest periods of exposure to L. 

ferrooxidans and abiotic medium are statistically insignificant, and as such it can be assumed that 

the roughness of bare polished pyrite coincides with these values. 

Previous studies that have applied AFM to studying L. ferrooxidans on the surface of pyrite have 

focussed on cell morphology, sometimes coupling AFM with epifluorescence to observe cell 

adhesion and EPS production [2, 3, 8]. While more extensive studies have been performed on A. 

ferrooxidans, as was discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 4, section 4.3.3), very few have 

investigated any cell preference for defect sites by L. ferrooxidans. Although preference for surface 

defects has been observed for other strains by previous investigations, this does not appear to be the 

case for L. ferrooxidans [14, 45, 46]. Other studies have suggested low crystallization areas have 
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higher levels of ferrous iron and thiosulfate ions going into solution [14, 45]. This suggests that L. 

ferrooxidans would have ready access to iron nutrients on smooth areas of the surface. 

The above results suggest that the presence of L. ferrooxidans is making the pyrite surface 

significantly rougher in comparison to the pyrite surface exposed to HH medium, and that this 

increase in roughness is proportional to the time spent in live culture. These results would suggest 

that the hydrophobicity of the HH medium pyrite control would be similar to pyrite exposed to L. 

ferrooxidans for short exposure times (less than 24 h), as their morphology over this period is not 

significantly different . These observations of the nature of the mineral surface must be compared to 

the measured hydrophobicity of the sample, to fully understand how L. ferrooxidans impacts the 

mineral surface in terms of its ability to depress or float pyrite. 

5.3.4 Captive Bubble Contact Angle 

The measure of wettability by captive bubble contact angle provides insight into the suitability of L. 

ferrooxidans as a potential flotation reagent. Contact angle provides an indication of how the 

microorganisms impact mineral wettability. Although some studies have measured the 

hydrophobicity of pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans (Chapter 4, section 4.3.4), few have measured 

this aspect of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans. Investigations into L. ferrooxidans in relation to 

mineral wettability have either measured mineral recovery by flotation in the presence of synthetic 

collector, or the contact angle of air-dried cells [8, 11]. This leaves the impact of untreated cells on 

pyrite surface wettability unexplored. Figure 5.55 shows the average five advancing and receding 

contact angles each pyrite sample, performed in triplicate, with the error bars representing the 

standard deviation of the samples measured.  
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Figure 5.55: Advancing captive bubble contact angle of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans (○) and HH medium 

(∆). Receding captive bubble contact angle of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans (●) and HH medium (▲). Error 

bars represent sample standard deviation. 

Pyrite samples exposed to L. ferrooxidans are less hydrophobic than the HH medium control at 

early stages of exposure, showing the most a significant decrease in hydrophobicity at 2 h of 12.5° 

to 36°. After 24 h, the pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans is still slightly less hydrophobic than the 

pyrite exposed to the HH medium, with advancing and receding angles greater by 3° and 25°, 

respectively. The pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans is more homogenous at early periods of 

exposure compared to the control, suggesting decreased hysteresis when cells are present. After 72 

h, the contact angles are similar for both control and bacteria-exposed pyrite, with the contact angle 

appearing to remain stable for 336 h. 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, a difference in contact angle of as little as 3° can alter 

mineral recovery by up to 18%, depending on the size fraction of the particles [47]. These results 

suggest that an exposure of as little as 2 h could promote the depression of pyrite by L. 

ferrooxidans, while longer periods of exposure showed no significant separation of contact angle 

compared to the HH medium control sample. This suggests the hydrophobicity is improved by the 

chemistry on the surface rather than the roughness, which the AFM results suggest is identical 

between biotic and abiotic samples at early exposures. This also suggests the presence of thick 

biofilm is not necessary for significant changes in hydrophobicity of the pyrite, as the SEM showed 

little cell coverage after 2 h. 
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As was observed for A. ferrooxidans, the biggest impact L. ferrooxidans has on the hydrophobicity 

of the pyrite in comparison to the HH medium control is in the early stages of exposure. This may 

in part be due to the larger population of L. ferrooxidans on the mineral surface compared to A. 

ferrooxidans, observed using SEM. At this stage, it is still not possible to determine whether the 

direct contact or indirect contact mechanism dominates the bacterial interaction with the pyrite 

surface. To separate physical changes on the surface such as roughness from potential chemical 

effects on the surface, surface chemical analysis must be performed on the system.  This chemical 

analysis will be explored using STXM and ToF-SIMS in the following sections.  

5.3.5 Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy 

Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM) is used on the fine particles of pyrite that are 

used to grow the bacteria in culture. This technique provides in situ physicochemical analysis of the 

ground mineral that would be necessary for flotation, an advantage over techniques that rely on flat 

and smooth samples that are less representative of flotation systems. As has been discussed, 

NEXAFS spectra provide information on the chemical bonding and oxidation states of the elements 

on the surface. A summary of signal assignments for Fe L-edge and C K-edge NEXAFS can be 

found in Chapter 3, section 3.11, Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, respectively. 

The Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra obtained for pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 24 and 336 h are 

shown in Figure 5.56. The samples were prepared by drop casting and air drying, as described in 

Chapter 3, section 3.9.1. The behaviour of pyrite exposed to the HH medium control solution was 

investigated using Fe L-edge NEXAFS in the previous chapter, and showed no significant change 

over time (Chapter 4, section 4.3.5).  
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Figure 5.56: Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 24 and 336 h. The transitions 

observed are to Fe 3d states hybridized with S 3p at 708.5 eV (overlapping with Fe 2p to Fe 3d states hybridized 

with O 2p states at 707.8-710.5 eV), S 3p states hybridized with Fe 4s and 4p states at 712-715 eV, and the Fe L2 

peak at 719.9 eV. 

The transitions that cause the peaks present in the pyrite Fe L-edge NEXAFS spectra have been 

described in the previous chapter (Chapter 4, section 4.3.5) [48-50]. The spectrum for pyrite 

exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 336 h shows the Fe L3 transitions corresponding to the Fe 3d states 

hybridized with S 3p and iron oxides and (oxy)hydroxides at 707.9-708.8 eV [48-51] increasing, 

and the S 3p to Fe 4s and 4p transitions at 712-715 eV [52, 53] decreasing. This indicates an 

increase in iron oxidation products occurring on the surface that obscures the bulk pyrite signal. The 

increased surface area of particles compared to flat coupons is likely to be at least partially 

responsible for this increased oxidation. The NEXAFS spectra obtained for pyrite shown above 

agree heavily with those obtained by Goh et al [52], and generally agree with studies that used 

synthetic pyrite or pyrite samples that was not exposed to air, although they did not have the 

resolution to observe the two overlapping peaks, they infer the existence of the structure seen by 

Goh et al and in this study [48, 49].  

The behaviour of pyrite exposed to the HH medium control solution was investigated using C K-

edge NEXAFS in the previous chapter, and showed no significant change over time (Chapter 4, 

section 4.3.5). Briefly, the signals indicated potential radiation damage [54, 55], and the presence of 

adventitious carbon [56, 57]. Figure 5.57 shows the stacked C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite 

exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 2, 24, and 336 h, and the changes in the carbon species occurring 

over those exposure times, as well as both DNA and sodium alginate standard spectra. All spectra 
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were corrected to the 285.1 eV of the aromatic π* C=C peak of DNA, with details described in 

Chapter 3, section 3.13.2. 

 

Figure 5.57: C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of chalcopyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans for 2, 24 and 336 h, bovine 

serum albumin (DNA) and sodium alginate (used for calibration) Inset: Carbon image stack (scale 1 μm). The 

transitions observed on pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans are from C 1s to π* C=C and C-H at 285.1 eV, π* C=N 

and π* C=C at 286.4 eV, π* C=O at 288.4 eV, σ* CNH, σ* CH or π* C=N at 289.4 eV and σ* C-C at 292-294 eV. 

The C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans were collected over the total 

area of the carbon stack image, an example of which is shown above (Inset). The NEXAFS spectra 

were collected over an area of the sample to improve the signal, which was very weak. The spectra 

collected of DNA and sodium alginate display peak in expected areas, with sodium alginate not 

displaying signal at 285.1 eV due to no aromatic C=C functionalities occurring within its structure, 

shown in Figure 5.58. 
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Figure 5.58: Chemical structure of sodium alginate 

Every C K-edge NEXAFS spectra each of the pyrite samples exposed to L. ferrooxidans is showing 

the π* C=C peak at 285 eV, and second intense signals at 286.4 eV, which have been associated 

with both π* C=N and π* C=C peaks [58-64]. All spectra are also showing broad signal in the 292-

294 eV region that can be attributed to σ* C-C [58, 60, 62]. The π* C=O peak after 2 h occurs 

between 288.4-288.7 eV, suggesting that the peak is due to more carboxylic-type character common 

in lipids and biopolymer [60, 63-66]. After 24 h, the π* C=O peak appears broader, suggesting an 

increase in signal due to the π* C=O bonds in amides of protein, which typically occur at 288.2 eV 

[58-60, 62, 64, 66, 67]. The protein-type π* C=O peak is associated with the increase in the peak at 

289.4 eV, which can be attributed to σ* CNH, σ* CH or π* C=N amide functionality in proteins 

and nucleic acids [58, 60, 67]. After 336 h, the protein contributions have decreased, while the 

π*C=O at 288.4 eV of polysaccharides remains strong. The π* C=C peak at 285.1 eV may also be 

indicative of radiation damage as C-H and C-C bonds are reduced, however, as the sodium alginate 

spectrum is displaying no signal in this area, radiation damage appears to be unlikely in these 

samples [54, 55]. 

Several papers have previously studied bioleaching of minerals using L. ferrooxidans, although 

many of them investigating the mineral surface using NEXAFS, as the investigation of carbon of 

the cells themselves is challenging in most UHV techniques [6, 68, 69]. Other studies have used the 

STXM technique to collect carbon NEXAFS of other types of cells, and although they have 

identified similar functionalities, the spectra do not have the same shape, indicating different EPS 

composition to L. ferrooxidans [60, 66, 70].  

These samples provide evidence for why the difference in hydrophobicity of pyrite exposed to L. 

ferrooxidans at 2 h is decreased compared to the sample exposed to the HH medium control; 

hydrophilic polysaccharide-type species [11, 71, 72] produced by the bacteria are detected at this 

stage of exposure, creating a less hydrophobic surface compared to the pyrite exposed to HH 

medium.  As cells start to colonise the surface and oxidation of the mineral progresses, the sample 

becomes slightly less hydrophobic after 24 h compared to the control. After 336 h of exposure to L. 
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ferrooxidans, the pyrite surface appears to be slightly more oxidised than that at 24 h, and there 

seems to be little change in biofilm composition between 24 and 336 h. As was observed in the 

previous chapter, the anionic function groups in EPS components are present at early stages of 

exposure, providing binding sites for iron and promoting pyrite oxidation without the need for cell 

attachment to the surface [73, 74]. Due to the presents of iron-complexing EPS on the pyrite 

surface, it is likely that the indirect contact mechanism most accurately describes the interaction of 

L. ferrooxidans with pyrite over the early periods of exposure [20, 23, 75]. 

These changes do not correlate with the AFM results, which suggest that the hydrophobicity of the 

pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans should be greater than the hydrophobicity of the control, as 

correlates with the roughness increasing [44]. As was the case for A. ferrooxidans, these results 

suggest that the effects of the chemical species on the surface are greater than those of the physical 

changes to the surface brought about by the bacteria. This indicates the indirect contact mechanism, 

which relies on EPS for the alteration of the mineral surface, may dominate the interaction of L. 

ferrooxidans with pyrite. 

5.3.6 Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 

ToF-SIMS provides chemical and elemental information on the outermost atomic layers of the 

surface, providing semi-quantitative information on the chemistry contributing to the 

hydrophobicity of the mineral surface compared to X-ray techniques that penetrate the surface. 

Although individual compounds in a mixture are not yet able to be individually identified, a 

“fingerprint” can be obtained of the fragments identified on the surface of the pyrite exposed to L. 

ferrooxidans, which may lead to the identification of the types of molecules on the surface that 

impact contact angle [57, 76-78].  

The plots shown here are an indication of the proportion of each fragment on the mineral surface, 

and are only comparable with other fragments of the same sample. Figure 5.59 shows the positive 

ions on the surface of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans and HH medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

Although the peaks selected for the total fragment profile is slightly different to that of A. 

ferrooxidans on pyrite, the proportions of ions are unaffected for the control pyrite samples. As 

such, the description of the positive and negative ion fragments of the pyrite exposed to HH 

medium presented in this graph can be found in Chapter 4, section 4.3.6. The ToF-SIMS analysis of 

bare polished pyrite was also discussed in the previous section (Chapter 4, section 4.3.6); briefly, 

the positive ion spectra were dominated by Fe+, with very low proportions of carbonaceous 

fragments, while the negative ion fragments indicated surface oxidation through exposure to the 

atmosphere. Negligible amounts of large molecular weight fragments were detected. 
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Figure 5.59: Average normalised peak intensities of positive fragments of pyrite exposed L. ferrooxidans (top) for 

2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to HH medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

The fragment profile of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans is dominated by short chain CxHy
+ (x ≤ 6) 

fragments for every period of exposure, with the CxHyOz
+ (x ≤ 4, z ≤ 2) fragments are in high 

proportions at early periods of exposure. The high proportion of hydrophilic CxHy
+ and CxHyOz

+ 

fragments at these early periods of exposure compared to the more iron-rich control samples 

suggest that the L. ferrooxidans cells are producing polysaccharides, making the surface less 

hydrophobic [11, 71, 72]. This agrees with the results presented in both the STXM and contact 

angle studies that suggest the presence of polysaccharides during early periods of exposure, making 

the pyrite surface significantly less hydrophobic than the control. This also shows the pyrite surface 
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exposed to L. ferrooxidans is less hydrophobic than the pyrite surface exposed to A. ferrooxidans 

over the same time periods (Chapter 4, section 4.3.4).  

After longer periods of exposure, the proportion of CxHyNz
+ (x ≤ 5, z ≤ 2) fragments increases 

significantly. The increase in proportion of hydrophobic protein-type signals [79] is likely to be 

partially responsible for the increase in hydrophobicity observed at this point in the contact angle 

results, with a more complete picture possible by analysis of the negative ion fragments and larger 

molecular weight fragments that will come later in this chapter. These results also suggest that L. 

ferrooxidans produces more protein-type compounds as biofilm begins to build up on the mineral 

surface as was observed by SEM. However, as L. ferrooxidans is known EPS producer, the 

proportion of organic fragments observed on the pyrite surface upon exposure is much greater than 

that observed for A. ferrooxidans, and causes the decreased hydrophobicity of the pyrite at shorter 

exposure times [1, 3, 14]. 

The proportion of Fe+ detected on the surface decreases over the course of exposure, suggesting the 

layer of bacterial cells that was shown to spread over time are obscuring the mineral below, 

resulting in the dramatic decrease in proportion. Due to medium salt precipitates on the surface, 

both NH4
+ and K+ are expected to be detected on the surface. As was specified in the previous 

chapter, these salt prcipitates mean the NH4
+ fragment is not a reliable indicator proteins on the 

surface. There are very small amounts of Si+ and FeOH+ on the surface, indicating little to no 

jarosite formation on the surface and some silicate inclusions, which is expected from the XRD 

data. The proportions of these fragments remain low over the course of exposure. This agrees with 

the NEXAFS results that also suggested little jarosite or secondary minerals formation. 

Figure 5.60 shows the complementary negative fragments and elements of interest and significance 

collected by ToF-SIMS on pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans and HH medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 

h. The inset plots in Figure 5.60 show the sulfur species on the surface normalised to the total Sˉ 

detected on the surface, showing the proportion due to each sulfur species.  The fragments detected 

on pyrite after exposure to L. ferrooxidans for are dominated by the Oˉ and OHˉ fragments for all 

samples. Over earlier periods of exposure, the proportion of hydrophobic sulfur species is much 

lower compared to the control. This agrees with the contact angle data results that show the pyrite 

exposed to L. ferrooxidans is less hydrophobic than the control after 2 h. Oxygenated sulfur species 

such as SO3ˉ and SO4ˉ are in greater proportion on the surface than polysulfide species such as S3ˉ 

and S4ˉ, although the overall proportion of sulfur species on the surface is much smaller than that 

observed on the control pyrite for the duration of exposure.  
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Figure 5.60: Average normalised peak intensities of negative fragments of pyrite exposed L. ferrooxidans (top) 

for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to HH medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

Over longer periods of exposure the proportion of polysulfide species on the pyrite exposed to L. 

ferrooxidans increases, with longer periods of exposure resulting in larger proportions of 

polysulfide on the surface than the control for the same periods. This increase in polysulfides 

coincides with an increase in ferric iron in solution, indicating the surface has become more sulfur-

rich as iron is leached from the surface of the mineral and consumed by the bacteria. This agrees 

with the contact angle results that show a slight increase in hydrophobicity of the pyrite over 72 h of 

exposure to L. ferrooxidans, however, as biofilm grows, the surface remains hydrophilic overall.  

As was the case with pyrite exposed to A. ferrooxidans, larger molecular weight fragments 

associated with the production of EPS were detected on the surface of pyrite exposed to L. 
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ferrooxidans. Figure 5.61 shows the large molecular mass positive fragments collected by ToF-

SIMS on pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans and HH medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

 

Figure 5.61: Average normalised intensity of large positive fragments of pyrite exposed to HH medium (bottom) 

and L. ferrooxidans (top) 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

Initially, there are multiple large molecular weight fragments on the pyrite surface after exposure to 

L. ferrooxidans, with the proportion increasing significantly by 168 h for most of the fragments. 

The fragments that follow this increasing frequency trend are of m/z 110.07, 120.08 and 159.09 and 

have been identified as amino acid fragments by several previous studies, which may indicate DNA 

or protein on the surface increasing in frequency over time as biofilm increases on the surface [77, 

80-83]. The remaining fragments have variously been identified as lipid or carbohydrate fragments 

by previous studies looking specifically at those structures, with many of these fragments identified 

as major components of several lipid and carbohydrate structures [76, 78, 81, 84-87]. The fragment 

with m/z 280.26 follows the same trend as other polysaccharide-type fragments, indicating that it is 
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also likely to be a large polysaccharide fragment, although the accurate identity is not possible to 

ascertain. The proportion of these fragments are significantly greater in pyrite samples exposed to L. 

ferrooxidans compared to the pyrite exposed to HH medium, with the polysaccharide-type 

fragments having larger proportions at earlier exposure times, with the amino-acid fragments 

becoming more frequent at 72-168 h. The occurrence of these fragments indicates that large 

hydrophilic polysaccharide and lipid fragments are present and being produced very shortly after 

inoculation, which is consistent with both the NEXAFS and contact angle results presented in 

previous sections. These results support the indirect contact mechanism as describing the interaction 

of L. ferrooxidans with pyrite over early periods of exposure, however the build-up of biofilm and 

the increase in high mass fragments due to EPS components and cellular material make it 

impossible to determine whether the direct or indirect contact mechanism dominates in longer 

periods of exposure. 

The negative ion fragments of large molecular weight are less well understood than the positive 

fragments, but can be used to compliment the positive ion spectra. Unique EPS fragments can also 

be identified in the negative ion spectra. The average normalised peak intensity of large molecular 

weight negative fragments of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans and HH medium for 2, 24, 72 and 

168 h is shown in Figure 5.62.  
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Figure 5.62: Average normalised intensity of large negative fragments of pyrite exposed to HH medium (bottom) 

and L. ferrooxidans (top) 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

Large molecular weight negative fragments are not explored as extensively as positive fragments, 

but the those observed in this study support the conclusions of the positive ion fragments, indicating 

larger molecular weight molecules are present in early stages of attachment in statistically 

significant amounts and decrease as exposure continues. The fragments with m/z 127.90, 140.03, 

194.91, 255.23, 283.25 and 311.14 have both been identified as fatty acid or carbohydrate 

fragments in previous studies [84-86, 88, 89]. As the fragments at m/z 159.87, 191.84, 225.07, 

233.19, 356.79 and 420.75 follow the same trend, it is not unreasonable to suggest that these 

fragments are also due to polysaccharides and/or lipids. 

Previous investigations of pyrite surfaces using ToF-SIMS were focused mainly on identifying 

pyrite particles within a mixture of sulfide minerals, and on the ions associated with the pyrite 

surface and ions of interest to flotation. The results presented here for the control pyrite are much in 
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agreement with previous studies that have observed, under a wide range of conditions, that the 

surface of pyrite is iron-rich; with hydrophilic iron hydroxides leading to pyrite depression while 

hydrophobic sulfur-rich surfaces lead to flotation [90-94].  

Previous studies that have utilised ToF-SIMS for the investigation of microorganisms and their 

excretions have mainly focussed on the separation of known components such as proteins and 

monosaccharides by principle component analysis, however, it has yet to be successfully applied to 

complex samples [77, 95, 96]. Our results agree with those obtained by Pradier et al, who observed 

that the negative spectra of bacteria are dominated by the Oˉ and OHˉ fragments, which agrees with 

the strong overlap of those ions with hydrocarbons caused by bacteria observed here [97]. They also 

found that bacterial species rich in carbohydrates and proteins, which they concluded by summing 

oxygenated and nitrogenated carbon signals respectively, achieved the highest adhesion to steel 

surfaces, with carbohydrate rich cells adhering most effectively [97]. Other studies have looked at 

specific types of compounds such as proteins or peptides on cells, and Dague et al specifically 

related protein fragments as being hydrophobic, a contribution which is also observed here [79, 81]. 

5.4 Conclusions 

It was observed using SEM that attachment of cells occurs at very early stages of exposure, with no 

obvious preference for surface defects, and that this initial attachment develops into uniform, 

monolayered biofilm by 168 h of exposure. Leaching of the pyrite is accelerated by the presence of 

L. ferrooxidans, with the roughness of the surface as measured by AFM confirming advanced 

pitting compared to acidic the medium alone. The difference in hydrophobicity is greatest between 

bacterial exposure and abiotic control at the early exposure stages of 2 h, which coincides with the 

presence of polysaccharide and fatty acid-type structures measured by both NEXAFS and ToF-

SIMS. Longer periods of exposure lead to inorganic oxidation of the pyrite surface exposed to HH 

medium, and increased production of hydrophobic proteins and sulfur-rich passivation layers on 

pyrite exposed to cells, causing little difference in hydrophobicity of the samples by the time full 

biofilm forms at 168 h. 

These observations suggest that L. ferrooxidans preferentially produces polysaccharide and fatty 

acid compounds to assist with initial adhesion to pyrite, before beginning to produce more 

hydrophobic proteins as colonies begin to develop on the surface. They also produce significantly 

more of these products that the A. ferrooxidans studied in the previous chapter, providing a greater 

difference in hydrophobicity compared to pyrite exposed to HH medium. These results suggest both 

mesophiles interact through the indirect contact mechanism during early periods of exposure to the 
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surface of pyrite, however the development of biofilm over longer periods of exposure to L. 

ferrooxidans means it is not possible to differentiate the indirect contact and the direct mechanisms 

over longer periods of exposure. This has important implications for the field of bioflotation, which 

would ideally require short-term exposure for the most efficient separation of minerals and a larger 

amount of the product required to affect the desired changes. This study suggests that not only is the 

nature of bacterial excretions changing, but that similar changes may be occurring across strains and 

that strains that produce more EPS are potentially more efficient at providing the means of mineral 

separation. As was found in the previous chapter, when cells are harvested and the length of 

exposure to the mineral is of crucial importance to effective separation of minerals. 
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6 Characterisation of Acidianus brierleyi and Pyrite: Growth 

Behaviour and Mineral Surface Properties. 

6.1 Introduction 

A. brierleyi was one of the first acidophilic archaea to be isolated, first discovered and described by 

Brierleyi et al in Yellowstone hot springs [1]. As was explored in Chapter 2, section 2.2.4, A. 

brierleyi has been used in bioleaching investigations, but is not as commonly used for bioflotation, 

where it has only been used in a mixture with other archaea [2]. This bioflotation study focussed 

mainly on mineral recovery measurements, with no investigation of the cells, their mechanism of 

attachment, or the mineral surface physicochemical properties [2]. This microorganism has mainly 

been applied to the bioleaching of a wide variety of substrates, including hydrotreating catalyst [3, 

4], sphalerite [5, 6], enargite [7, 8] and molybdenite [9]. A. brierleyi has also been used to leach 

pyrite and chalcopyrite, and have been shown to grow on these substrates in the literature [10-18]. 

Most of these studies are limited to observing recovery of metals of interest from leaching 

processes, with little if any surface characterisation or chemical analysis of the mineral [5, 6, 10-13, 

16-18]. 

Unlike the bacterial strains investigated in the previous chapters, which grow under mesophilic 

conditions, A. brierleyi is an extreme thermophile used by previous studies in temperatures between 

60-75 °C [7, 8, 10-12, 19]. A. brierleyi is capable of oxidizing both ferrous iron and elemental 

sulfur to ferric iron and sulfate, respectively, with the increase of ideal growth temperature of 30-

40°C compared to mesophilic strains shown to accelerate bioleaching and surface oxidation [1, 10-

12, 20-24]. This accelerated surface oxidation might promote the formation of oxygen-rich species 

on the mineral surface, creating a less hydrophobic surface ideal for depression in mineral flotation. 

Govender et al used Acidianus sp mixed with other thermophilic archaea grown on chalcopyrite to 

pre-treat and successfully float chalcopyrite, focussing on process optimization rather than the 

chemical species and microorganisms involved [2]. This study did find that the mixed culture of 

extreme thermophiles provided the highest recovery for chalcopyrite [2]. These results, coupled 

with the ability of A. brierleyi to tolerate higher temperatures and high metal ion concentrations 

make it a prime candidate for bioflotation applications [2, 10-12, 25, 26]. 

A thorough study of a pure strain of A. brierleyi and the potential use it has in future studies for 

bioflotation has yet to be explored.  In this chapter, pyrite is exposed to A. brierleyi and the surface 

of the mineral is analysed for signs of EPS and bacterial attachment. Special interest is taken in the 
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time-frame over which attachment occurs and how the chemical species on the surface are changed 

by the presence of A. brierleyi.  No previous study has been found that comprehensively compares 

chemical analysis with physical properties of pyrite under exposure to A. brierleyi. 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Mineral Preparation 

The bulk pyrite for culture growth is described in in Chapter 3, section 3.2, Table 3.4. The cubic 

pyrite used for this investigation and the preparation of mineral tile samples are described in 

Chapter 3, sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively.  

Tiles were either snap frozen in DSM 150 medium for AFM and ToF-SIMS analysis or stored in 

fixative for dehydration and sputtering coating for SEM by methods described in Chapter 3, section 

3.9. 

6.2.2 Cell Growth and Monitoring 

Cultures of A. brierleyi (DSM 1651) were received live from the DSMZ (Deutsche Sammlung von 

Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen) and a base culture was inoculated into DSM 150 medium and 

continuously subcultured as described in Chapter 3, section 3.3.2. Cultures were monitored by 

direct cell counting, as described in Chapter 3, section 3.8. 

6.2.3 Surface Characterisation 

Surface analysis of pyrite control and those exposed to A. brierleyi were performed using Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM), captive bubble contact angle, and Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). Details for these techniques can be found in Chapter 3, sections 3.9, 

3.10, 3.14, and 3.16. 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Growth of Acidianus brierleyi on Pyrite 

6.3.1.1 Cell Growth 

The live culture of A. brierleyi was first cultured in DSM 150 medium using sulfur flowers powder 

as a source of nutrients. Growth of this base culture was monitored by direct counting; however, it 

should be noted that cell behaviour altered significantly after removal from culture, with live cells 
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ceasing movement as sample temperature dropped, making direct monitoring challenging. This was 

minimised by maintaining culture samples at 60 °C prior to counting to reduce cooling as much as 

possible. An example of A. brierleyi growth curve on sulfur flowers powder is show in Figure 6.63. 

When cultures reached an excess of 108 cells/mL, samples had to be diluted by a factor of 2 or 10 to 

allow for effective counting. This resulted in larger error being introduced for larger cell 

populations. This culture was continually subcultured at 10% inoculum, with a growth cycle 

completing every three weeks. 

 

Figure 6.63: Typical growth curve of A. brierleyi on sulfur flowers at 10% inoculum in DSM 150 medium. 

A. brierleyi was adapted to grow on pyrite by subculturing from cultures grown on sulfur flowers 

powder into DSM 150 medium with 20 g of UV sterilised pyrite. Cultures were inoculated at 10% 

with A. brierleyi. Growth curves were determined by counting, and a typical growth curve is shown 

in Figure 6.64. 
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Figure 6.64: Typical growth curve of A. brierleyi on pyrite (+38, -75 um) at 10% inoculum in DSM 150 medium. 

When grown on sulfur flower, the cultures typically reach the exponential phase within the first 

week, completing a growth cycle in 21 days (Figure 6.63). A. brierleyi grown on pyrite stabilized to 

a 90-day growth cycle, with the cells reaching the exponential phase between 45-60 days (Figure 

6.64). 

Final cell concentrations previously described of A. brierleyi on a variety of substrates ranges 

between 107 and 1015 cells/mL, with stationary phase reached typically between 2 to 20 days [3, 7, 

8, 12-15, 19, 21, 23, 25]. Several previous studies have grown A. brierleyi on elemental sulfur on 

the prescribed medium, but concentrate the cells prior to bioleaching experiments without reporting 

base culture growth curves, or grow cells in a different media prior to leaching experiments [7, 8, 

14, 15, 23]. As has been stated in previous chapters, the variation of inoculation and growth 

conditions makes direct comparison with previous studies challenging. 

6.3.1.2 Eh and pH Monitoring 

The Eh and pH of A. brierleyi on pyrite was measured with reference to a Ag/AgCl electrode at 1 

atm with an average temperature of 24.3 ± 0.9 °C, while the average temperature of the control 

DSM 150 medium exposed to pyrite was measured with an average temperature of 24.5 ± 1.1 °C. 

The Eh and pH curves of the DSM 150 medium and A. brierleyi pyrite leachate are shown in Figure 

6.65. The pH of the A. brierleyi culture grown on pyrite starts at 1.56, decreasing steadily to pH 

0.49 day 85, while the Eh steadily increases from 320 mV to over 389 mV over the course of the 

natural growth cycle. In contrast, the pH of the control solution starts at 2.25, but has decreased 
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consistently at a great rate the A. brierleyi culture to a final pH of 0.6 by day 75, converging on the 

pH of the A. brierleyi culture. The Eh of the control solution starts at 208 mV, well below that of 

the archaea culture, increasing steadily to a final Eh of just over 383 mV by day 75, also converging 

on the Eh of the culture solution. 

 

Figure 6.65: Typical Eh (top) and pH (bottom) curves of A. brierleyi on pyrite (+38, -75 um) at 10% inoculum 

(●), and DSM 150 medium (∆). 

Previous studies have measured the Eh and pH of leachate of a variety of substrates using A. 

brierleyi, a summary of which can be found in Table 6.9. All potentials reported here have been 

converted to Ag/AgCl reference electrode values where appropriate. 
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Table 6.9: Previous Eh and pH studies of A. brierleyi bioleaching various substrates. 

Substrate 
Duration 

(days) 

Eh init. 

(mV) 

Eh fin.
 

(mV) 
pH init. pH fin. Reference 

S0 6 - - 2.3 1.0 [23] 

S0 20 - - 2-1.5 0.66 [3] 

Decoked catalyst a 14 320 440 1.6 2.0 [4] 

Enargite 30 295 595 1.5 1.3-1.1 [7] 

Enargite 25 295 645 1.5 1.3 [8] 

Molybdenite 28 467 699 ≥2.0 ≤1.0 [9] 

Chalcopyrite 14 315 395 1.5 0.8 [14, 15] 

Chalcopyrite (abiotic) 14 315 355 1.5 1.45 [14, 15] 

 a No reported reference electrode 

Several of the studies listed in this table performed no control experiments for comparison of their 

bioleaching results [3, 7-9, 23]. The Eh and pH data recorded in this study agree with strongly with 

the results obtained by Zhu et al, however, all the studies on mineral leaching and sulfur-grown 

cultures observed a decrease in pH between 2.5 and 0.5, which agrees with the range of values 

observed over the leaching of pyrite in this study [14, 15]. The results of this study show the pH 

decreases as the pyrite oxidises and produces H+, per Equations 4.37, 4.38 and 4.41, promoting 

higher concentrations of soluble sulfur species such as sulfates, and ferric iron in solution. The pH 

values measured over the course of these experiments suggests that the consumption of sulfuric acid 

is outweighed by production, with the pH never greater than the initial value measured for the 

medium solution. Lower pH is also less conducive to the formation of jarosite, as per Equation 4.44 

[27].   

The Eh values observed in this study are increasing over time, suggesting oxidative conditions 

which will impact the surface species forming on the surface. These conditions promote the 

oxidation of the pyrite surface to produce soluble sulfur oxidation products and ferric iron in 

solution, which in turn result in elemental sulfur and iron oxidation products forming on the mineral 

surface [6, 10, 12, 15-17, 19, 23, 28, 29]. Unlike the mesophilic strains investigated in the previous 

chapters, the difference between the Eh of the culture and the abiotic control is most pronounced at 

early exposure stages, suggesting the oxidation of the pyrite surface is accelerated by the presence 

of cells. Titration and Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICPOES) are 

applied in the following section to determine the ionic iron and sulfur species present in solution 

that contribute to the Eh measured over the course of exposure to pyrite. 
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6.3.1.3 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy, Cerium(IV) Sulfate 

Titration 

The methods through which ferrous iron, ferric iron and total soluble sulfur were determined by 

ICPOES, and colorimetric titration against cerium(IV) sulfate as described in Chapter 3, sections 

3.6 and 3.7, respectively. The ferrous iron, ferric iron and soluble sulfur concentrations of the 

leachate of pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium and A. brierleyi culture are shown in Figure 6.66.  

 

Figure 6.66: Typical concentration curves of ferric iron (top) of A. brierleyi on pyrite (●), and DSM 150 medium 

(○). and solubilised sulfur (top) in A. brierleyi on pyrite (▲), and DSM 150 medium (∆).  Typical concentration 

curves of ferrous iron (bottom) of A. brierleyi on pyrite (■), and DSM 150 medium (□). 
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The concentration of Fe2+ ions in the medium leaching solution increases almost linearly from 

2.28x10-6 mol/L at 2 h up to 9.51x10-5 mol/L by 336 h, with this linear increase repeated by the Fe3+ 

ions, the concentration of which increases from 4.16x10-2 mol/L up to 6.33x10-2 mol/L over 336 h. 

The total S measured in solution also displays a linear increase from 3.98x10-2 mol/L up to 5.79x10-

2 mol/L over the same period. In each case, the initial concentration of the respective ions is greater 

in the A. brierleyi cultures than the medium solution, which also increase in concentration linearly. 

The A. brierleyi culture leaching solution displays an increase in Fe2+ ions of 2.0x10-5 mol/L up to 

1.04x10-4 mol/L, an increase in Fe3+ ions of 4.76x10-2 mol/L up to 6.83x10-2 mol/L, and an increase 

in total S also of 1.28x10-1 mol/L up to 1.73x10-1 mol/L over the course of 336 h. 

Previous studies have measured the iron and sulfur concentrations in the leachate of a variety of 

substrates using A. brierleyi. The ferrous iron concentrations reported in in the literature range 

between 0 mol/L and 6.27x10-3 mol/L, with the ferrous iron reported in this study falling within this 

range [16, 19]. The ferric iron concentrations previously reported range between 8.95x10-8 mol/L 

and 2.81x10-2 mol/L, with the concentrations reported in this study falling within that range [13-16, 

19]. The sulfate concentrations previously reported in studies are limited to chalcopyrite leaching, 

with a range between 1.97x10-3 and 0.45 mol/L, which agrees with the total soluble sulfur measured 

in this study [12, 14, 15]. Many previous investigations into ion concentration in solution measured 

either total or ferrous iron and sulfate concentration in solution. Several studies on a variety of 

substrates add ferric or ferrous iron to their leaching solutions, making direct comparison of results 

challenging [7, 8, 19, 24].  

The results of this study show the concentration of all ions is greater in A. brierleyi culture 

compared to the control DSM 150 medium, and that both total S and Fe3+ are leaching at a greater 

rate in the A. brierleyi culture. This suggests microbial action is oxidising the elemental sulfur in the 

surface to create a greater concentration of oxidised sulfur species in solution.  However, it appears 

that while the Fe2+ concentration is greater in the culture solution, Fe2+ is leaching at a greater rate 

in the DSM 150 medium solution. This may be due to the formation of secondary minerals 

precipitates observed in previous studies removing ferrous iron from solution more effectively in 

culture [7, 8]. The difference between the control and the culture ion concentrations may be due to 

less oxidising activity in the control.  

The increased rate of ions leaching into solution in the biotic experiments, and the higher 

concentration of both soluble sulfur and ferric iron species in solution, agrees with the Eh results 

which suggest more oxidative conditions and  higher concentration of ions in when A. brierleyi is in 

contact with the pyrite [30]. These results suggest the presence of A. brierleyi is accelerating the 
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production of ferric irons in solution, which in turn leach the pyrite surface via Equations 4.37 and 

4.42. This indicates that A. brierleyi may be interacting with the surface via the indirect or indirect 

contact mechanisms, by catalysing the oxidation of ferrous iron rather than by direct action on the 

mineral surface, as discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.3.2. 

Although the exponential phase of A. brierleyi does not begin until day 45 of exposure to pyrite, the 

leaching of iron and sulfur-species from the mineral appears immediate, accompanied by a decrease 

in pH and an increase in Eh as sulfuric acid is produced and ferrous iron is oxidised to ferric iron 

and the leaching of the mineral is perpetuated. To relate the solution ion content, Eh and pH to the 

behaviour of L. ferrooxidans on the surface of pyrite, and to identify secondary mineral formation 

and leaching progression, it is necessary to investigate the surface using imaging techniques. 

6.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 

Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis was performed on the surface of the pyrite exposed to A. 

brierleyi, and on the artefacts observed on the surface using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). 

This was done to enable the identification of the elements present and their atomic ratios, which be 

used to identify cellular material from secondary mineral precipitates. The EDX analysis of the 

pyrite surface exposed to A. brierleyi are shown in Figure 6.67 as average atomic percentage. The 

elements Al, Si, Na and K were detected at levels below 2%. EDX spectra were also collected for 

the large microscale aggregates observed on the surface shown in Figure 6.69(L). The polyp-type 

structures display only carbon and oxygen. Silicate crystal inclusions were highly visible in the 

pyrite samples, and these regions were avoided. 
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Figure 6.67: Average atomic percentage of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and the average 

atomic percentage of individual A. brierleyi cells (diagonal stripes), organic matter polyps (dots) and organic 

aggregate strands (horizontal stripes) as determined by EDX 

The EDX atomic percentages of the pyrite surface exposed to A. brierleyi are relatively stable and 

within standard deviation, but this could be due in part to the fact that EDX penetrates the surface 

up to 5 μm, and presents significant bulk pyrite signal [31]. The cells of A. brierleyi present a 

significant carbon signal compared to the mineral spots measured, however cells are typically not 

thick enough to block all signal from the bulk mineral beneath, which is why typical pyrite signals 

of Fe and S are still observed [32]. Some carbon signal is observed on the pyrite surface that show 

no significant change over time, potentially due to the EDX having lack of sensitivity to the thin 

layers of carbon than do not have a large surface coverage [32].  

The EDX analysis of the pyrite surface exposed to DSM 150 medium are shown in Figure 6.68 as 

average atomic percentage. The elements Al, Si and Na were detected at levels below 1%. The 

atomic percentages of pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium control display a consistently lower 

amount of oxygen present on the surface as every period of exposure than pyrite exposed to A. 

brierleyi. The atomic percentage of carbon increases over the first 72 h of exposure, which 

coincides with a decrease in iron and a slight increase in sulfur. This suggests a build-up of carbon 

compounds on the surface, coating and potentially partially obscuring the mineral, coupled with the 

iron leaching from the pyrite, leaving the surface sulfur-rich. 
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Figure 6.68: Average atomic percentage of pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and the 

average atomic percentage of organic debris (diagonal stripes), as determined by EDX. 

Organic debris was also observed on the surface of the pyrite, and displayed high carbon signal, 

however, unlike the cells measured on the surface, no nitrogen was detected, with a detection limit 

of 0.1% [31]. The inorganic debris, shown on the surface next to A. brierleyi cells in Figure 

6.69(C), was also examined by EDX, with the spectra of 27 individual pieces of debris analysed 

from several samples. The average atomic percentages are presented in Table 6.10. 

Table 6.10: Average atomic percentage EDX data of inorganic precipitates 

Element Atomic % 

C 5.8 ± 3.4 

O 58.7 ± 8.9 

Fe 9.4 ± 1.2 

S 19.3 ± 6.0 

K 4.1 ± 0.8 

Si, Al, P, Na, N < 1% 

This results in atomic ratios of K1Fe2.3S4.7O14.3, which agrees closely with the chemical formula for 

potassium jarosite (KFe3(SO4)2.(OH)6), a commonly occurring secondary mineral precipitate [7, 8, 

16]. The elevated atomic percentage of sulfur may be due to polysulfide precipitates and bulk pyrite 

signal from the underlying mineral [31]. 
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Few studies have applied EDX to the analysis of surfaces bioleached by A. brierleyi or to the 

identification of A. brierleyi cells on mineral substrates. The results for the pyrite surface presented 

in this study agree with those of Mikkelsen et al and Takatsugi et al, who used EDX to characterise 

bulk pyrite leached by A. brierleyi, and identified sub-micron precipitates as iron sulfates, iron 

phosphates, and secondary minerals such as jarosite and scorodite (FeAsO4.2H2O) [8, 16]. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides images that allow the identification of secondary 

mineral precipitates, the assessment of cell attachment to the mineral surface, and relation of 

mineral leaching to the solution conditions. Typical SEM images obtained for pyrite upon exposure 

to the DSM 150 medium control in comparison to pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi are shown in 

Figure 6.69. After 2 hours of exposure to A. brierleyi (see Figure 6.69(A)), the pyrite surface is 

covered with sub-micron debris, and is showing some surface leaching in the form of pits and 

cracks across the surface, which have been observed in a previous study and identified as leaching 

related to the crystal faces of the pyrite [33]. Scratches from the polishing process are also visible 

on the surface at all periods of exposure. The sub-micron debris observed in this study agrees with 

similar artefacts reported by Mikkelsen et al during pyrite leaching by A. brierleyi [16]. Large 

organic material aggregates (Figure 6.69(L)) were also found on the surface, showing strand-like 

structures and polyps between 3-10 μm in length, similar to structures formed by interactions 

between yeast extract and elemental sulfur observed by Cosmidis et al [34]. Larger inorganic 

particles are also observed on the surface, with more found in voids in the surface rather than on 

smoother regions, such as those pictured in Figure 6.69(C). These larger particles, determined by 

EDX to be jarosite crystals, typically appear in size range of 1-2 μm2, the morphology and size of 

which is similar to crystals presented by Sasaki et al, and were formed biotically and abiotically 

[35]. The cells observed on the surface are spheroidal, with an average diameter of 3.11 ± 0.78 μm. 

This agrees with Segerer et al, who describes cell width of the genus Acidianus within a range of 

0.5-2 μm, depending on growth conditions [20].  
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Figure 6.69: Pyrite tiles exposed to A. brierleyi for 2 h (A), 24 h (D), 72 h (G) and 168 h (J), jarosite precipitates, 

indicated by circle (2 h) and A. brierleyi cells (2h, 72 h), indicated by arrows (C, F), pyrite tiles exposed to DSM 

150 medium for 2 h (B), 24 h (E), 72 h (H) and 168 h (K), close-up of scratches, rivers and submicron debris (168 

h) (I), typical large organic aggregates (2 h) (L).  

Between 24 and 72 h (see Figure 6.69(D) and (G), respectively), pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi does 

not appear to be significantly more leached than the pyrite exposed for 2 h, with the surface covered 

uniformly in sub-micron debris of the kind shown indicated by circles in Figure 6.69(C). Cells are 

occurring on the surface with similar frequency, and show no preference for voids or cracks, with 

cells not appearing near each other. After 72 h of larger cracks have appeared in the surface such as 

those seen indicated by arrows in Figure 6.69(G). Large organic aggregates were also observed on 

the pyrite surface, pictured in Figure 6.69(L). After 168 h of exposure, A. brierleyi cells do not 

occur frequently on the surface, with an average of less than 0.1 cells/mm2 measured for every 

period of exposure, which is equivalent to a surface coverage of less than 0.04%. By this stage, the 
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surface is showing advanced leaching, with large cracks and sub-micron debris across the surface of 

the pyrite, shown in Figure 6.69(J). 

The pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium for 2 h (see (Figure 6.69(B)) was found to have pits and 

scratches, with the etch pits 1-4 μm in length, and 0.5-1.5 μm in width, similar in size to those 

observed on the pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi and more significant that observed on bare polished 

pyrite shown in Chapter 4, section 4.3.2, Figure 4.26. After 24 h, the pyrite shows sub-micron 

inorganic debris on the surface, as well as organic aggregates such as the one shown indicated by a 

circle in Figure 6.69(E). Etch pits on the surface are of the same dimensions as those observed on 

pyrite exposed to medium for 2 h. Pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium for 72 h (see Figure 

6.69(H)), has etch pits that have not significantly increased in size or frequency, and the surface is 

covered in sub-micron debris. The formation of larger, irregular-shaped particles on the surface, 

typically between 1-3 μm in length, may be the formation of jarosites or other precipitates. The 

pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium for 168 hours (see Figure 6.69(K)) shows rivers of cracks 

along crystal boundaries caused by the chemical leaching process, shown up close in Figure 6.69(I), 

and appear deeper than the finer cracks observed at 24 h. These rivers and finer cracks have been 

identified by previous investigation to be caused by ferric iron leaching and not direct bacterial 

action [36]. The surface of the pyrite is covered in secondary mineral precipitates. 

The results for A. brierleyi on pyrite are in stark contrast to the coverage measured for the 

mesophilic bacteria in the previous chapters for equivalent exposure times (Chapters 4 and 5), or 

coverage found by Tan et al of A. ferrooxidans on chalcopyrite of less than 0.8% after 1 h of 

exposure [37]. There is no appearance of colonisation by cells or the formation of biofilm, and no 

suggestion of cell division taking place on the surface as this period of exposure. This suggests that 

the cells may not be attracted to the surface or reproducing on the surface as the other two strains 

have done; it is very possible that the cells that are attaching to the surface are being mostly caught 

up in surface defects in the process of routine mixing, and irreversible attachment takes place. With 

no motile ability, it is these cells are unable to actively seek out the mineral for a food source [20]. 

These observations agree with the Eh and ICPOES results that suggest A. brierleyi may be 

promoting the production of ferric iron in solution, interacting with the pyrite via the indirect 

mechanism or indirect contact mechanism rather than by direct attachment to the surface. The 

aggregates observed on the surface bear strong resemblance to structures observed in a study by 

Cosmidis et al, who observed yeast extract forming nanometre and micrometre scale strand-like and 

spherical structures with elemental sulfur that mimic the appearance of cellular and extracellular 

structures [34]. 
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SEM has previously been applied to the bioleaching a variety of substrates by A. brierleyi, however, 

few investigations have been able to provide images of the cells or corroborating evidence to prove 

cell identity, with the majority focussing on substrate morphology. Several studies have used SEM 

to investigate substrates exposed to A. brierleyi, however the sample preparation methods involved 

no steps to preserve cells, and as such they show no images of cells attached to particles [3, 4, 11]. 

The secondary mineral precipitates agree with the findings of Takatsugi et al, who found jarosite 

and scorodite (FeAsO4.2H2O) secondary mineral particles precipitated on the surface of enargite 

particles bioleached by A. brierleyi [8]. The images presented in Figure 6.69 strongly resemble 

those found in a study by Mikkelsen et al of pyrite leached by A. brierleyi, which showed a 

significant amount of debris and sub-micron leach residues on the surface, along with significant 

surface leaching [16].  

These results suggest that secondary minerals are much more prolific on the surface of pyrite 

compared exposed to A. brierleyi and DSM 150 medium compared to the mesophilic bacteria and 

medium explored previously. It is also apparent that organic aggregates are occurring on the surface 

across both biotic and abiotic samples, suggesting the medium may be providing unwanted 

contamination of the surface. Although SEM and EDX provide important visualisation of the pyrite 

surface, and the secondary minerals and A. brierleyi cells that appear on the surface, these 

techniques are not sufficient to provide information on the physical and chemical properties of the 

surface. As EDX penetrates up to 5 μm into the surface, other experiments will be needed to 

investigate the outermost atomic layers with minimal bulk pyrite contribution, and to relate physical 

properties to chemical species on the surface [31, 38, 39].  

6.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to quantify the roughness of the pyrite surface, due to the 

topographical impact the surface leaching and pitting observed in using SEM may have on the 

hydrophobicity of the pyrite surface [40]. Any changes in the wettability of the pyrite may be 

caused by both physical changes in surface topography and surface chemistry, and as such the 

surface roughness must be considered. This will enable the isolation of any chemical alterations 

induced by presence of A. brierleyi on the surface of the pyrite. Typical AFM images of pyrite 

exposed to A. brierleyi in the presence of yeast extract are shown in Figure 6.70. At least four 

images were obtained per sample, always over an area of 10 µm, to calculate the average roughness 

of the sample.  
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Figure 6.70: 10 x 10 μm AFM height images of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi for 2 h (A); 24 h (B); 72 h (C); 168 h 

(D). 

The roughness of the pyrite surface exposed to A. brierleyi and DSM 150 medium as calculated by 

Ra and Rq are shown in Figure 6.71, with the error bars representing the 95% confidence interval. 

The two different methods used to calculate the average roughness of the pyrite surface was 

described in Chapter 3, section 3.10.2. 
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Figure 6.71: The roughness of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi as calculated by Ra (●) and Rq (○), and DSM 150 

medium as calculated by Ra (▲) and Rq (∆). 

The sample exposed to the medium control solution increased linearly over 168 h. Both the Ra and 

Rq values of the pyrite surfaces showing the same trend, with correlation coefficients of 0.9749 and 

0.9949, respectively. The roughness of pyrite samples exposed to A. brierleyi show no such trend, 

and the values obtained are not significantly different from each other by either Ra or Rq 

calculation method over the course of exposure, nor are they distinguishable from the values 

obtained from the controls.  This agrees with the SEM results, which show a large amount of debris 

and surface leaching of the pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi and to DSM 150 medium solution at all 

periods of exposure. As has been previously discussed (Chapter 4, section 4.3.3), it can safely be 

assumed that the roughness of bare polished pyrite is statistically insignificant from the roughness 

of pyrite exposed to the mesophiles and abiotic HH medium for 2 h. These roughness values fall 

within the range of roughness values measured for pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi and abiotic DSM 

150 medium. 

Previous studies have not yet investigated this strain of archaea using AFM, however, this technique 

has been applied to other bioleaching microorganisms, as have been discussed in Chapter 2, section 

2.5.2. The AFM measurements made here suggest the hydrophobicity of the surfaces are likely to 

be similar or identical between pyrite samples exposed to the DSM 150 medium and A. brierleyi, 

regardless of the length of exposure. Chau et al noted that an increase in roughness would 

correlated with an increase in the hydrophobicity of the mineral surface, but as no significant 

difference in roughness is observed here, it could be expected that the contact angle would remain 
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static [40]. The visualisation of the surface and the quantification of surface roughness must be 

compared to the measured hydrophobicity of the sample, to fully understand how A. brierleyi 

impacts the mineral surface in terms of its ability to depress or float pyrite. This will enable the 

separation of the physical properties from the chemical properties of the surface. 
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Captive bubble contact angle enables an in-situ measurement of the wettability of the pyrite surface 

exposed to A. brierleyi without unwanted surface oxidation or contamination that can be induced 

through drying the surface prior to analysis. Contact angle measurements provide an indication of 

how both the growth medium and A. brierleyi impact the hydrophobicity of pyrite, and allow the 

suitability of this archaea as a flotation reagent to be assessed. Figure 6.72 shows the average five 

advancing and receding contact angles each pyrite sample, performed in triplicate, with the error 

bars representing the standard deviation of the samples measured.  

 

Figure 6.72: Advancing captive bubble contact angle of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi (○) and DSM 150 medium 

(∆). Receding captive bubble contact angle of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi (●) and DSM 150 medium (▲). Error 

bars represent sample standard deviation. 

A. brierleyi culture displayed a much greater heterogeneity of the surfaces compared to the medium 

alone over the first 24 h of exposure, where there is up to 15° difference in advancing and receding 

angle values. After 168 hours of exposure, both biotic and abiotic contact angle values show the 

surfaces appear much more heterogeneous. The pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi does not appear to 

significantly alter the hydrophobicity of the surface until after 72 h, where the advancing and 

receding contact angles are increased compared to the medium controls by 4° and 8°, respectively. 
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After longer periods of exposure (over 168 h), the hydrophobicity of the medium control samples 

and those exposed to A. brierleyi are indistinguishable from each other. 

The DSM 150 medium control captive bubble presented here shows much lower hydrophobicity at 

shorter exposure times than the mesophilic medium presented in Chapters 4 and 5, by over 20° 

difference in receding angles after 2 h of exposure. The initial lack of heterogeneity and fluctuations 

in hydrophobicity of pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium could be due to interactions between the 

surface and the yeast extract in the medium, which was seen aggregating on the surface using SEM 

in section 6.3.2. 

Small differences in contact angle (3°) can have a significant impact on flotation recovery, 

depending on the size fraction of mineral particles used [41]. These results suggest that an exposure 

of 72 h could promote the depression of pyrite by A. brierleyi, while other periods of exposure may 

be impacted by poor sample hysteresis and no significant separation of contact angle compared to 

the DSM 150 medium control sample. This may be in part due to the increased carbon presence in 

the DSM 150 medium impacting the surface chemistry, suggested by the presence of organic 

aggregates and increasing carbon atomic percentage found by SEM and EDX. These results suggest 

little difference is surface chemistry between biotic and abiotic samples, which further supports the 

indirect mechanism as the mechanism through which A. brierleyi interacts with the pyrite surface; 

promoting ferric iron production for indirect oxidation, rather than direct action on the surface. 
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While A. brierleyi has been heavily researched as a bioleaching microorganism, there is little 

application of this strain to flotation studies. Most previous studies have analysed mineral 

hydrophobicity upon exposure to mesophiles, as was previously discussed in chapters 4 and 5 [33, 

42-45]. Of the studies that have investigated the impact on the hydrophobicity of minerals by A. 

brierleyi either a mixture of cell cultures was applied, or the hydrophobicity of cells lawns rather 

than minerals was reported [2, 46]. These studies suggest that the surface of A. brierleyi is 

hydrophilic, and that extreme thermophilic cells can provide equivalent recovery of minerals 

compared to moderate thermophiles [2, 46]. There has yet to be a study into the impact of A. 

brierleyi on the hydrophobicity of pyrite, and the impact of the medium composition to the mineral 

wettability has yet to be properly considered. 

These results suggest A. brierleyi may be much less effective at separating pyrite under the current 

growth conditions, as there may be interference from the growth medium itself on the pyrite 

surface. To separate physical changes from potential chemical effects on the surface, and to identify 

potential growth medium contaminants, surface chemical analysis must be performed on the 

system.  This chemical analysis will be explored using ToF-SIMS in the following section. 

6.3.5 Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 

The SEM results have shown a lack of cell adhesion to the pyrite surface, and little relation with 

changes in surface roughness to the contact angles measured here, although it is observed that both 

the DSM 150 medium and the A. brierleyi are impacting the pyrite surface hydrophobicity. To 

separate physical changes on the surface such as roughness from potential chemical effects on the 

surface, surface chemical analysis was performed.  This chemical analysis will be explored using 

ToF-SIMS. The ToF-SIMS analysis of bare polished pyrite was discussed in Chapter 4, section 

4.3.6; briefly, the positive ion spectra were dominated by Fe+, with very low proportions of 

carbonaceous fragments, while the negative ion fragments indicated surface oxidation through 

exposure to the atmosphere. Negligible amounts of large molecular weight fragments were detected. 

Figure 6.73 shows the positive ions on the surface of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi and DSM 150 

medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h.  
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Figure 6.73: Average normalised peak intensities of positive fragments of pyrite exposed A. brierleyi (top) for 2, 

24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

The fragment profiles of pyrite exposed to both A. brierleyi and DSM 150 medium display similar 

trends. Every positive ion spectrum is dominated by short chain CxHy
+ (x ≤ 6) fragments, with the 

proportions Fe+, Si+, CxHyNz
+ (x ≤ 5, z ≤ 2) and CxHyOz

+ (x ≤ 4, z ≤ 2) appearing high initially, 

decreasing over the course of exposure. The proportion of Si+ and Na+ detected decreases over the 

first 72 h, remaining in similar proportion at 168 h. The proportions of both K+ and NH4
+ fragments 

increase on the surface over the course of exposure for both biotic and abiotic samples, however the 

proportion is more variable over the course of exposure to the DSM 150 medium. The FeOH+ 

fragment remains in low proportion on every pyrite surface over the course of the exposure. These 

fragments could be due to jarosite formation, as was seen in the SEM and EDX results, or could be 
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attributed to medium salt precipitates, and coincides with the increase in inorganic debris on the 

surface observed in the SEM results.  

The medium solution contains ammonium sulfate and potassium chloride, and as such the NH4
+ and 

K+ fragments can be expected on the surface. This means the NH4
+ fragment alone is not a reliable 

indicator of proteins on the surface. The medium solution also contains yeast extract, which is also a 

potential source of K+ and Na+, although the presence of FeOH+ on all samples suggests the 

formation of iron hydroxide species and jarosite precipitations, the structure of which may include 

NH4
+, K+ and Na+ ions (see Equation 4.44, Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.2). The presence of Si+ on all 

samples in relatively low proportions indicated silicate inclusions, which are expected from the 

EDX analysis. These results suggest a large amount of carbonaceous material on the surface, with 

possible organic and inorganic sources for the K+ and NH4
+, as was seen in the SEM results that 

showed large organic aggregates, sub-micron debris and jarosite precipitates on the surface. These 

results are consistent with the heterogeneous distribution of medium salt precipitates, yeast extract 

contamination of the surface and secondary mineral formation. 

To complement the positive ion mass spectra, the negative ion mass spectra were also examined for 

all samples. Figure 6.74 shows the negative fragments and elements of interest and significance 

collected by ToF-SIMS on pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi and DSM 150 medium for 2, 24, 72 and 

168 h. 
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Figure 6.74: Average normalised peak intensities of negative fragments of pyrite exposed A. brierleyi (top) for 2, 

24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

The fragments detected on pyrite after exposure to both DSM 150 medium and A. brierleyi are 

dominated by the Oˉ and OHˉ fragments for every period of exposure, while the proportions of Sˉ 

and SHˉ are variable across the samples. For all periods of exposure, oxygenated sulfur species such 

as SO3ˉ and SO4ˉ are in greater proportion on the surface than polysulfide species such as S3ˉ and 

S4ˉ. This is confirmed when the sulfur species are normalised to total sulfur, shown inset in Figure 

6.74 (top and bottom), with most of the sulfur on the surface at this period of exposure is due to 

oxygenated sulfur fragments. For both biotic and abiotic samples, the surfaces are richer in 

polysulfides in early periods of exposure, the proportions of oxygenated sulfur fragments show 

reverse trends; increasing over time on pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium, and decreasing when 
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exposed to A. brierleyi. The proportion of Clˉ on the pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi is variable, in 

contrast to the abiotic experiments that show Clˉ on the surface also increases over the course of 

exposure. This may be expected on the surface as it is present in the medium solution in both yeast 

extract and potassium chloride. After 168 h of exposure, the increase in proportion of Clˉ 

corresponds with the increase in proportion of K+ and NH4
+ fragments in the positive ion results. 

These results agree with the contact angle results that show the pyrite surface is very heterogeneous 

over the course of exposure, with the overall contact angle remaining hydrophilic for all samples 

due to the larger proportion of oxygenated species covering the surface. The similar trends in 

surface species between biotic and abiotic samples, and the high proportion of carbonaceous 

material observed in the positive ion mass spectra, suggests that yeast extract and secondary mineral 

precipitates are impacting the wettability of the surface. This contamination is potentially masking 

the action of the A. brierleyi and associated EPS, creating the potentially false impression that cells 

act on the surface by the indirect or indirect contact mechanisms. 

To assess potential EPS production by A. brierleyi, and to distinguish EPS from potential yeast 

extract contamination, larger molecular weight fragments were also investigated. Figure 6.75 shows 

the large molecular mass positive fragments collected by ToF-SIMS on pyrite exposed to A. 

brierleyi and DSM 150 medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. Compared to the large molecular weight 

fragment patterns obtained from pyrite exposed to the mesophilic cultures in Chapters 4 and 5, there 

appears to be a much lower proportion of large molecular weight fragments across all periods of 

exposure, and much lower size range in which these large fragments are seen to occur (m/z 400-600 

in mesophilic cultures compared to ≤ 400 for A. brierleyi). 
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Figure 6.75: Average normalised peak intensities of large molecular weight positive fragments of pyrite exposed 

A. brierleyi (top) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, 

and yeast extract (outline). 

As can be seen in this plot, many of the larger molecular weight fragments observed on pyrite 

exposed to both DSM 150 medium and A. brierleyi are also observed in the fragment pattern of dry 

yeast extract, except for the peaks with m/z ratios of 313.26 and 341.29. These fragments have been 

identified as major components of several lipid and fatty acid structures by previous studies looking 

specifically at those structures [47-51]. The fragment at mass 110.07 has been identified in previous 

studies as a characteristic fragment of histidine, an amino acid that occurs in yeast extract, while the 

fragment with m/z 165.05 has been identified as an organic molecule fragment containing a sodium 

atom in a lipid ToF-SIMS study by Heim et al [50, 52-56]. The fragments at m/z 105.06, 115.04, 
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118.07, 155.99, 166.03, 175.06 have been observed in other ToF-SIMS biomolecule studies, mostly 

in carbohydrate structures. However, the Vitamin B complexes present in yeast extract are not well-

characterised by ToF-SIMS, and these may also be contributing to the fragment profile of the pyrite 

exposed to the medium and the culture. There are few investigations that have characterised 

biomolecules under a variety of conditions, and a positive identification of fragments in a complex 

mixture is not currently possible [47-50, 52, 54, 57-59]. The fragments with m/z 109.1 and 212.79 

were unable to be identified. As most of these fragments may be found in yeast extract as well as 

cell-produced biomolecules, it is not possible to separate potential EPS from the influence of yeast 

extract on the pyrite surface. 

As was the case for the positive ions of large molecular weight, many of the negative ion fragments 

observed on pyrite exposed to both DSM 150 medium and A. brierleyi are also observed in the 

fragment pattern of dry yeast extract. The average normalised peak intensity of large molecular 

weight negative fragments of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi and DSM 150 medium for 2, 24, 72 and 

168 h is shown in Figure 6.76.  
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Figure 6.76: Average normalised peak intensities of large molecular weight negative fragments of pyrite exposed 

A. brierleyi (top) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, 

and yeast extract (outline). 

The fragments of m/z 136.09, 194.94, 216.90, 232.89, 247.82, 248.84 and 314.88 appear to be 

increasing in proportion on the pyrite exposed to both the DSM 150 medium and the A. brierleyi as 

the period of exposure progresses, with the medium showing the largest proportion of these 

fragments after 168 h. The fragments at m/z 216.9 and 232.89 are potential glucoside fragments, 

with yeast extract being a source of sugars from which these fragments may originate [60]. The 

fragment at m/z 136.95 has been identified in a previous study as a phospholipid fragment [50]. The 

fragment at m/z 112.95 has been identified in a previous study as a carbohydrate fragment [49]. 
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The fragments identified in yeast extract of m/z 112.95, 116.07, 130.09, 146.05, 164.05, 265.17, 

293.21 appear in greater proportion on the pyrite surface after 2 h of exposure to both the DSM 150 

medium and the A. brierleyi, with the proportions decreasing on the surface after 72 h in the culture. 

These fragments were found to decrease in frequency after 24 h in the DSM 150 medium control 

and remain low for the longer periods of exposure. While these fragments were detected in the yeast 

extract spectra, the frequency of occurence is much lower, which could be due to the difference in 

sample preparation between dry-mounted, whole yeast extract powder and the solubilized yeast 

extract exposed to the pyrite surface in the medium. The study by Cosomidis et al suggests that the 

complex mixture that is yeast extract reacts with elemental sulfur, and as such it is possible new 

organic molecules are forming upon exposure of yeast extract to the sulfide mineral surface [34]. 

The only fragments observed on the pyrite surface that do not follow similar trends in both the 

DSM 150 medium and A. brierleyi culture are the fragments m/z 247.82 and 248.84. These two 

fragments appear in lower proportion on the pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi at 2 and 24 h to become 

the third and fourth most frequently occurring large molecular weight fragments on the pyrite 

surface, respectively, after 72 and 168 h. They are seen only at much lower proportion over the 

course of exposure to DSM 150 medium. These two fragments were also found on the pyrite 

surface after exposure to A. ferrooxidans as possible EPS components (see Chapter 4, section 

4.3.6), however they were unable to be positively identified. The fragment of m/z 194.94 was also 

unidentifiable, but like the fragments of m/z 247.82 and 248.84, was observed on the pyrite exposed 

to A. ferrooxidans. This suggests that these fragments may be solely due to cells and their 

excretions rather than yeast extract or adventitious carbon.  

Analysis of complex biological samples using ToF-SIMS has yet to successfully identify all 

individual components, with many previous studies focusing on specific proteins and carbohydrates 

in the sample matrix [57, 58, 61]. Our results, which show little cell attachment and little indication 

of EPS on the biotic samples, agree with those obtained by Pradier et al, who suggest low 

carbohydrate surface contributions result little cell attachment to solid surfaces [62]. Other studies 

have looked at specific types of compounds such as proteins or peptides on cells, and Dague et al 

specifically related protein fragments as being hydrophobic, a contribution which is also observed 

here [53, 63].  

Previous studies of pyrite surfaces using ToF-SIMS were focused mainly on identifying pyrite 

particles within a mixture of sulfide minerals, and focussed mainly on the ions associated with the 

pyrite surface and ions of interest to flotation. These investigations were discussed in detail in 
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Chapter 4, section 4.3.6, with the findings supporting the argument that surfaces richer in sulfur 

species are more hydrophobic, as is observed here. 

The results observed here suggest yeast extract interacts with the surface, in a way that prevents the 

elucidation of microbial action on the surface from the impact of the prescribed medium solution. 

This makes it impossible to determine whether the indirect or indirect contact mechanism is the 

most accurate description of the interaction of A. brierleyi with pyrite. This finding is something 

very few papers have suggested [19]. There is debate in the literature as to the role yeast extract 

plays in the growth of A. brierleyi and its impact on the mineral surface [5, 19, 20, 24]. 

Differentiation of the interaction of A. brierleyi from yeast extract with the mineral surface is 

necessary to understand the mechanism behind archaea leaching and flotation of pyrite. 

6.4 Conclusions 

Unlike the mesophilic bacteria investigated in the previous chapters, very little attachment of A. 

brierleyi cells occurs on the pyrite surface over the period of 168 h, as observed using SEM. 

Leaching of the pyrite surface appeared to be enhanced by A. brierleyi, with cells preventing the 

formation of sub-micron debris, however they did not increase the size of the etch pits observed in 

the surface. This resulted in initial increases in surface roughness of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi 

compared to the control, however longer periods of exposure display similar roughness, as 

measured by AFM. The lack of attachment observed, coupled with the initial increase in leaching of 

the surface suggests that A. brierleyi may be acting on the surface via the indirect or indirect contact 

mechanisms by supplying significantly greater concentrations of ferric iron to solution to leach the 

surface compared to the control. 

Organic microaggregates were observed on the pyrite surface over the course exposure to A. 

brierleyi and the abiotic controls, with the structures appearing larger when cells were present in 

solution. These organic aggregates, coupled with the identification of similar surface species over 

the surface of all pyrite samples, both biotic and abiotic, suggest that the yeast extract in the 

medium is acting on the pyrite surface. Although several fragments were identified by ToF-SIMS 

that are likely to be due to A. brierleyi rather than the yeast extract, the mixture of complex organic 

molecules found in yeast extract, such as proteins and vitamins, make it impossible to separate the 

impact of cells from yeast extract. This in turn means there is no way to positively state which 

mechanism is the most accurate description of the A. brierleyi interaction with pyrite, and obstructs 

the identification of the potential microbial compounds impacting the hydrophobicity of the surface. 
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7 Characterisation of Acidianus brierleyi and Pyrite without Yeast 

Extract Enhancement: Growth Behaviour and Mineral Surface 

Properties. 

7.1 Introduction 

The investigation in the previous chapter concluded that the inclusion of yeast extract in the growth 

medium, which most studies have done [1-19], is likely to interfere with the mineral surface. This 

makes the isolation of cell action on the surface impossible. 

Most previous investigations have not investigated the impact of yeast extract on the recovery of 

bioleaching products, nor have they included media control measurements for comparison [1-5, 9-

14]. Studies by Konishi et al and Deveci et al observes that growth of A. brierleyi is enhanced by 

yeast extract, and therefore their bio-oxidation rate is improved, however they make no 

observations on the action of yeast extract in the bioleaching system [20, 21]. This disagrees with 

results presented by Larsson et al, who found the addition of yeast extract to A. brierleyi culture did 

not enhance the leaching rate of pyrite, and in control experiments reduced the oxidation of pyrite 

upon addition to solution [22].  

In this chapter, A. brierleyi will be grown first on elemental sulfur, then on pyrite, without the 

inclusion of yeast extract in the medium. The growing cultures and the pyrite surface will be 

explored using the same analytical techniques applied in the previous chapter (Chapter 6). This will 

enable the assessment of the impact of yeast extract on the mineral surface chemistry, and the 

isolation of the impact of A. brierleyi on pyrite to fully explore the application of this archaea to the 

bioflotation of sulfide minerals. 

7.2 Experimental 

7.2.1 Mineral Preparation 

The bulk pyrite for culture growth is described in in Chapter 3, section 3.2, Table 3.4. The cubic 

pyrite used for this investigation and the preparation of mineral tile samples are described in 

Chapter 3, sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively.  
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Tiles were either snap frozen in modified DSM 150 medium for AFM and ToF-SIMS analysis or 

stored in fixative for dehydration and sputtering coating for SEM by methods described in Chapter 

3, section 3.9. 

7.2.2 Cell Growth and Monitoring 

Cultures of A. brierleyi (DSM 1651) were received live from the DSMZ (Deutsche Sammlung von 

Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen) and a base culture was inoculated into modified DSM 150 

medium, made by omitting the yeast extract from the prescribed recipe and continuously 

subcultured as described in Chapter 3, section 3.3.2. Cultures were monitored by direct cell 

counting, as described in Chapter 3, section 3.8. 

7.2.3 Surface Characterisation 

Surface analysis of pyrite control and those exposed to A. brierleyi were performed using Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM), captive bubble contact angle, and Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). Details for these techniques can be found in Chapter 3, sections 3.9, 

3.10, 3.14, and 3.16. 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

7.3.1 Growth of Acidianus brierleyi on Pyrite without Yeast Extract 

7.3.1.1 Cell Growth 

The live culture of A. brierleyi was first cultured on sulfur flowers powder as a nutrient source, and 

continually subcultured at 10% inoculum, with a cycle completing every three weeks. After several 

complete growth cycles on the recommended medium, cultures were inoculated at 10% inoculum 

into DSM 150 medium on sulfur flowers powder without the inclusion of yeast extract. This 

modified media recipe will hereafter be denoted as DSMny 150 medium. An example of A. 

brierleyi growth curve on sulfur without yeast extract is show in Figure 7.77. A. brierleyi was 

adapted to grow on pyrite by subculturing from cultures with sulfur flowers powder as a nutrient 

source into DSMny 150 medium with 20 g of UV sterilised pyrite. Cultures were inoculated at 10% 

with A. brierleyi. Growth curves were determined by counting, and a typical growth curve is shown 

in Figure 7.78. 
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Figure 7.77: Typical growth curve of A. brierleyi on sulfur flowers at 10% inoculum in DSMny 150 medium.  

Although A. brierleyi growth is enhanced by the presence of yeast extract, the culture without yeast 

extract still shows growth from an initial cell concentration of 3.6 x 106 cells/mL to over 2.9 x 107 

cells per mL within a three-week growth cycle. 

 

Figure 7.78: Typical growth curve of A. brierleyi on pyrite (+38, -75 um) at 10% inoculum in DSMny 150 

medium. 

When grown on sulfur flowers powder, the cultures typically reach the exponential phase within the 

first week, completing a growth cycle in 21 days (Figure 7.77). A. brierleyi grown on pyrite 

stabilized to a 90-day growth cycle, with the cell reaching the exponential phase between 45-60 

days.  
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The previous studies that investigated the growth of A. brierleyi on a variety of substrates are 

summarised in Chapter 6, section 6.3.1.1. Final cell concentrations previously described of A. 

brierleyi on a variety of substrates ranges between 107 and 1015 cells/mL, with stationary phase 

reached typically between 2 to 20 days [1, 3, 4, 8-11, 16, 19, 22, 23]. The final cell concentrations 

agree with those studies, however the growth cycle on pyrite in the present study is considerably 

longer.  

7.3.1.2 Comparison to A. brierleyi Enhanced with Yeast Extract 

The A. brierleyi reach exponential phase at the same time as culture containing yeast extract, 

however final cell concentration was not as high, with final cell concentration around 8.5x108 

cells/mL, compared to 1.1x109 cells/mL. The results here suggest the yeast extract does enhance 

growth, as observed in previous studies [20, 21]. This appears to result in an increased cell 

concentration compared to culture without yeast extract, however, there is little difference in the 

length of the growth cycles between cultures with or without yeast extract. 

7.3.1.3 Eh and pH Monitoring 

The Eh and pH of A. brierleyi on pyrite in the absence of yeast extract was measured with reference 

to a Ag/AgCl electrode at 1 atm at an average temperature of 24.3 ± 1.1 °C, while the average 

temperature of the DSMny 150 medium exposed to pyrite was found to have an average 

temperature of 24.3 ± 1.8 °C. The Eh and pH curves of the DSMny 150 medium and A. brierleyi 

pyrite leachate are shown in Figure 7.79. The pH of the A. brierleyi culture grown on pyrite starts at 

1.61, decreasing steadily to pH 0.43 day 65 before dropping sharply to below 0 over the next 10 

days, while the Eh steadily increases from 318 mV to 398 mV by day 70, where it remains static for 

the remainder of the natural growth cycle. In contrast, the pH of the control solution starts at 2.32, 

and decreases steadily to a final pH of 0.54 by day 75, never going below the corresponding A. 

brierleyi pH at the same period of exposure. The Eh of the control solution starts at 277 mV, well 

below that of the archaea culture, increasing steadily to a final Eh of just over 374 mV by day 75, 

converging on the Eh of the culture solution at day 30, but never rising above the Eh of the culture 

solution. 
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Figure 7.79: Typical Eh (top) and pH (bottom) curves of A. brierleyi on pyrite (+38, -75 um) at 10% inoculum 

(●), and DSM 150 medium (∆). 

The previous studies that investigated the Eh and pH of A. brierleyi on a variety of substrates are 

summarised in Chapter 6, section 6.3.1.2, and the reactions that occur in the leaching of pyrite are 

discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.2, in Equations 4.37-4.44. The previous studies on mineral 

leaching and sulfur-grown cultures observed a decrease in pH between 2.5 and 0.5, which agrees 

with the range of values observed over the leaching of pyrite in this study [1-5, 10, 11, 23]. The Eh 

values found is this study fall within the Eh values reported in previous studies, which showed 

increasing values over a range of 315-850 mV, depending on the substrate [2-5, 10, 11]. 
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The decrease in pH appears accelerated by the presence of A. brierleyi cells over longer periods of 

exposure, which coincides with the exponential phase of the culture, indicating the increase in cell 

population is contributing to the oxidation of the mineral. As was the case in previous chapters, the 

Eh values increase over time, suggesting oxidative conditions are occurring, promoting the 

formation of hydrophilic oxidation species on the surface. This suggests the presence of a greater 

concentration of ferric iron and soluble sulfur species may be expected in the leachate of A. 

brierleyi on pyrite compared to the abiotic controls. The difference between the Eh of the culture 

and the abiotic control is most pronounced at both the early and late exposure stages, suggesting the 

oxidation of the pyrite surface is accelerated in the presence of cells early in exposure, as well as 

over longer periods of exposure (≥50 days).  

7.3.1.4 Comparison to A. brierleyi Enhanced with Yeast Extract 

The Eh values of A. brierleyi grown with and without yeast extract are similar until after day 45, 

where the Eh of the culture with yeast extract becomes greater than the culture without yeast extract 

by between 7-22 mV. This suggest the culture with yeast extract has more oxidative conditions over 

longer periods of exposure. The pH values are also similar until after day 45, where the culture 

without yeast extract becomes lower than the culture with yeast extract by between 0.1-0.4. This 

suggests that in the absence of yeast extract, A. brierleyi is potentially promoting the formation of 

acid in solution by either the oxidation of elemental sulfur (Equation 4.43) or production of jarosites 

and iron oxides/hydroxides (Equations 4.41 and 4.44) on the surface, rather than the oxidation of 

ferrous iron to ferric iron (Equation 4.40) [6, 8, 10, 13, 14, 22-26]. 

Importantly, the two media control solutions show also different Eh curves. The Eh values are 

initially the same, however by the end of the first week the Eh is higher in DSMny 150 medium 

compared to DSM 150 medium, and remains higher by between 8.5-23.5 mV until day 60, where 

the Eh values converge. A difference of 50 mV or less could, depending on pH, promote the 

formation of iron hydroxides and/or elemental sulfur (Equations 4.41 and 4.42) on the surface of 

pyrite that impact hydrophobicity [6, 8, 10, 13, 14, 22-27]. This suggests the yeast extract may be 

preventing mineral surface oxidation over earlier periods on exposure. The pH is lower in DSMny 

150 medium by between 0.14-0.39, and remains lower until day 60 where the pH values converge. 

These results suggest yeast extract in the medium controls may be slowing leaching early in 

exposure, and that the action of A. brierleyi culture is altered by the presence of yeast extract in 

solution, leading to potentially different oxidation products being promoted. A comparison must be 

made to assess the ions and the potential impact of the yeast extract contributing to the Eh using 

titration and Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICPOES). 
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7.3.1.5 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy, Cerium(IV) Sulfate 

Titration 

As has been described in previous chapters, the ferrous iron, ferric iron and total soluble sulfur were 

determined using a combination of ICPOES and colorimetric titration using cerium(IV) sulfate. The 

methods used to determine the concentrations of these species is described in Chapter 3, sections 

3.6 and 3.7. The ferrous iron, ferric iron and soluble sulfur concentrations of the leachate of pyrite 

exposed to DSMny 150 medium and A. brierleyi culture are shown in Figure 7.80.  

 

Figure 7.80: Typical concentration curves of ferric iron (top) of A. brierleyi on pyrite (●), and DSMny 150 

medium (○). and solubilised sulfur (top) in A. brierleyi on pyrite (▲), and DSMny 150 medium (∆).  Typical 

concentration curves of ferrous iron (bottom) of A. brierleyi on pyrite (■), and DSMny 150 medium (□). 
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The concentration of Fe2+ ions in the DSMny 150 medium leaching solution increases almost 

linearly from 2.06x10-6 mol/L at 2 h to 1.28x10-4 mol/L by 336 h, with this linear increase repeated 

by the Fe3+ ions, the concentration of which increases from 3.34x10-4 mol/L to 2.96x10-2 mol/L 

over 336 h. The total S measured in solution also displays a linear increase from 3.95x10-2 mol/L to 

1.09x10-1 mol/L over the same period. In each case, the initial concentration of the respective ions 

is greater in the A. brierleyi cultures than the media control solutions, which also increase in 

concentration in a linear fashion. The A. brierleyi culture leaching solution displays an increase in 

Fe2+ ions of 4.23x10-5 mol/L up to 1.37x10-4 mol/L, an increase in Fe3+ ions of 3.79x10-2 mol/L up 

to 5.45x10-2 mol/L, and an increase in total S also of 1.13x10-1 mol/L up to 1.60x10-1 mol/L over 

the course of 336 h. This suggests, although the concentration of all ions is higher in the A. brierleyi 

culture for this period of exposure, the leaching rate and oxidation rate is greater in the DSMny 150 

medium solution. 

The previous studies that investigated the iron and sulfur concentrations of A. brierleyi leachate on a 

variety of substrates are summarised in Chapter 6, section 6.3.1.3 [3, 4, 20, 22]. The ferrous iron 

concentrations reported in in the literature range between 0 mol/L and 6.27x10-3 mol/L, and the 

results presented here are fall well within this range [9, 14, 22, 28]. The ferric iron concentrations 

previously reported range between 8.95x10-8 mol/L and 2.81x10-2 mol/L, with values reported in 

this study falling within that range or greater [9-11, 14, 22]. The sulfate concentrations previously 

reported in the literature range between 1.97x10-3 and 0.45 mol/L, a range which agrees with the 

total soluble sulfur measured in this study [8, 10, 11]. 

The ion concentrations reported in this study suggests two things. Firstly, the concentration of all 

ions greater in A. brierleyi culture compared to DSMny 150 medium; Secondly, both total S and 

Fe2+ are leaching from pyrite into solution at a greater rate in the A. brierleyi culture. However, it 

appears that while the Fe3+ concentration is greater in the culture solution, Fe3+ is leaching at a 

greater rate in the DSMny 150 medium control solution. This suggests less oxidising activity in the 

medium compared to the culture solution. This agrees with the Eh results, which increases as the 

concentration of ions in solution increases due to iron leaching from the mineral into solution [29]. 

The Fe3+ concentration increasing suggests that the acid is being consumed and releasing Fe3+ into 

solution per Equation 4.40, when bacterial numbers are at their lowest. Compared to the mesophilic 

strains, cell numbers do not increase significantly within 168 h of exposure, and as such so there no 

alteration in the rate of ion production in biotic solution. However, there is an indication that 

microbial action is oxidising the elemental sulfur in the surface to sulfate species to create a greater 

concentration of oxidised sulfur species in solution, per Equation 4.43, Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.2.  
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Although the exponential phase of A. brierleyi does not begin until day 45 of exposure to pyrite, the 

leaching of iron and sulfur-species from the mineral appears immediate, accompanied by a decrease 

in pH and an increase in Eh as sulfuric acid is produced and ferrous iron is oxidised to ferric iron 

and the leaching of the mineral is perpetuated. This suggests that in the early stages of exposure, the 

A. brierleyi more effective at oxidising the pyrite surface than the mesophiles. To determine 

whether cell attachment is at all responsible for this accelerated oxidation, or whether the cells are 

acting via the indirect or indirect contact mechanisms, microscopic techniques are required to 

investigate A. brierleyi on the pyrite surface. This will enable the assessment of the impact of yeast 

extract not only on solution conditions, but on the behaviour of A. brierleyi on the surface of pyrite, 

secondary mineral formation and leaching progression.  

7.3.1.6 Comparison to A. brierleyi Enhanced with Yeast Extract 

The concentration of all ions in both media solutions are initially identical, however the leaching 

rate is greater for pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium, leading to a higher concentration of all 

species over 336 h. This is most noticeable for the concentration of Fe2+ in solution, with a final 

concentration that exceeds that observed in the A. brierleyi culture grown on yeast extract. These 

results suggest that the yeast extract in the medium is hindering leaching and oxidation of the 

mineral.  

The A. brierleyi cultures display the highest concentration of ions in solution throughout the course 

of the experiment. The results also suggest that the leaching of Fe2+ from the mineral is greater in 

the A. brierleyi culture without yeast extract, while the oxidation to Fe3+ is greater in the culture 

grown on yeast extract. The concentration of solubilised sulfur and the rate of increase in 

concentration is indistinguishable between cultures. This suggests that the iron oxidation ability of 

A. brierleyi is positively impacted by the presence of yeast extract in the medium. This agrees with 

the Eh results that show less oxidative conditions, and therefore higher concentrations of ferrous 

iron present in solution in the absence of yeast extract. 

7.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 

Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis was performed on the surface of the pyrite exposed to A. 

brierleyi in the absence of yeast extract using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). This was done 

to identify the elements present in the surface and surface artefacts and their atomic ratios, which 

can be used to determine chemical structure. The EDX analysis of the pyrite surface exposed to A. 

brierleyi are shown in Figure 7.81 as average atomic percentage. The elements Al, Si, and Na were 

all detected at levels below 1.5%. After 168 h, there was a significant increase on iron species that 
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corresponds with a lack of detectable carbon at this period of exposure. The oxygen increases 

slightly at 72 h, while the iron and sulfur atomic percentages are relatively stable could be due in 

part to the fact that EDX penetrates he surface up to 5 μm, and presents significant bulk pyrite 

signal [30]. The A. brierleyi cells present a significant carbon signal compared to the mineral. 

Unlike pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi culture containing yeast extract, no organic aggregates were 

detected on the surface [31].  

 

Figure 7.81: Average atomic percentage of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and the average 

atomic percentage of individual A. brierleyi cells (diagonal stripes) as detected by EDX. 

The cells observed on the surface using SEM are spheroidal (see Figure 7.83(C and F)), with an 

average diameter of 2.77 ± 0.68 μm. This agrees with Segerer et al, who describes cell width of the 

genus Acidianus within a range of 0.5-2 μm, depending on growth conditions [32]. These cells can 

be difficult to differentiate from the debris on the surface, especially from the larger particles, with 

EDX being essential for initial cell and debris identification. 

The EDX analysis of the pyrite surface exposed to DSMny 150 medium is shown in Figure 7.82 as 

average atomic percentage. The elements Mg, Si, and Al were detected at levels below 1%. The 

atomic percentages of pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium do not show the same extent of 

oxidation as pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi, with little variation over the course of exposure. In 

contrast to the samples exposed to A. brierleyi, the atomic percentage of both carbon and oxygen 

detected was lower. Highly visible silicate crystal inclusions in the control pyrite samples were 

avoided for the purposes of EDX analysis.  
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Figure 7.82: Average atomic percentage of pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, as 

determined by EDX. 

Large inorganic particles such as those pictured in Figure 7.83(I) are also observed on the surface, 

with more found in voids in the surface than on smooth regions. This inorganic debris was also 

examined by EDX, with the spot spectra of 19 individual pieces of debris analysed from several 

samples. The average atomic percentages are shown in Table 7.11. 

Table 7.11: Average atomic percentage EDX data of inorganic precipitates 

Element Atomic % 

C 7.0 ± 3.2 

O 54.5 ± 7.2 

Fe 9.3 ± 1.4 

S 21.3 ± 6.1 

K 3.7 ± 0.5 

Si, Al, Na, N < 1.5% 

This results in atomic ratios of K1Fe2.5S5.8O14.7, which agrees closely with the chemical formula for 

potassium jarosite observed in the previous chapter (KFe3(SO4)2.(OH)6) [3, 4, 14]. The elevated 

atomic percentage of sulfur may be due to elemental sulfur precipitates and bulk pyrite signal from 

the underlying mineral [30]. The results observed here agree with the studies examined in the 

previous chapter, section 6.3.2, with the successful identification of cells and secondary mineral 

precipitates [4, 14]. They also support the Eh and pH results that suggest jarosite formation may be 

promoted under these solution conditions. 
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Figure 7.83: Pyrite tiles exposed to A. brierleyi for 2 h (A), 24 h (D), 72 h (G) and 168 h (J), pyrite tiles exposed to 

DSMny 150 medium for 2 h (B), 24 h (E), 72 h (H) and 168 h (K), and A. brierleyi cells, indicated by arrows (C, 

F), jarosite precipitates, indicated by circle, and sub-micron debris (I), close-up of rivers on DSMny 150 medium 

control 168 h (L).  

Typical SEM images obtained for pyrite upon exposure to A. brierleyi and DSMny 150 medium are 

shown in Figure 7.83. Over the course of exposure to A. brierleyi the leaching of the pyrite appears 

to advance, with the surface increasingly covered in sub-micron debris, shown in Figure 7.83(A, D, 

G and J).  The pyrite shows surface etch pits and cracks, which have been identified as leaching 

related to the 110 and 100 crystal faces of the pyrite in previous studies [33, 34]. As the surface 

leaching advances, large cracks develop all over the pyrite surface, such as those shown in Figure 

7.83(G). Scratches from the polishing process are also visible on the surface at all periods of 

exposure. Cells are observed on the surface in clusters of no more than three such as those pictured 
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in Figure 7.83(C). Cells show no preference for voids or cracks and generally do not appear on the 

surface near each other. A. brierleyi cells are observed with an average coverage of less than 0.08 

cells/mm2 measured for every period of exposure examined using ImageJ, which is equivalent to a 

surface cover of less than 0.033%. The sub-micron debris observed on the pyrite surface is similar 

to that also found by Mikkelsen et al during pyrite leaching by A. brierleyi [14]. Secondary mineral 

precipitates, identified by EDX as jarosite, in size range of 1-2 μm2 are observed on the surface, 

appearing to preferentially form in voids rather than on smoother regions, such as those pictured in 

Figure 7.83(I). These larger particles are similar in morphology to crystals presented by Sasaki et al, 

which were found to form both biotically and abiotically [3]. 

In contrast, pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium shows little inorganic debris on the surface. The 

pyrite exposed to DSMny medium for 2 h (see Figure 7.83(B)) was found to have pits and 

scratches, with the etch pits appearing 1-4 μm in length, and 0.3-1.5 μm in width, similar in size to 

those observed on the pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi, and more significant than those found on bare 

polished pyrite shown in Chapter 4, section 4.3.2, Figure 4.26. The surface is not significantly 

different in appearance after 24 h of exposure (see Figure 7.83(E)). After 72 h or exposure, the etch 

pits appear to have increased in size to 1.5-4.2 μm. The pyrite surface is much rougher than pyrite 

exposed to DSMny medium for 24 h, showing rivers of cracks along crystal boundaries, seen most 

clearly in Figure 7.83(L). These rivers have been identified by a previous study by Liu et al, and are 

due to chemical leaching of the surface [35]. The pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium for 168 

hours (see Figure 7.83(K)) is much rougher than the previous control samples, with the rivers of 

cracks along crystal boundaries appearing deeper than the finer cracks observed at 72 h.  

Previous applications of SEM to bioleaching by A. brierleyi were discussed in the previous chapter 

in section 6.3.2, with few able to provide images of the cells or corroborating evidence to prove cell 

identity. Several studies have used SEM to investigate substrates exposed to A. brierleyi, however 

the sample preparation methods involved no steps to preserve cells [1, 2, 7, 14]. The debris and 

leaching observed in this investigation agree with previous works that identified secondary mineral 

precipitates, such as jarosites [4, 14]. 

The results for A. brierleyi on pyrite are in stark contrast to the coverage measured for the 

mesophilic bacteria in the previous chapters for equivalent exposure times (Chapters 4 and 5), and 

is significantly lower coverage after 168 h than that of A. ferrooxidans on chalcopyrite after 1 h 

found by Tan et al (≤0.8%) [36]. There is no colonisation by A. brierleyi or the formation of 

biofilm, and no detection of cell division taking place on the surface over the course of exposure. 

This suggests that, even when yeast extract is removed from the medium, A. brierleyi does not 
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interact with the mineral via the direct contact mechanism. Although SEM and EDX can provide 

visual comparisons of the pyrite surface exposed to A. brierleyi in the absence of yeast extract, these 

techniques are not sufficient to provide information on the physical and chemical properties of the 

surface. The physical and chemical properties must be investigated to relate the yeast extract to the 

chemical species on the surface.  

7.3.2.1 Comparison to A. brierleyi Enhanced with Yeast Extract 

The EDX of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi in DSMny 150 medium showed slightly less sulfur on 

the surface, and a higher atomic percentage of oxygen in the early stages of exposure, than pyrite 

exposed to A. brierleyi in DSM 150 medium. The iron atomic percentage did not change over the 

course of exposure in A. brierleyi in DSMny 150 medium, where the pyrite became much more iron 

rich when yeast extract was present in culture after 168 h. The EDX of pyrite exposed to DSMny 

150 medium shows a higher atomic percentage for sulfur and oxygen, and less iron than DSM 150 

medium. Although carbon was detected, it is likely due to adventitious carbon rather than debris. 

These results suggest pyrite leaching and oxidation of the surface is accelerated when there is no 

yeast extract present in the culture, leaving more oxygen on the surface in both media and culture 

samples. This agrees with the higher levels of solubilised iron and sulfur species measured using 

ICPOES (section 7.3.1.5).  

Compared to the SEM images collected of pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium (Chapter 6, section 

6.3.2), the pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium showed more frequent and larger cracking by 24 

h. Further surface analysis techniques will be applied to properly quantify the roughness of the 

surface in the following section. Considerably less submicron debris found on the surface of the 

pyrite in the absence of yeast extract, which was observed as a uniform covering on pyrite in DSM 

150 medium. The SEM images of A. brierleyi on pyrite in DSMny 150 medium showed less cells 

adhered to the surface compared to culture in DSM 150 medium, and the cells observed were 

generally smaller in size, which may be due to the difference in available nutrients [32]. The pyrite 

exposed to A. brierleyi and DSM 150 medium displayed organic aggregates on the surface, while 

no organic aggregates were found on the pyrite exposed to (a)biotic DSMny 150 medium. This 

suggests the presence of yeast extract is contaminating the surface under both biotic and abiotic 

conditions. 

7.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy 

The yeast extract in DSM 150 medium has the potential to influence surface roughness by three 

possible mechanisms. Firstly, it may form a physical barrier over the surface, altering mineral 
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leaching behaviour by either accelerating or hindering mineral dissolution. Secondly, it may 

agglomerate, forming organic debris on the surface that alters the physical properties of local areas 

of the surface without altering overall surface chemistry. Finally, yeast extract may not directly 

impact the mineral, but it may alter the behaviour of the cells in ways that prevent them from 

interacting with the mineral as if the extra nutrients were not present, especially in early stages of 

exposure. The effects A. brierleyi on the roughness of pyrite without the influence of yeast extract is 

explored here using AFM, to quantify the impact on surface leaching. Typical AFM images of 

pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi in the presence of yeast are shown in Figure 7.84. 

 

Figure 7.84: 10 x 10 μm AFM height images of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi for 2 h (A); 24 h (B); 72 h (C); 168 h 

(D). 

The roughness of the pyrite surface exposed to A. brierleyi and DSMny medium as calculated by Ra 

and Rq are shown in Figure 7.85, with the error bars representing the 95% confidence interval. The 

two different methods used to calculate the average roughness of the pyrite surface was described in 

Chapter 3, section 3.10.2. 
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Figure 7.85: The roughness of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi as calculated by Ra (●) and Rq (○), and DSMny 150 

medium as calculated by Ra (▲) and Rq (∆). 

As can be seen in the results presented above, the roughness of pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 

medium increases linearly over 168 h. Both the Ra and Rq values of the pyrite surfaces show the 

same trend, with correlation coefficients of 0.9976 and 0.9915, respectively. The roughness of 

pyrite samples exposed to A. brierleyi also display a linear increase in surface roughness over 168 h. 

Both the Ra and Rq values of the pyrite surfaces showing the same trend, with correlation 

coefficients of 0.9654 and 0.9808, respectively. Initially, the surface of pyrite exposed to A. 

brierleyi was found to be rougher than the surface of pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium, with 

the measured surface roughness converging over 72 h. As has been previously discussed (Chapter 4, 

section 4.3.3), it can safely be assumed that the roughness of bare polished pyrite is statistically 

insignificant from the roughness of pyrite exposed to the mesophiles and abiotic HH medium for 2 

h, which coincides with the roughness of pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium at the same period. 

After 168 h, the surface of the pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium was slightly rougher than the 

pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi. The initial increase in roughness of pyrite exposed the culture may be 

due to the accelerated leaching observed in thermophilic cultures caused by increased temperature 

[11, 21, 24, 37]. This agrees with the SEM results, which show increasingly large etch pits on the 

pyrite surfaces exposed to A. brierleyi and to DSMny 150 medium solution as periods of exposure 

increase.  

Previous studies have not yet investigated this strain of archaea using AFM, however, this technique 

has been applied to other bioleaching microorganisms, as have been discussed in chapters 3 and 4. 
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Such studies have investigated preference of cells for specific locations on pyrite surfaces [38-41], 

cell adhesion onto sulfide mineral surfaces [42, 43], and cell morphology [44-46]. 

As was the case with A. brierleyi grown with yeast extract, these observations of the nature of the 

mineral surface must be compared to the measured hydrophobicity of the sample, to fully 

understand how A. brierleyi impacts the mineral surface in terms of its ability to depress or float 

pyrite without the influence of yeast extract in the medium solution. 

7.3.3.1 Comparison to A. brierleyi Enhanced with Yeast Extract 

The pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi in DSMny 150 medium is consistently rougher than culture with 

yeast extract in the medium. After 72 h of exposure, the roughness of the pyrite exposed to DSMny 

medium is greater than that of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi in DSM 150 medium. The pyrite 

exposed to DSM 150 and DSMny 150 media are very similar at 2 h of exposure, but longer periods 

of exposure result in pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium being rougher than that measured for 

the DSM 150 medium. This suggests that the yeast extract is impacting the leaching of the surface 

when present in the medium solution, with the roughness significantly reduced compared to both A. 

brierleyi grown in DSM 150 medium, and the DSM 150 medium control. 

7.3.4 Captive Bubble Contact Angle 

The results of the previous chapter suggested the presence of yeast extract in the medium may be 

impacting both the surface wettability of pyrite and the activity of the A. brierleyi when presented 

with the pyrite surface. Captive bubble contact angle enables the measurement of the pyrite surface 

hydrophobicity of samples exposed to A. brierleyi in the absence of this potential contaminant, 

isolating the impact of this archaea and its excretions on the hydrophobicity.  Figure 7.86 shows the 

average advancing and receding contact angles of every individual angle measured, with the error 

bars representing the standard deviation of those measurements.  
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Figure 7.86: Advancing captive bubble contact angle of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi (○) and DSMny 150 

medium (∆). Receding captive bubble contact angle of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi (●) and DSMny 150 medium 

(▲). Error bars represent sample standard deviation. 

The surface of the pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi displayed greater heterogeneity compared to the 

surface exposed to DSMny 150 medium in the early stages of exposure (2-12 h), where there is up 

to 24° difference in advancing and receding angle values. By 24 h, there is no difference in the 

hydrophobicity of pyrite exposed to culture or DSMny 150 medium, with the hydrophobicity of the 

pyrite exposed to the medium remaining constant for the remainder of the exposure. After 72 h, it 

appears that A. brierleyi causes a significant decrease in hydrophobicity to the pyrite of nearly 10° 

compared to DSMny 150 medium. The hydrophobicity of the pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi 

increases by 168 h, remaining only slightly less hydrophobic than pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 

medium for the remainder of the exposure. Depending on the particle size of minerals used in a 

flotation system, a difference in measured contact angle of just 3° may suggest an improvement of 

up to 18% in mineral recovery [47]. These results suggest that an exposure of either 2 h or 72 h 

could promote the depression of pyrite by A. brierleyi by a significant percentage, depending on 

particle size. 

The SEM results have shown a lack of cell adhesion to the pyrite surface, and little relation with 

changes in surface roughness to the contact angles measured here, although both the DSMny 150 

medium and the A. brierleyi are impacting the pyrite surface hydrophobicity. These results suggest 

that in the absence of yeast extract, the A. brierleyi may be producing EPS components that alter 

mineral hydrophobicity over short periods of time via the indirect contact mechanism, potentially in 

combination with the indirect mechanism. To separate the physical changes on the surface from 
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potential chemical effects, and to isolate the impact of yeast extract identified in the previous 

chapter (Chapter 6), surface chemical analysis must be performed on the pyrite surface.  This 

chemical analysis will be explored using ToF-SIMS in section 7.3.5. 

7.3.4.1 Comparison to A. brierleyi Enhanced with Yeast Extract 

The pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium appears has greater wettability than the pyrite exposed to 

DSMny medium for 2 h by up to 22° (advancing angle), with samples appearing similar in contact 

angle from 72 h. Pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium are also more heterogeneous in early stages 

of exposure (≤ 24 h) than samples exposed to DSM 150 medium. The pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi 

grown in DSMny 150 medium has greater wettability by approximately 3° compared to pyrite 

exposed to A. brierleyi in DSM 150 medium after 2 h. The difference becomes even greater 

between 72 to 336 h, with pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi in DSMny 150 medium improving pyrite 

wettability by 2°-5.9° compared to culture in DSM 150 medium. 

These results suggest that the yeast extract is interacting with the surface of abiotic samples early in 

the exposure, increasing the hydrophobicity of the samples at short exposure times (≤ 24 h). The 

yeast extract is also altering the surface of the mineral when being utilized by A. brierleyi as a 

nutrient source, causing a loss of potential improvement to mineral wettability essential for 

bioflotation purposes by decreasing pyrite hydrophobicity relative to culture exposures. This is 

further evidence that the presence of yeast extract may be masking the presence of potential EPS 

produced by A. brierleyi acting on the surface, suggesting this archaeon may interact with the 

mineral surface by the indirect and/or indirect contact mechanisms. 

7.3.5 Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry  

Figure 7.87 shows the positive ions on the surface of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi and DSMny 150 

medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. The ToF-SIMS analysis of bare polished pyrite was discussed in 

Chapter 4, section 4.3.6; briefly, the positive ion spectra were dominated by Fe+, with very low 

proportions of carbonaceous fragments, while the negative ion fragments indicated surface 

oxidation through exposure to the atmosphere. Negligible amounts of large molecular weight 

fragments were detected.  
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Figure 7.87: Average normalised peak intensities of positive fragments of pyrite exposed A. brierleyi (top) for 2, 

24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 

The fragment profiles of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi are dominated by short chain CxHy
+ (x ≤ 6) 

fragments early on in the exposure. The CxHyOz
+ (x ≤ 4, z ≤ 2) and CxHyNz

+ (x ≤ 5, z ≤ 2) fragments 

decrease in proportion over the first 72 h of exposure, before increasing after 168 h. The proportion 

of the CxHyOz
+ and CxHyNz

+ fragments were consistently lower than that of elemental ions detected. 

The proportion of Fe+ detected was consistent over the first 72 h of exposure, decreasing after 168 

h. This suggests that the pyrite surface is coated with secondary mineral formations and 
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proteinaceous material after 168 h of exposure to A. brierleyi. The proportion of Si+ remains low 

over the course of exposure to 72 h, increasing in after 168 h. Some silicate inclusions are expected, 

as was suggested by the EDX data in Chapter 6, section 6.3.2. The proportions of Na+, K+ and NH4
+ 

are variable over the course of exposure, with Na+ and K+ following the same trend. This could be 

due to jarosite formations, as was seen in the SEM and EDX, or medium salt precipitates, and 

coincides with the increase in inorganic debris on the surface observed in the SEM results. Because 

DSMny 150 medium contains ammonium sulfate, the NH4
+ fragment  can be expected on the 

surface, and therefore is not on its own a reliable indicator of whether proteins are present on the 

surface. The FeOH+ fragment remains low in proportion on the surface over the course of the 

exposure. 

The fragment profiles of pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium is dominated by CxHy
+ fragments 

across all periods of exposure. The proportions of CxHyOz
+ fragments are variable across the 

exposure and high in proportion compared to pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi, while CxHyNz
+ remains 

consistent over the course of exposure. This suggests little EPS production by A. brierleyi is 

occurring, with no significant increase in organic material on the pyrite surface compared with the 

control. The lack of significant organic fragments indicates that the mechanism through which A. 

brierleyi interacts with pyrite is likely to be the indirect mechanism, with little to no impact through 

the indirect contact mechanism. The proportion of Fe+ decreases over the course of exposure, 

however it remains the third most frequently occurring fragment at each period, suggesting that the 

pyrite surface remains rich in iron for the duration. The frequency of the NH4
+ fragment remains 

consistent over the first 72 h, increasing after 168 h of exposure, while K+ varies greatly over the 

course of exposure. This suggests medium salt precipitates are forming heterogeneously on the 

surface. The proportions of Si+ and FeOH+ remain low over the course of exposure, indicating the 

presence of some silicate inclusions and potential secondary mineral precipitates on the surface. The 

silicate inclusions and jarosites are expected, as indicated by the EDX data (section 7.3.2). The Na+ 

remains in low proportion on the surface for every period of exposure except 72 h, with the larger 

associated error indicating uneven distribution over the surface that may cause this fragment to be 

over-represented on this sample. 

Figure 7.88 shows the complementary negative fragments and elements of interest and significance 

collected by ToF-SIMS on pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi and DSMny 150 medium for 2, 24, 72 and 

168 h. The fragment profiles of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi show oxygenated sulfur fragments 

occur with greater frequency on the surface than the polysulfide fragments for all periods of 

exposure. Every sample is dominated by the Oˉ ion, except for the sample exposed to A. brierleyi 

for 24 h, where Clˉ ion is the most frequently occurring and Oˉ is the second most frequent.  This 
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corresponds to high proportions of K+ measured in the positive ion spectra, suggesting the 

precipitation of the medium salt potassium chloride (KCl) on the surface, which occurs to greater or 

lesser extent on all samples. The OHˉ fragment is consistently the second or third most frequently 

occurring fragment over the course of exposure, while the proportion of Sˉ and SHˉ increases from 

2 to 24 h, decreases from 24 to 72 h, and increases again by 168 h [48]. These changes correspond 

with the contact angle results, which suggest the surface is hydrophilic, with little difference in the 

first 24 h, and least hydrophobic after 72 h exposure. 

 

Figure 7.88: Average normalised peak intensities of negative fragments of pyrite exposed A. brierleyi (top) for 2, 

24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. 
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The fragments detected on pyrite after exposure to DSMny 150 medium are dominated by the Oˉ 

and OHˉ fragments for every period of exposure. The proportion of Sˉ and SHˉ appears to decrease 

over the course of exposure. For all periods of exposure, oxygenated sulfur species such as SO3ˉ 

and SO4ˉ are in greater proportion on the surface than polysulfide species such as S3ˉ and S4ˉ, 

shown inset in Figure 7.88(bottom). The proportion of Clˉ increases over the course of exposure, 

suggesting the precipitation of medium salts accumulating on the surface as exposure time 

increases. These results suggest that the surface is heavily oxidised even at early periods of 

exposure of the pyrite to DSMny 150 medium. The higher proportions of oxygen containing species 

on the surface are contributing to the decrease in hydrophobicity of the surface, which agrees with 

the captive bubble contact angle results that suggest the pyrite exposed to the DSMny medium is 

similar in hydrophobicity to pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi for the majority of the exposure. 

Figure 7.89 shows the large molecular mass positive fragments collected by ToF-SIMS on pyrite 

exposed to A. brierleyi and DSMny 150 medium for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h. Compared to the large 

molecular weight fragment patterns obtained from pyrite exposed to the mesophilic cultures in 

Chapters 4 and 5, there appears to be a much lower proportion of large molecular weight fragments 

across all periods of exposure. The fragments examined here are identical to those shown in the 

previous chapter, with details of proposed peak identities discussed in Chapter 6, section 6.3.5. 
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Figure 7.89: Average normalised peak intensities of large molecular weight positive fragments of pyrite exposed 

A. brierleyi (top) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 h, and pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium (bottom) for 2, 24, 72 and 168 

h, and yeast extract (outline). 

The proportion of large molecular weight fragments detected on the pyrite surface after exposure to 

A. brierleyi is very low, with the fragments that also appear in the spectra of yeast extract occurring 

less frequently. Most noticeable are the fragments at m/z 118.07, 165.05, 166.03, 175.06, and 

212.79, which are very low in proportion on the surface. The fragments at m/z 105.06, 109.10 and 

115.04 appear to be higher in proportion on the surface early in the exposure, although they 

decrease in frequency over the course of exposure. These fragments have been previously identified 

as carbohydrate or lipid fragments, with the exception of m/z 109.1 and 212.79, which were unable 

to be identified [49-57]. These results suggest A. brierleyi is a low EPS producer compared to the 
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mesophilic cultures investigated in chapters 4 and 5, which produce larger quantities of EPS in early 

stages of exposure to mineral. 

The large molecular weight fragments detected on the pyrite surface after exposure to DSMny 150 

medium are also occurring with low frequency. The most noticeable decreases in proportion 

occurred in fragments m/z 110.07, 118.07, 165.05, 166.03, 175.06, 212.79, suggesting these 

fragments were likely due to yeast extract proteins and carbohydrates [49-60]. The fragments m/z 

313.26 and 341.29 occur in higher proportions early in the exposure (2 and 24 h), which have been 

identified as major components of several lipid and fatty acid structures [49, 52, 55, 56, 61]. 

Previous studies of pyrite surfaces using ToF-SIMS were focused mainly on identifying pyrite 

particles within a mixture of sulfide minerals, and focussed mainly on the ions associated with the 

pyrite surface and ions of interest to flotation. These were discussed in detail in Chapter 4, section 

4.3.6. Previous studies that have utilised ToF-SIMS for the investigation of various microorganisms 

and their excretions were discussed in the previous chapter [44, 50, 51, 58, 62, 63]. These findings 

agree that the most sulfur rich sample, pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 medium for 2 h, is also the 

most hydrophobic sample. The presence of the yeast extract in the medium is altering the surface 

species present on the pyrite, and as such is impacting the wettability of the pyrite. 

7.3.5.1 Comparison to A. brierleyi Enhanced with Yeast Extract 

As was observed in the previous chapter (Chapter 6), the presence of yeast extract in the medium is 

causing organic carbon contamination of the pyrite surface, making it impossible to determine the 

impact of A. brierleyi and potential EPS on the pyrite surface. The chemical analysis of pyrite 

exposed to both the DSMny 150 medium and A. brierleyi is crucial for separating the action of 

yeast extract from the action of the cells. 

The pyrite exposed to DSM 150 medium had a higher proportion of K+ and CxHyNz
+ fragments 

(Chapter 6, section 6.3.5) compared to the fragments detected on pyrite exposed to DSMny 150 

medium. Sulfur species, especially polysulfides, are in higher proportion on the surface of pyrite 

exposed to DSMny 150 medium compared to DSM 150 medium, where polysulfides are almost 

non-existent. This suggests the removal of yeast extract from the medium, which was shown to 

impact the cell activity (section 7.3.1), may negatively impact the ability of cells to utilise pyrite as 

a nutrient source over this time frame. 

Compared to the pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi grown in DSM 150 medium, pyrite exposed to 

DSMny 150 medium shows a much lower proportion of CxHyNz
+ fragments and a much higher 

proportion of Fe+ on the surface. This suggests that protein or amino acid-type fragments are more 
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prolific on the surface of pyrite exposed to medium or culture when yeast extract is present. This is 

likely due to the yeast extract in the medium, the composition of which is mostly peptides and 

amino acids (Chapter 3, section 3.1). After 72 h of exposure, the proportions of oxygenated species 

on the surface of pyrite (SO3ˉ, SO4ˉ, etc.) are significantly greater in pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi 

in DSMny 150 medium, agreeing with the lowest measured hydrophobicity at this period of 

exposure.  

There are significantly lower proportions of many high molecular weight fragments on pyrite 

exposed to both culture and medium in the absence of yeast extract compared to the results 

presented in the previous chapter. Most noticeable among these fragments is the m/z 110.07 

histidine fragment. This indicates there is indeed contamination of the surface in both biotic and 

abiotic samples by components of yeast extract on the surface, and that A. brierleyi does not appear 

to be a producer of significant amounts of EPS. This agrees with the SEM results, which showed 

little to no attachment of A. brierleyi cells on the surface, regardless of the presence of yeast extract 

in the medium. The results observed here confirm the conclusions of the previous chapter, that yeast 

extract is acting on the surface and changing the behaviour of A. brierleyi upon exposure to pyrite. 

7.4 Conclusions 

It was observed using SEM that very little attachment of A. brierleyi cells occurs over the period of 

168 h of exposure to pyrite, and the few cells that were observed on the surface showed no 

preference for surface defects. Leaching of the pyrite surface appeared to be enhanced by the 

presence of the archaea in solution in the early stages of exposure (2 to 24 h), with little quantifiable 

difference in roughness for longer periods of exposure, as measured by AFM. The period at which 

there was the smallest difference in roughness between the control and the pyrite exposed to A. 

brierleyi, was also the period at which the contact angle results suggest pyrite exposed to cells is the 

least hydrophobic, around 72 h. ToF-SIMS confirmed the chemical species on the surface exposed 

to A. brierleyi had the highest proportion of hydrophilic species on the surface at this period, 

including oxygenated sulfur fragments. 

These observations suggest that A. brierleyi is unlikely to alter the surface through direct attack, 

with little to no cell attachment observed that might contribute to the alteration of the pyrite surface. 

This suggests A. brierleyi interacts with the surface through the indirect mechanism, as there is little 

evidence of the EPS production that is required for the indirect contact mechanism. Although the 

production of EPS is significantly lower than the mesophilic bacteria explored in previous chapters, 

A. brierleyi is still suitable for bioflotation applications over shorter exposure periods due to the 
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accelerated oxidation of the surface and its tolerance of higher temperatures (60 °C) that are likely 

to be found in industrial applications. The conflation of the effects of yeast extract on the system, 

however, is an important consideration for studies that intend to apply this organism to the 

processing of minerals, as it has been established in this investigation that there is significant impact 

of this nutrient on the surface. 
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8 Summary and Future Work 

In this thesis, the physical and chemical alteration of pyrite by the bacteria A. ferrooxidans and L. 

ferrooxidans and the archaea A. brierleyi has been investigated to establish the role of EPS and cell 

attachment in the alteration of hydrophobicity of sulfide minerals. Several analytical techniques 

have been utilised to provide detailed descriptions of the pyrite surface, the culture solutions, and 

the cells of A. ferrooxidans, L. ferrooxidans, and A. brierleyi over different periods of exposure. 

These techniques include Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy (EDX), titration, Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy 

(ICPOES), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Photoelectron Emission Microscopy (PEEM), 

Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM), Near Edge Adsorption Fine Structure 

Spectroscopy (NEXAFS), Time of Flight – Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) and 

both sessile drop and captive bubble contact angle measurements. 

What follows is a summary of the major findings from these experiments and the potential 

pathways for future work to build on the knowledge presented here. 

8.1 Thesis Summary 

The mechanisms through which A. ferrooxidans, L. ferrooxidans and A. brierleyi interact with 

pyrite was found to vary across strains. The results from the investigations of the mesophilic strains 

suggest that EPS mediates attachment of both bacteria to the surface, but that cells are not required 

to colonise the surface for EPS to decrease surface hydrophobicity in short periods of time. This 

supports the indirect contact mechanism as how initial interactions with the mineral surface are 

occurring. The surface studies of A. brierleyi on pyrite found that EPS was not in significant 

proportion on the pyrite surface, with cells appearing in isolation or in small groups of no more than 

three in 168 h, achieving coverage no greater than 0.1 cell/mm2. This suggests EPS is required for 

cell attachment, as the cells do not appear to attach to the pyrite surface and do not produce EPS in 

large enough quantities to attach. The lack of attachment may be due to preferential consumption of 

yeast extract rather than the mineral. This suggests that this archaeon does not directly interact with 

the surface, acting instead as a catalyst for oxidation of ferrous ions in solution via the indirect 

mechanism, or that the presence of yeast extract as a food source. After the removal of yeast extract 

from the growth medium, the lack of attachment and evidence of significantly less EPS production 

compared to the mesophilic bacteria supports the conclusion that A. brierleyi acts as a catalyst for 

oxidation of ferrous iron via the indirect mechanism. 
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The surface studies of A. ferrooxidans and L. ferrooxidans on pyrite showed EPS is produced early 

(2 h) upon exposure of new culture to the mineral surface, with bacterial colonies observed 

increasing in population on the surface over time. Changes occur in EPS composition as the initial 

attachment becomes the building of biofilm, with greater amounts of polysaccharides detected on 

the surface over short periods of exposure (2 h), and more proteinaceous character over longer 

periods of exposure. The larger amounts of hydrophilic polysaccharides [1-3] produced by A. 

ferrooxidans and L. ferrooxidans at 2 h exposure correlates with greater wettability of the pyrite 

surface compared to media controls of up to 18° and 36°, respectively. The proportion of EPS on 

the surface of pyrite exposed to L. ferrooxidans is greater, suggesting this strain would be ideal for 

EPS extraction experiments, and that fewer cells are required for better separation. This is important 

for bioflotation, as short processing times, low cell concentrations and high EPS production by 

these cells will reduce cost and increase production.  

In the presence of yeast extract, A. brierleyi appears to create only a small improvement made to 

pyrite wettability, with the greatest difference of 16° observed at 24 h compared to the control 

pyrite surface. The surface of the control pyrite in the presence of yeast extract also showed much 

greater hysteresis that the mesophilic control, suggesting a more heterogeneous surface, while the 

similarity between the control and biotic pyrite suggests potential yeast extract contamination of the 

surface. The removal of yeast extract promoted significant improvements in surface wettability of 

pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi of up to 30°.  The hysteresis on the surface of the control is also 

improved compared by the removal of yeast extract, suggesting the yeast extract is making the 

surface more heterogenous, negatively impacting the effective interaction of bubbles with the 

pyrite. The improvement to pyrite wettability in the absence of yeast extract suggests cells are more 

actively oxidising the surface, and that the yeast extract inhibited pyrite oxidation. This is important 

for both bioleaching and bioflotation, as the archaea can survive at elevated temperatures than the 

mesophiles, closer to conditions in some flotation cells requiring the depression of galena or the use 

of oleate collectors of above 60 °C [4]. The removal of yeast extract, which causes unwanted effects 

on the mineral surface, has been proved to provide no significant benefit to cultures used for the 

purposes of mineral surface alteration, and as such its inclusion in media adds unnecessary cost to 

the use of A. brierleyi as a mineral modification agent. 

In conclusion, the indirect contact mechanism has been successfully elucidated as the mechanism 

behind the interaction of the mesophilic bacteria with pyrite, while the indirect mechanism is behind 

the interactions of the thermophilic archaea with the mineral. Polysaccharides have been found to 

be major EPS components during the early stages of exposure for both A. ferrooxidans and L. 

ferrooxidans, with increased protein production occurring at longer exposure periods as cells 
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colonise the surface. Little EPS was found on the surface of pyrite exposed to A. brierleyi. All 

species accelerated the oxidation of the mineral surface over short periods of exposure, imparting 

decreased hydrophobicity to the sample. This suggests the time cells are harvested and the length of 

exposure to the mineral is of crucial importance to mineral surface modification by microorganisms 

and must be taken into consideration by future explorations into effective separation of minerals by 

bioflotation. The elevated temperature of the A. brierleyi culture was not found to decrease 

hydrophobicity in comparison to the mesophilic strain conditions, and the removal of yeast extract 

from the growth medium was found to be beneficial to future bioflotation applications. Each 

microorganism, and the EPS components they produce has the potential for wider application as 

bioflotation reagents. 

8.2 Future Work 

The findings of this thesis suggest significant improvements to pyrite hydrophobicity might be 

gained in early stages of exposure to microorganisms. To confirm these observations are true for 

separation by bioflotation, it will be necessary to perform corresponding microflotation experiments 

on single mineral. For effective separation, mixed ore should also be tested to assess selectivity for 

depression of pyrite by the cells. 

There are still many challenges regarding the analysis and application of extracellular polymeric 

substances to bioflotation. The extraction of compounds in the EPS of the microorganisms 

investigated in this study needs to be refined, and the extracts then applied to microflotation tests to 

assess their suitability for larger scale bioflotation. 

If a single EPS component can be identified that provides selectivity and improved recovery, it 

would provide an environmentally friendly alternative to chemical depressants currently used in 

industry. 
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